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Abstract
The present work is concerned with accurate numerical predictions of
the particle transport, settling and deposition in estuaries and adjacent
regions of the continental shelves as there are still huge uncertainties
in answering fundamental questions arising in this context. Generally,
we have to consider all relevant physical effects which involves especially
the details of the freshwater/saltwater interaction, the particle transport
and settling, the occasional formation of bottom-propagating turbidity
currents and the particle deposition on the ground. To obtain accurate
and reliable results, we perform Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS)
where all turbulent scales are resolved. However, this approach is limited
to at most laboratory-size model configurations. In case of more realistic
flows, we cannot afford the resolution of the smallest scales such that we
need to model them as done in so-called Large-Eddy Simulations (LES).
To this end, we develop a combined DNS/LES tool which is well
suited for the application to such flow problems. Because such simulations require high spatial and temporal resolutions and thus large
computing resources, we have to account for the (massively) parallel architecture of modern (super-)computers. This restriction influences the
choices of the discretization and of the solver for the elliptic problems
which arise from the incompressibility constraint. The simulation code
is thoroughly validated and tested by means of DNS of different transitional and turbulent channel flows.
Next, we perform several DNS of (idealized) turbidity currents which
are mainly intended to validate the implementation of the particle model.
Also a DNS of a flow in a much larger configuration is conducted to
analyze the impact of the Grashof number. Subsequently, we employ the
solver for DNS of particle transport and settling in different laboratoryscale (model) estuaries. We introduce typical flow configurations and
analyze the flows therein with the focus on settling-enhancing effects.
The results permit a deeper insight into a particle settling mode which is
related to the interaction of turbulence, convective mixing and buoyancy
effects. The impact of different flow parameters is studied as well.
In a final step, we adapt and implement the so-called RelaxationTerm subgrid-scale model to obtain the LES capability. We apply the
LES approach to the previous DNS configurations with the objective
to reproduce the results at lower costs, comparable accuracy and still
high reliability. This requires a detailed survey of the various model
parameters with respect to their influence on the results.

Kurzfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit befasst sich mit genauen numerische Vorhersagen des Transports, des Absinkens und des Ablagerns von Partikeln in
Flussmündungen und in angrenzenden Gebieten der Kontinentalschelfs,
da im Bezug auf diese Aspekte große Unsicherheiten in der Beantwortung fundamentaler Fragestellungen bestehen. Im Allgemeinen müssen
wir hierbei alle relevanten physikalischen Effekte berücksichtigen, was
insbesondere die Interaktion von Süß- und Salzwasser, den Transport
und das Absinken der Partikel, die gelegentliche Entstehung von bodennahen Suspensionsströmen sowie das finale Ablagern der Partikel auf
dem Meeresboden einbezieht. Um genaue und zuverlässige Ergebnisse
zu erzielen, verwenden wir hauptsächlich Direkte Numerische Simulationen (DNS), bei denen alle turbulenten Skalen vollständig dargestellt
werden. Diese Methode ist allerdings auf eher kleine, maximal laborgroße Konfigurationen beschränkt. Bei Simulationen von realistischeren
Strömungen wird die Darstellung der kleinsten Skalen allerdings zu aufwändig, so dass diese modelliert werden müssen, wie etwa in sogenannten
Large-Eddy Simulationen (LES).
Mit dieser Zielsetzung entwickeln wir in dieser Arbeit ein kombiniertes DNS/LES-Werkzeug, das für die Anwendung auf solche Strömungsprobleme gut geeignet ist. Weil Simulationen dieser Art sehr hohe räumliche und zeitliche Auflösungen und damit auch große Rechenkapazitäten
benötigen, muss dabei insbesondere die massiv-parallele Architektur moderner (Super-)Computer berücksichtigt werden. Diese Anforderung beeinflusst sowohl die Wahl der Diskretisierung also auch die des Lösers für
die elliptischen Probleme, die aus der Inkompressibilitätsbedingung resultieren. Das Computerprogramm wird anhand von verschiedenen DNS
transitioneller und turbulenter Kanalströmungen sorgfältig validiert und
getestet.
Als nächstes führen wir mehrere DNS (idealisierter) Suspensionsströme durch, um in erster Linie die Implementierung des Partikelmodells zu validieren. Darauf aufbauend wird auch die Strömung in einer
deutlich größeren Konfiguration simuliert, um den Einfluss der GrashofZahl zu analysieren. Anschließend verwenden wir den Löser für DNS
verschiedener (Modell-)Flussmündungen, die ungefähr die Größe von Laborexperimenten haben. Wir führen typische Strömungskonfigurationen
ein und analysieren die Strömungen darin vor allem in Bezug auf Effekte,
die das Partikelabsinken begünstigen. Die Resultate lassen insbesondere einen tieferen Einblick in einen Absinkmechanismus zu, der auf der

Interaktion von Turbulenz, konvektiver Mischung und Auftriebseffekten
beruht. Auch der Einfluss verschiedener Strömungsparameter wird untersucht.
Im letzten Schritt adaptieren und implementieren wir das sogenannte
Relaxationsterm-Feinstrukturmodell für eine Erweiterung auf LES. Wir
wenden den LES-Ansatz auf die vorherigen DNS-Konfigurationen mit
dem Ziel an, jene Resultate bei geringerem Aufwand, vergleichbarer Genauigkeit und immer noch hoher Zuverlässigkeit zu reproduzieren. Das
wiederum erfordert eine detaillierte Studie über den Einfluss der verschiedenen Modellparameter auf die Resultate.
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Chapter 1
Introduction, objectives and outline

1.1

Background and motivation

1.1.1 Particle transport processes in estuarine environments
The fate of sedimentary particles on the continental shelves (figure 1.1)
is controlled by many natural processes. One essential contribution is
the particle supply by rivers which was estimated by Milliman & Syvitski (1992) as approximately ten billion metric tons per year. Riverine
particle-laden freshwater entering an ocean is typically lighter than the
surrounding saltwater, such that the river plumes are positively buoyant. Therefore, the particles can be transported over relatively large
distances with the freshwater current close to the water surface. The
expansion of the particle plume is only limited by the particle settling
which dominates over the horizontal transport with growing distance to
the river mouth.
Generally, the horizontal and vertical particle transport determine
where, when and how the particles reach the ground. However, many of
the processes involved are not fully understood, e.g. the mixing of freshwater with oceanic brine in the vicinity of river mouths (e.g., Atkinson,
1993; Luketina & Imberger, 1987) or the transport of the particles with
the buoyant freshwater plume to the ocean (e.g., Geyer et al., 2004; McCool & Parsons, 2004; Parsons et al., 2001; Warrick et al., 2008). Moreover, field measurements reveal that suspended particles typically settle
with relatively large velocities from the freshwater plumes to the ground.
These sediment fluxes cannot be explained by Stokes’ law for disaggregated constituent grains (McCool & Parsons, 2004; Warrick et al.,
2008) which gives rise to some fundamental questions about the particle
dynamics. The traditional assumption for an enhanced settling is the
ﬂocculation of individual particles to larger aggregates leading to correspondingly larger Stokes settling speeds (Geyer et al., 2004; Hill et al.,
2000). More recent studies favor the positive influence of turbulence on
the effective particle settling velocity (McCool & Parsons, 2004; Parsons
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shoreline
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Figure 1.1: Sketch of a typical continental margin (with shelf, slope and rise)
and adjacent abyssal plain (from Encyclopædia Britannica Online).

et al., 2001). Turbulence is mostly generated by the kinetic energy of the
freshwater inflow, other ambient seawater currents, wind stresses, tides
and/or waves. Even the potential energy of the particle suspension in
the buoyant freshwater current may contribute to an enhanced settling.
Once the particles have reached the ground they can form so-called
turbidity currents (in case that the particle suspension is dilute) or, more
generally, particle-driven gravity currents. The particles do not always
originate from rivers, they can also result from sediment failures on the
continental slope (e.g. Dan et al., 2007; Mulder et al., 1997). Typical transport distances range from a few hundreds of meters or less
(e.g. down the submerged fronts of river deltas) to thousands of kilometers on the continental rises and abyssal plains (Dan et al., 2007;
Meiburg & Kneller, 2010; Mulder et al., 1997). Moreover, turbidity currents can lead to substantial erosion and thus to even larger amounts of
transported sediment (Inman et al., 1976; Middleton, 1993). Repeated
flows of this kind along submarine channels down the continental slopes
produce the so-called submarine fans with volumes on the order of many
cubic kilometers of sediment (e.g. Curray et al., 2003). However, many
details about the initiation processes, the evolution of the turbidity currents and also about the structure and nature of their deposits are still
not fully understood (see Meiburg & Kneller, 2010, for a more complete
overview).

1.1 Background and motivation
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These particle transport phenomena are essential for the global sediment cycle. More specifically, they are of great importance to many environmental processes such as the formation of river deltas or the buildup
of hydrocarbon reservoirs (Meiburg & Kneller, 2010). The transport
mechanisms described above are also responsible for sediment depositions in basins (e.g. De Cesare et al., 2001; Fan, 1986) resulting in losses
of their water storage capacity. Moreover, turbidity currents constitute
a major hazard to marine engineering installations such as oil platforms,
pipelines and submarine cables (Krause et al., 1970). Therefore, it is
highly desirable to better understand and predict such flows.
The main reason for the incomplete understanding is the fact that a
direct observation of the aforementioned large-scale flows is almost impossible because they occur infrequently and unpredictably in remote
and inaccessible environments (Meiburg & Kneller, 2010) and tend to
be destructive to submarine monitoring equipment (Inman et al., 1976).
Therefore, the development of appropriate tools permitting the prediction of these flows must be based on an approach combining field observations/measurements, laboratory experiments, mathematical modeling
and numerical simulations (Meiburg & Kneller, 2010). The present work
aims at the development/enhancement of mathematical models and numerical approaches as well as their application to at least laboratoryscale test problems. An extension to more realistic large-scale flows in
future work is envisaged.

1.1.2 Direct and Large-Eddy Simulation of multi-phase flows
(DNS/LES)
Numerical simulation is one viable way to predict the various particle
transport phenomena. For reliable and accurate results, we need to consider their often strongly transient behavior. Generally, there are two
main strategies to perform such simulations: in Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS), all scales of the flow are resolved such that very accurate
and reliable results are obtained. This is tightly connected to considerable numerical costs which make simulations of realistic scenarios almost
impossible. However, the computational effort can be significantly reduced by resolving only the largest scales. This is what is done in LargeEddy Simulations (LES), where the smaller non-resolved flow structures,
the so-called subgrid scales (SGS), are modeled.
Today, both methods permit accurate simulations of laboratory-scale
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flows only in combination with very high spatial and temporal resolutions. Presumably, accurate simulations of more realistic large-scale
problems will be feasible only by means of LES in combination with
correspondingly much higher resolutions. In either case, the implementation (also referred to as ‘simulation code’ or ‘solver’) of the numerical
approach must be able to scale to such high resolutions in space and time.
This may be complicated by the architectures of modern massively parallel (super-)computers, additionally. Furthermore, the accuracy of the
discretization plays an important role, as explained later.
The mathematical description of suspended particles or concentrations can increase the numerical effort of a simulation considerably. This
applies especially when we have to deal with very large numbers of particles and/or if they lead to (large) density differences in the fluid. Since
the fate of individual particles is often not of interest and their dynamics
relative to the carrier fluid sufficiently small, we can treat them as (continuous) concentrations. Such concentrations are preferably described
in an Eulerian framework (instead of the Lagrangian framework used
for individual particles) due to the lower computational costs of such
approaches. Because the resulting density differences in the fluid are
often relatively small compared to the mean density, we can apply the
so-called Boussinesq approximation in most cases which simplifies the
numerical solution of the governing equations significantly.

1.1.3 Outline
Obviously, the development of an appropriate highly accurate and highly
scalable DNS/LES approach is a key element for the numerical simulation of the targeted (large-scale) environmental flows. The numerical
approach has to be chosen, implemented and validated carefully in order
to yield the desired properties on modern massively parallel supercomputers. It is envisaged to apply this tool also to other flow configurations
in future projects.
We use the solver for DNS of different so-called lock-exchange ﬂows
which constitute a well-established model problem for realistic turbidity currents. To this end, the simulation code needs to be extended by
appropriate particle models and validated against reference results, subsequently. We apply the solver also to a much larger (but still laboratoryscale) setup which becomes feasible due to the aspired high scalability.
Once the implementation of the numerical approach has demon-
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strated its ability to predict typical multi-phase flows encountered in
estuarine environments, we employ it for various DNS of particle transport and settling processes in laboratory-scale (model) estuaries. To our
knowledge, simulations of this kind have not been conducted before such
that we perform this step after tackling the lock-exchange configuration.
We introduce, simulate and analyze several laboratory-scale estuary configurations with different parameter settings. The focus is on identifying
and understanding settling-speed increasing effects.
Finally, we try to reproduce some of the DNS results by means of
LES at lower costs, comparable accuracy and still high reliability. To this
end, we implement appropriate SGS models for the fluid velocity and for
the (particle) concentration(s). The SGS models for the concentrations
are adapted from those for the fluid velocity. The influence of the various
model parameters on the solution accuracy is investigated thoroughly.
A more detailed introduction of these four topics (i.e., development
of the DNS approach, examination of lock-exchange and estuary mouth
flows and modeling of the concentration SGS terms) is given in the following sections, comprising also objectives and outlines. It should be
mentioned that a very deep investigation of all aspects is impossible
to perform within this work due to its strong diversification in numerical/computational problems, mathematical modeling and physical experiments in about equal shares.

1.2

Numerical solution of the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations

Over the past few decades, high-fidelity simulations of incompressible,
viscous and time-dependent flows in three dimensions have been established as an important tool for studying fundamental phenomena in
canonical flow configurations, cf. Kleiser & Zang (1991) or Moin & Mahesh (1998), for instance. The continued rapid growth of computational
power permits ever larger simulations (e.g., Donzis et al., 2008; Hoyas
& Jimenez, 2006; Xu, 2007), however, the change from shared-memory
supercomputing systems to massively parallel distributed-memory platforms in the past decade has prompted new paradigms for the software design, requiring the application of different numerical methods as
well. ‘Petascale systems’ (supercomputers which can perform over 1015
floating-point operations per second (flop/s)) will become more widely
available in the next few years. To be able to use these platforms for
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high-fidelity simulations, we have to develop and employ new numerical
tools.
Generally, we consider a simulation code as scalable if the overall
time required to compute the solution grows at about the same rate as
the resolution in space and time. Additionally, high accuracy of the discretization (at limited numerical costs) is important in order to avoid
even larger resolutions in compensation for discretization errors. Both
requirements, high scalability and accuracy, concern the eﬃciency of
the simulation code. As explained later, its overall efficiency is governed
by the computer architecture, problem structure (size, boundary conditions, etc.), discretization schemes and numerical methods for solving
large systems of equations (e.g. to account for the incompressibility constraint). These are tightly connected factors which cannot be considered
separately.
Many canonical flow problems in simple geometries allow the application of the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) for the numerical solution of the governing equations. The FFT is mainly employed to solve
Poisson-type problems (arising from the incompressibility constraint) in
spectral space. This approach is straightforward for Fourier or Fourier–
Chebychev pseudospectral discretizations (e.g., Lundbladh et al., 1992;
Moin & Kim, 1980) and it can also be used for non-spectral discretizations which employ so-called Fast Poisson Solvers for the Poisson-type
problems (e.g. Simens et al., 2009). Since the solution of the Poisson-type
problems is typically the most expensive part of a numerical solution,
the high efficiency of the FFT yields very fast simulation codes, at least
on shared-memory computers. Other direct or iterative solution techniques, except for multigrid (MG) methods, are usually not competitive
on such computers (Greenbaum, 1997).
With the advent of ever larger massively parallel supercomputers
offering tens to hundreds of thousands of distributed processing units,
these FFT-based methods have lost some of their appeal due to their limited parallel scalability. We will show in section 2.2 that especially global
discretization schemes such as the Fourier(–Chebychev) pseudospectral
method or compact finite differences, coupling very large numbers of
grid points, impose some limits on the parallel scalability of simulation
codes. The same applies to local schemes if Fast Poisson Solvers are
employed. In contrast, local discretization schemes in combination with
iterative, MG-based solvers for the algebraic equations perform much
better on massively parallel computers, cf. section 2.2.3. Generally, such
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approaches are less accurate than spectral methods; however, their efficiency can be enhanced significantly using so-called high-order (local)
discretizations.
In this work, we employ mostly explicit (i.e. local) high-order finite differences for the spatial discretization of the governing equations,
permitting a data decomposition in all three spatial dimensions for the
parallelization. This approach is typically applied in DNS. For LES, we
switch to compact finite differences offering higher accuracy for the price
of a worse parallel scalability compared to explicit finite differences. In
time, we use either a semi-implicit or a fully explicit integration scheme.
For the semi-implicit scheme, the resulting system of linear equations is
solved in each (sub-)time step after forming the Schur complement problem (Zhang, 2005) for the pressure. In most cases, this problem can be
solved only iteratively requiring an appropriate preconditioning to yield
sufficiently high efficiency. We employ a sophisticated preconditioner developed by Elman (1999) for steady-state problems and a simple Laplace
preconditioner proposed by Brüger et al. (2005). Both approaches lead
to secondary Poisson and Helmholtz problems which are solved iteratively as well using MG-preconditioned Krylov subspace methods. Fully
explicit time integration requires only solutions of Poisson problems.
Moreover, we demonstrate that a careful choice of (adaptive) termination criteria for the different problems yields a reduced computational
effort in both cases.
The implementation presented in this work is limited to incompressible flows, Cartesian coordinates and rectangular domains (nonuniform
grid point distributions are permitted along the coordinate axes). These
limitations are chosen for simplicity and clarity and we emphasize that
the generalization to more complex geometries using the immersed interface method (LeVeque & Li, 1994), the immersed boundary method
(Peskin, 2002) and/or curvilinear orthogonal coordinates (e.g., Brüger
et al., 2005) is relatively straightforward.

1.3

Direct Numerical Simulation of lock-exchange
flows

The dynamics of turbidity currents has been studied under controlled
conditions in a number of laboratory experiments, e.g. by Bonnecaze
et al. (1993); Dade & Huppert (1995); Gladstone et al. (1998); Huppert (1980); Huppert & Simpson (1980); Rottman & Simpson (1983)
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and Gladstone & Woods (2000). Typically, heavier particle-laden fluid
is released into large (mostly rectangular) tanks filled with lighter clear
fluid. Such experiments permit measurements of flow properties such
as the speed or the height of the propagating fronts, but also of the
locations and forms of the resulting particle deposits on the ground.
Besides their importance for a better understanding of the flow phenomena, these experiments act as references for various modeling approaches
such as box models (e.g., Dade & Huppert, 1995; Gladstone & Woods,
2000; Hallworth et al., 1998; Hogg et al., 2000), shallow-water theory
(e.g., Bonnecaze et al., 1993; Parker et al., 1986; Rottman & Simpson,
1983) or space- and time-resolving simulations (e.g., Härtel et al., 2000a;
Necker et al., 2002; Ooi et al., 2009). Generally, the intention for the
development of such models is to provide numerical tools for predicting
such flows at different levels of accuracy and respective costs.
The first highly resolved two- and three-dimensional DNS of densitydriven lock-exchange flows were performed by Härtel et al. (2000a) and
DNS of particle-driven flows by Necker et al. (2002, 2005). These studies
were conducted in canonical configurations (straight channels) of relatively small scale. The geometrical complexity was somewhat increased
by Blanchette et al. (2006) who introduced varying slopes. More recently,
Gonzalez-Juez et al. (2009, 2010) investigated the impact of gravity currents on obstacles. On the modeling side, the original DNS approach was
extended to eroding and resuspending flows by Blanchette et al. (2005).
Weak inertial effects of the particle phase were considered by Ferry &
Balachandar (2001).
As explained in section 1.1.2, such DNS preferably employ Eulerian
approaches for the mathematical description of the particulate phase.
This choice appears to be justified since some of the aforementioned DNS
were able to reproduce detailed experimental data quite well, e.g. Härtel
et al. (2000a) found good agreements of the current fronts and Necker
et al. (2002) observed similar (time-dependent) sedimentation profiles
at the channel floor. Moreover, such DNS allow detailed studies on the
dynamics of the fronts, the particle sedimentation within the current, the
mixing of interstitial fluid with clear fluid as well as the resuspension of
particles from the bottoms of the gravity currents, for instance. Special
interest is also in the formation, growth and evolution of topographical
features caused by the interaction of the flow, particle deposition and
erosion.
To study lock-exchange flows with the newly developed simulation
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code, we first need to extend it by implementing appropriate particle
models. Although both an Eulerian and a Lagrangian approach are
embedded in the simulation code, we focus only on the former in this
work. For validation purposes, we try to reproduce a reference DNS
and check the agreement of several integral quantities in detail, that
is, the evolution of the total mass of suspended particles, the position
of the current head and different energies. Additionally, we require that
some of these quantities asymptotically follow analytical results for early
times. Subsequently, we perform a high-resolution DNS of a much larger
(but still laboratory-scale) lock-exchange configuration and compare it
to the previous results.

1.4

Direct Numerical Simulation of particle transport and settling in model estuaries

Pertinent laboratory experiments for the particle transport and settling
under estuary conditions were conducted by Maxworthy (1999); Parsons
et al. (2001) and McCool & Parsons (2004), for instance. These studies employed different configurations which permitted the emulation of
the particle transport with the riverine freshwater in the horizontal directions as well as their settling in the vertical direction. Especially Parsons
et al. (2001) and McCool & Parsons (2004) suspected that the particle
settling speed is mainly increased by turbulent fluid motion and less by
flocculation. The impact of turbulence on the particle settling was also
demonstrated in different (more idealized) laboratory experiments and
numerical simulations of homogeneous (isotropic) turbulence (Aliseda
et al., 2002; Bosse et al., 2006; Wang & Maxey, 1993). Another wellknown settling-speed increasing mechanism is constituted by so-called
double-diﬀusive convection and settling-driven convection (or convective
sedimentation) for which several laboratory experiments were conducted
as well (Hoyal et al., 1999a,b). Here, convective particle settling out of
an initially stably stratified surface particle plume is initiated either by
diffusive transport and/or by the Stokes particle settling velocity. However, this mechanism can only explain an initial (i.e. transient) increase
of the particle settling speed.
Numerical simulations of estuary mouths are well established in geophysical research (e.g., the works of Arnoux-Chiavassa et al., 2003; Chao,
1998; Garvine, 1998; Kourafalou, 1996; Liu et al., 2002; Nikiema et al.,
2007; O’Donnell, 1990; Roman et al., 2010; Whitney & Garvine, 2006;
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Xia et al., 2007). These studies typically focus on realistic scenarios
and try to take into account almost all physically relevant effects. Beside the sediment transport, also Coriolis forces, tidal currents, windinduced stresses and other ambient alongshore currents are often considered. Moreover, most of the aforementioned studies try to resolve the
coastlines and bathymetries of specific estuaries as far as possible. This
is mostly achieved by means of unstructured boundary-fitted meshes or,
more recently, using the Immersed Boundary Method (Roman et al.,
2010). However, there are also attempts to employ more abstract model
configurations to study basic effects (e.g., Chao, 1998; Garvine, 1998).
All of these studies performed LES, mostly in combination with eddydiffusion SGS models related to the Smagorinsky closure (Smagorinsky,
1963). Typically, the results are obtained using standardized simulation codes such as the Princeton Ocean Model (Blumberg & Mellor,
1983). In any case, such studies are limited to strongly simplified configurations and/or have to introduce major model assumptions, even for
laboratory-scale problems. Particularly, a finer resolved and thus a more
detailed representation of a particulate phase was considered in none of
these studies. Therefore, we cannot expect that these results are very
accurate and/or reliable. Nevertheless, such studies probably provide
still much more accurate results than simulations solving the ReynoldsAveraged Navier–Stokes equations (RANS), as discussed by Roman et al.
(2010) for coastal flows. All these restrictions are—to a large extent—
attributable to limited computing resources and/or to the scalability of
the numerical approaches.
Generally, the configurations used in the present work orient themselves on laboratory experiments, especially on the work of McCool &
Parsons (2004), such that qualitative comparisons between the results
are feasible. Moreover, all of the so far mentioned laboratory experiments had to deal with a couple of practical limitations (mainly concerning the geometry/topology of the configurations and the attainment
of proper statistically stationary states) which we try to overcome with
our numerical approach. Therefore, we do not employ exactly the same
configuration as McCool & Parsons (2004).
To minimize the mathematical modeling, we perform only DNS in
this part of the work such that all relevant length and time scales,
ranging from small interface thicknesses or turbulence eddies to large
Kelvin–Helmholtz-type (KH) vortical flow structures, are represented
accurately. As indicated before, genuine river flows are out of reach of
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DNS and we can focus only on laboratory-scale problems. However, the
results presented in this work demonstrate that even relatively small
flow configurations reveal sufficiently large length and time scale spectra
which allows us to study the fundamental mechanisms at a high level of
accuracy.
As stated earlier, we are particularly interested in the particle transport and the basic settling mechanisms. Generally, there are different
influences acting on the particle motion from which we try to comprise
only the most relevant ones in our setup. More precisely, we consider as
most important the buoyancy forces arising from the salinity and the particle suspension, the momentum of the (particle-laden) freshwater and
the turbulent mixing of all phases. Correspondingly, all other effects
are neglected, i.e. Coriolis forces due to earth rotation, tidal currents,
wind-induced stresses, temperature gradients and ambient alongshore
currents. These influences are not considered in typical laboratory-scale
experiments either, cf. Maxworthy (1999); McCool & Parsons (2004);
Parsons et al. (2001), for instance. Since flocculation was observed in
none of these studies, we will disregard this feature as well. Moreover, we
neglect the inertia of individual particles from which we expect only a minor influence in this context. However, it should be mentioned that particle inertia is an essential model feature for the settling enhancement in
(strong) homogeneous (isotropic) turbulence (Aliseda et al., 2002; Bosse
et al., 2006; Wang & Maxey, 1993).

1.5

Large-Eddy Simulation of (particle-laden) multiphase flows

As stated before, high-resolution DNS play an important role in answering fundamental questions because all flow scales are fully resolved in
space and time, such that the results are usually highly accurate and
reliable. However, this property is often connected to a vast computational effort, limiting this approach to configurations of relatively small
scale, usually much smaller than encountered in realistic scenarios. Because very high levels of accuracy and reliability are often not essential, it is self-evident to lower the computational costs by introducing
additional approximations and/or simplifications as done in LES, for instance. Provided that the attainable efficiency (i.e. the ratio between
accuracy/reliability and computational costs) is sufficiently high, LES
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may be a promising tool for performing (highly-resolution) simulations
of significantly larger and thus more realistic flow configurations.
In LES, the small scales of the fluid motion are removed from the
solution by a spatial low-pass filtering. Only flow structures larger than
the filter width are computed and the interaction with scales smaller
than the filter width has to be modeled. Ideally, the minimum grid
resolution for a sufficiently accurate description of the large scales can
be much lower in LES. Therefore, the overall computational cost may
decrease considerably compared to DNS where all relevant flow scales
have to be resolved. Typically, the costs reduce to 1–20% of those of
the DNS (Monokrousos et al., 2008) while relatively accurate results can
still be provided. In any case, LES is usually much more accurate and
reliable than purely statistical modeling as done in RANS approaches.
However, the mathematical modeling of the non-resolved SGS poses
a major challenge for LES. The quality of the numerical solution essentially depends on the SGS model which is introduced to account for the
interaction between resolved and non-resolved scales of the fluid motion.
Considerable research efforts have led to a variety of SGS models for
incompressible flows, cf. the reviews by Domaradzki & Adams (2002);
Lesieur & Métais (1996); Meneveau & Katz (2000), and the monographs
by Sagaut (2006) and Pope (2000), for instance.
As mentioned in the previous section, LES is already a standard tool
for the simulation of large-scale flow problems, such as estuary mouth
flows. LES of the lock-exchange configuration were performed by Alendal (1997); Ooi et al. (2009), for instance. Typically, Smagorinsky-type
models are applied differing mostly in the computation of the local eddyviscosity. For instance, Ooi et al. (2009) used a dynamic procedure for
their SGS model which was employed before for the simulation of turbulent combustion, cf. Pierce (2001) for more details.
Together with the base simulation code, the major objective of the
present work is to provide also a reliable LES capability permitting accurate simulations of large-scale multi-phase flows. The LES approach is
applied to the governing equations for the carrier fluid and the (particle)
concentration(s). A number of different SGS models are implemented,
however, only the performance of the so-called Relaxation-Term (RT)
model (cf. Schlatter, 2005; Schlatter et al., 2004a,b) is investigated in
more detail for the present applications. This model already demonstrated excellent performance in LES of a variety of transitional and
turbulent flows, cf. Schlatter (2005) for instance. Moreover, it outper-
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formed the traditional Smagorinsky model in many cases, such that its
application to the presently examined configurations may lead to more
accurate results compared to other approaches (at fixed computational
costs).
Besides the implementation, the model parameters need to be adjusted to yield accurate results, that is, we require the results to be of
about comparable quality as those obtained from DNS. Ideally, these
parameters can be reliably determined with respect to the type and the
scale of the flow, permitting the application of this LES approach to flows
of much larger scale (for which no reference results are available). These
two objectives, accuracy and reliability, are assessed in the present work
for transitional/turbulent channel and lock-exchange flows. In a final
step, we apply our findings to a LES of a model estuary configuration
with associated particle transport/settling to check their validity for this
specific scenario.

Chapter 2

Numerical solution of the incompressible
Navier–Stokes equations

In this chapter, we introduce the numerical approach used for the
simulation of all subsequently described physical applications. The corresponding simulation code can predict the evolution of Incompressible
(Turbulent) flows by means of Massively PArallel CompuTers so that
we call it ‘IMPACT’.
The chapter roughly orients itself on the work of Brüger et al. (2005)
which was to some extent similarly motivated. However, the present
work addresses also efficiency issues (particularly on massively parallel
computers), the choice of the preconditioner for the Poisson-type problems and the iterative solvers for the resulting sub-problems. Moreover,
we apply high-order finite-difference schemes in all three directions, introduce sharper (adaptive) termination criteria for the iterative solvers
and also a more sophisticated technique to ensure the solvability of the
Poisson-type problems. For an overview of other high-order accurate
solvers for the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations we refer to Brüger
et al. (2005) and references therein.
The chapter is structured as follows: section 2.1 defines the governing
equations and addresses requirements for the boundary conditions. The
parallelization and solution strategy is discussed in section 2.2 and the
discretization is introduced in section 2.3. The resulting system of linear
equations (SLE) is solved by a cascade of preconditioned iterative solvers,
described in section 2.4. Finally, we validate our implementation in
section 2.5, test the performance of the preconditioners for the Poissontype problems in section 2.6 and conduct different scaling tests in section
2.7.
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2.1

Numerical solution of the Navier–Stokes equations

Governing equations and boundary conditions

In nondimensional form, the Navier–Stokes equations for incompressible
flows are given by
∂u
u
= −∇p + |Re −1
· ∇) u,
{z∆u} + f| − (u
{z
}
∂t
u
u
=L u
= N (u, u)

∇ · u = 0.

(2.1a)
(2.1b)

To obtain a well-posed problem, we need to specify also appropriate initial conditions u(x, t = 0) and boundary conditions u(x ∈ ∂Ω, t) for
the velocity u (∂Ω denotes the boundary of the spatial domain Ω).
Neither initial nor boundary conditions are formulated for the pressure p, as explained below. The components of u = {u1 , u2 , u3 }T are
aligned with the directions of the Cartesian coordinate system (coordinates x = {x1 , x2 , x3 }T ). Furthermore, the Reynolds number Re is
defined as
Re =

Ŭ L̆
,
ν̆

(2.2)

where Ŭ , L̆ and ν̆ denote some reference velocity, length and kine˘ indicates dimensional quantities). Cormatic viscosity, respectively ((·)
respondingly, the nondimensional pressure is defined as p = p̆/(˘
̺Ŭ 2 )
u
with the constant fluid density ̺˘. The quantity f stands for all remaining volume forces acting on the fluid.
The (linear) viscous terms in equation (2.1a) are named Lu u, whereas
all other terms (except for the time derivative and the pressure gradient)
are gathered in the nonlinear operator N u (u, u). In matrix form, the
governing equations (including boundary conditions) read
   u
   u

∂ u
−L G u
N (u, u)
+
=
,
(2.3)
D
0 p
0
∂t 0
where D and G are the divergence and gradient operators, respectively.
An equation for the pressure is obtained by applying the continuity constraint (2.1b) to the momentum equation (2.1a) and the boundary conditions or, analogously, by forming the Schur complement problem (Zhang,
2005) for the pressure in equation (2.3),
DGp = DN u (u, u).

(2.4)

2.2 Solution technique, discretization and parallelization
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The formal solution of this pressure-Poisson equation could be introduced directly into equation (2.1a) to eliminate the pressure. In that
sense, the pressure can be seen as an auxiliary variable required to enforce incompressibility. Generally, equation (2.4) is inherently ill-posed
as the pressure appears in equation (2.3) only together with the gradient
operator G, i.e. the absolute pressure level is never specified. However,
the pressure gradient Gp is unique such that the Navier–Stokes equations (2.1) together with suitable velocity boundary conditions form a
well-posed problem for the velocity u.
Generally, appropriate boundary conditions for the velocity u are
either of Dirichlet-, Neumann-, and/or Robin-type (Wesseling, 2001). In
either case, they must be chosen such that the solution of equation (2.1)
satisfies the so-called compatibility condition
I
u · ξ n dA = 0
(2.5)
∂Ω

which follows from the spatial integration of equation (2.1b) and the
Gauss’ theorem (equation (B.5) in appendix B) with ξ n as the outwardpointing unit normal vector on the boundary. Otherwise, the pressurePoisson equation (2.4) has no solution. A discrete analog to condition
(2.5) is introduced in section 2.4.6.
Moreover, Dirichlet and Robin boundary conditions for the
boundary-normal velocity component correspond to Neumann boundary
conditions for the pressure p, which are contained implicitly in equation
(2.4). Neumann boundary conditions for that velocity component lead
to an ill-posed problem if the other velocity boundary conditions are not
set consistently to allow a divergence-free solution on the boundary. If
set consistently, appropriate pressure boundary conditions, permitting a
solution of equation (2.4), have to be defined explicitly. However, such
cases are not encountered in this work.

2.2

Strategy: solution technique, discretization and
parallelization

Because the continuity constraint (2.1b) must be satisfied at any time,
the discretization of equation (2.3) leads to a large system of linear equations (SLE) which has to be solved in every (sub-)time step during the
time integration. In the simplest scenario, only elliptic Poisson problems
arise such as the discrete form of equation (2.4) with given N u (u, u). The
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solutions of such SLEs are typically the most time-consuming part of a
numerical simulation.
If the discrete problem gets too large to fit into the main memory of a
single processor1 and/or if the processor is too slow to solve the problem
within a given time, we have to distribute the problem to a larger number of processors on a parallel computer requiring an appropriate data
decomposition to break up the matrices and vectors into smaller units.
The method for decomposing the matrices and vectors (and thus
the computational domain) is usually dictated by the choice of the spatial discretization scheme and by the solution technique for the pressure
problem. Therefore, a complete strategy for solving the incompressible
Navier–Stokes equations numerically consists of a data decomposition
method, a discretization scheme and an appropriate solution technique
for the resulting SLEs. We will compare such strategies in section 2.2.3.
For our analysis it is fair to assume that the eﬃciency of these approaches
is about the same if parallelization issues are disregarded (otherwise the
analysis becomes much more complex). The term ‘efficiency’ refers to
the numerical costs for solving a discrete problem at a given level of
accuracy, cf. also section 1.2.

2.2.1 Static and dynamic data decomposition
A geometrical interpretation of the classical static data decomposition
is sketched in figure 2.1 for a two-dimensional problem. Each processor
holds in its memory a contiguous subdomain of the entire computational
domain. The partition in subdomains and their disconnection is compensated by so-called ghost cells located at the interfaces between the
subdomains. They contain copies of the relevant parts of the adjacent
subdomains. On the level of the spatially discretized equations we can
interpret the static data decomposition as follows: each subdomain contains a certain portion of every discrete global vector and operator (i.e. a
diagonal block in a matrix). The ghost cells correspond to the parts of
the operator which cannot be distributed (e.g. the off-diagonal blocks in
a matrix). Before a global operator can be applied to a global vector, the
data in the ghost cells has to be updated/synchronized with the data of
the neighboring subdomains. This method is most efficient if the ghost
1 Throughout this work, we use the term ‘processor’ or ‘processor core’ to describe
a single processing unit and not a CPU or node with multiple cores.
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computational domain
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copied part of computational domain

P3

P4
P3

P4

Figure 2.1: Static data decomposition and ghost cell update between four processors.

cells are small compared to the subdomains. This is typically the case
for local discretization schemes and non-spectral solvers.
In contrast, discretizations and/or solution methods relying on nonlocal operations (e.g. Fourier-based methods) operate on much larger
data sets at the same time. Therefore, spatial operations in more than
one direction are inevitably connected to the transfer of large amounts of
data on a parallel computer. However, the amount of communication can
often be reduced by ensuring that all data required for a spatial operation
belong to the same processor when the operation is performed. For other
operations involving different sets of data, the data decomposition has
to be reorganized. In that sense, the data decomposition is dynamic
and results in a repeated redistribution of almost all data. For a twodimensional grid, for instance, we distribute entire grid ‘rows’ (i.e. the
corresponding portions of the global vectors and linear operators) to the
different processors to perform operations in the horizontal direction. For
operations in vertical direction we need to distribute the ‘columns’ of the
grid to the same set of processors, i.e. we have to transpose (Swarztrauber
& Hammond, 2001) the data with respect to the processors from a rowwise to a column-wise storage.

2.2.2 Weak and strong scalability
For simulations performed on massively parallel computers, we need to
expand the term ‘scalability’ somewhat because simulations can be performed on a variable number of processors which introduces an additional
parameter into the scalability context. Generally, there are two extended
definitions concerning the scalability on such computers:
• The so-called weak scalability of a numerical approach refers to its
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ability to keep the overall elapsed time for solving a flow problem
constant when the number of processors grows at the same rate as
the number of grid points in space.
• The so-called strong scalability of a numerical approach refers to its
ability to keep the overall elapsed time for solving a flow problem
constant when the number of processors grows at the same rate as
the number of grid points in time.

A necessary condition for achieving weak and/or strongly scalability is
the possibility to split the problem into smaller sub-problems which
can be solved in parallel. Among other aspects such as the network
topology or the processor and network speed, the ‘degree’ of the decoupling sets the scalability to first order. An appropriate decoupling of
the (incompressible) Navier–Stokes equations is usually not feasible because all points in space and time are coupled. The only way to cope
with that is to weaken this ‘global’ coupling to a ‘local’ coupling for
the price of introducing (discretization) errors. We can exploit a local
coupling for a decomposition of the discretized Navier–Stokes equations
in space, where the individual subdomains require only ‘boundary conditions’ (provided by their neighbors) to compute the time-derivative.
With such approaches, we can achieve almost perfect weak scalability
on typical computer architectures, as demonstrated later. However, an
analogous decomposition into temporal subdomains remains impossible
because we cannot provide meaningful ‘initial conditions’ for these domains beforehand. Therefore, a parallel solution method for the Navier–
Stokes equations can only be scalable in a strong sense if the problem
permits a complete decoupling in space to compensate for that deficiency.
As indicated before, this is not feasible. Therefore, we focus mainly on
achieving a good weak scalability of our solver.

2.2.3 Discussion of different strategies
Generally, both data decomposition methods (static and dynamic) can
be used for a massively parallel implementation. However, we will show
in this section that strategies based on a static decomposition may be
better suited for the simulation of very large problems. Our results
apply to torus or mesh network topologies which are mostly used in
modern high-performance supercomputers (e.g. Cray XT supercomputers with three-dimensional tori). Other ‘less popular’ topologies such
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as hypercubes (cf. Swarztrauber & Hammond, 2001, for instance) may
yield different results but will not be discussed here.
We compare the solution complexities as well as the weak and strong
scalabilities of the following three approaches:
Strategy A A local discretization scheme (e.g. explicit finite differences, finite volumes, finite or spectral elements) with a static
data decomposition and ghost cell updates. SLEs are solved with
MG-preconditioned Krylov subspace solvers (MG stands for ‘multigrid’).
Strategy B Compact finite differences (e.g. Lele, 1992) parallelized by
solving auxiliary problems (e.g. Mattor et al., 1995) with a static
data decomposition in addition to ghost cell updates. SLEs are
solved with MG-preconditioned Krylov subspace solvers.
Strategy C Fourier spectral discretization with Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) and global data transpositions with a dynamic data
decomposition. SLEs are solved in Fourier space. This method is
applicable only in certain configurations, e.g. in straight channels.
In strategy A and B, we consider only MG-preconditioned Krylov subspace solvers as they are the most suitable iterative approaches for the
present applications (cf. Greenbaum, 1997 and sections 2.4.2 & 2.4.3).
In strategy C we focus only on Fourier spectral discretizations, however,
the results apply also to Fast Poisson Solvers which could be employed
in combination with a (compact) finite-difference discretization, for instance. Because other than spectral discretizations can only increase
the solution complexity of strategy C, we limit our analysis to a Fourier
spectral discretization.
The following findings are derived for the solution of a single discrete Poisson- or Helmholtz-type problem in d dimensions (such as a
discrete version of the pressure equation (2.4)). Because the results can
be applied to the action of a discrete nabla operator as well, they can
be adapted easily to all other spatial operators in the Navier–Stokes
equations (2.1).
Solution complexities
We first discuss the complexities of the differentiation operators of strategy A and B, followed by the complexity of MG and strategy C. The
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results are listed in table 2.1. For simplicity, we assume in this section that the computational domain is cubical, holds N d grid points
and has the same dimension d as the network torus (which mostly applies in practice). The problem is distributed to P processors such that
each subdomain contains N d P −1 grid points. These subdomains are
cubes with edge length N P −1/d for the static decomposition and sticks
of length N and width N P −1/(d−1) for the dynamic decomposition. To
first degree, we can estimate the time for transmitting data between two
network nodes by considering multiplicatively the amount of data and
the ‘distance’ (i.e. the number of network nodes passed by a message)
within the network, accounting for the network contention.
Strategy A The computational complexity of strategy A is governed
by the application of d differentiation stencils of length n to the N d P −1
data points in the subdomain. Because only the ghost cells need to
be communicated, the communication complexity is given by the product of the stencil width n with the surface area of each subdomain,
dN d−1 P 1/d−1 . So far we assume that the neighboring subdomains are
mapped to neighboring processors (best processor mapping). In the
worst case, communicating processor pairs have a distance of O(P 1/d )
within the network (‘Manhattan Distance’, cf. Matheson & Tarjan,
1996). The processor mapping does not play the same role for strategies B and C because these methods send data across the whole network
anyway.
Strategy B Compact finite differences (e.g. Lele, 1992) deserve a closer
consideration as they offer higher accuracy compared to explicit finite
differences while the computational effort increases only slightly if no
parallelization is required. The implicit part of such schemes leads to
a narrowly banded matrix (provided that a lexicographical ordering is
used) for each grid line such that the solution vectors can be computed
efficiently with the Thomas algorithm. Obviously, such schemes are nonlocal and could be employed in combination with a dynamic data decomposition. However, it is more favorable to use a static data decomposition
because we also apply MG which relies solely on local operations.
As explained in section 2.3.2 (cf. also Mattor et al., 1995), each processor has to solve a banded problem of size O(nN P −1/d ) plus a rather
dense auxiliary problem of size O(nP 1/d ) for each grid line it contains.
Therefore, the computational complexity derives from the work for the

Strategy A
O(dnN d P −1 )

Strategy B
O(dnN d P −1 )
+O(dn2 N d−1 P 3/d−1 )

+ MG
+ O(d log P )

Strategy C
O(dN d P −1 log N )

Communication

Best: O(dnN d−1 P 1/d−1 )
Worst: O(dnN d−1 P 2/d−1 )

O(dnN d−1 P 3/d−1 )

+ O(d log P ) + O(P 1/d )

O((d − 1)N d P 1/d−1 )

Weak scaling
(d, n, N d /P = const.)

Best: const.
Worst: const. + O(P 1/d )

const. + O(P 2/d )

+ O(log P ) + O(P 1/d )

const. + O(log P )
+O(P 1/d )

Strong scaling
(d, n, N d = const.)

Best: O(P −1 ) + O(P 1/d−1 )
Worst: O(P −1 ) + O(P 2/d−1 )

O(P −1 ) + O(P 3/d−1 )

+ O(log P ) + O(P 1/d )

O(P −1 ) + O(P 1/d−1 )

Computation
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Table 2.1: Complexities and scaling properties of the different parallelization strategies (with the dimension d, the
differentiation stencil width n, the number of grid points N d and the number of processors P ). Note that d log N =
const. + log P for N d ∼ P .
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banded problem, O(nN P −1/d ), and the backward substitution of the
(previously decomposed) auxiliary matrix, O(n2 P 2/d ). The communication complexity is governed by the O(nP 1/d ) transmissions to gather
(distribute) the right-hand sides (solution vectors) of the auxiliary problem (note that there are also other ways to implement this method).
Network contention increases the costs by a factor of O(P 1/d ) as an
‘ideal’ processor mapping is not feasible on a torus network. These operations have to be performed for each of the O(dN d−1 P 1/d−1 ) grid lines
located on a processor.
As an alternative to strategy B, so-called pipelining algorithms are
available for compact finite differences (e.g. Eidson & Erlebacher, 1995;
Povitsky, 1999). The algorithm described by Eidson & Erlebacher (1995)
scales as well as explicit finite differences (strategy A) but is limited
to periodic directions. The method proposed by Povitsky (1999) leads
to load-balancing problems due to idling processors if the number of
processors is not sufficiently small compared to the number of grid points,
i.e. P ≪ N d−1 . Therefore, pipelining algorithms are not considered in
this work.
Multigrid So far, our analysis included only differentiation operations;
however, additional computations and communications are required for
solving a SLE based on these differentiation operators. Generally, the action of a single differentiation operator in strategies A and B is relatively
cheap compared to the costs for solving the SLE iteratively, requiring
several of such actions. Additionally, the complexity for computations
and communications of MG has to be considered. It is governed by the
work on the finest grids which scales like local differentiation (strategy
A). In parallel implementations, the work on the coarse grids with fewer
grid points than processors must be accounted separately. The computational effort on these grids has the complexity O(d log P ) because there
are O(log P ) coarse-grid levels and the work per level and processor has
complexity O(d). Similarly, the additional communication complexity
on each of the O(log P ) coarse grids is O(d). To achieve that, we have
to redistribute these problems perpetually within the network, adding
(rather than multiplying if they are not redistributed) the term O(P 1/d ).
However, the contributions of the coarser grids are usually almost negligible due to their relatively small size compared to the fine grids. These
results for MG are adapted from the work of Matheson & Tarjan (1996).
Apart from MG, it is beneficial to use Krylov subspace methods
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(e.g., BiCGstab by van der Vorst, 1992; GMRES or QMR, cf. Greenbaum, 1997) as primary solvers which may use MG for preconditioning.
The costs for Krylov subspace methods with short recurrence such as
BiCGstab or QMR consist of the costs for differentiation (strategy A or
B), global vector–vector additions and scalar products requiring communication across the whole network. In either case, these costs are already
covered by the complexity of the differentiation plus MG and do not add
any new terms.
Strategy C To apply a differentiation scheme in the framework of a
dynamic decomposition (strategy C) we need to transpose almost all data
of size N d over the network. This has to be performed O(d − 1) times,
i.e. the amount of communication per processor is O((d − 1)N d P −1 ).
Torus networks increase this complexity by a factor of O(P 1/d ) because an ideal processor mapping is not feasible (Swarztrauber & Hammond, 2001). The computational complexity for the FFT is given by
O(dN d P −1 log N ) which already covers the complexities for differentiation and for the solution of the SLE in spectral space, O(dN d P −1 ).
Weak and strong scaling
The weak and strong scalability of a strategy follows immediately from
its complexity. The scaling properties of the three approaches are listed
in table 2.1 as well. For a weak upscaling of the problem we maintain d,
n and the size of the subdomains, N d /P = const., constant, whereas d, n
and N remain fixed for a strong upscaling. The absolute magnitudes of
the individual terms in table 2.1 depend on the employed algorithms, the
floating-point performance of the processors and the network bandwidth
(latency effects are not considered). The results indicate that the best
weak scalability can be expected from strategies A and C. Similarly,
strategies A (with optimal processor mapping and without MG) and C
yield also the best strong scalability. Strategy B is competitive neither
in the strong nor in the weak upscaling. Note that pure torus networks
are sometimes combined with an additional hierarchical network (e.g. in
IBM Blue Gene supercomputers). This measure can significantly reduce
the Manhattan Distance P 1/d in the network improving especially global
communications. In case of an overarching tree network (cf. Matheson &
Tarjan, 1996), for instance, the average distance between two processors
reduces to a term on the order of log P .
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At first sight, the costs for the ghost-cell updates in the worst-case
scenario and those for MG appear to void the advantages of strategy A
over strategy C. However, we have to stress that these contributions are
much smaller compared to those of a transposition in which all data is
transmitted several times: the increased costs for the ghost-cell updates
originate from increased communication distances (which are essentially
the same for a transposition), while the amount of transmitted data is
much smaller than in strategy C. The overall costs for the coarse grids
within MG grow only with O(P 1/d ) and the total number of grid points,
N d , does not enter. These considerations refer to the absolute levels of
the computational costs, i.e. to the multipliers of the complexities.
Therefore, strategy A plus MG is our best candidate. The weak scalability of this approach will be demonstrated in section 2.7.1 revealing
that growing terms indeed do not contribute significantly to the overall
costs. Moreover, the strong scalability of strategy A together with MG
is satisfactory as well, as shown in section 2.7.2, although this is not the
main target of the present approach.
In this work, we use mainly explicit high-order finite differences as a
local discretization scheme. This discretization offers also some flexibility
with respect to the choice of the geometry of the spatial domain and to
the boundary conditions. Other local discretization methods such as
spectral elements would be a viable choice as well as they offer similar
properties. However, they are not discussed in this work. Only when
much higher numerical accuracy is required (e.g. for the LES studies in
chapter 5) we have to switch to strategy B (cf. the discussion in section
2.3.2). The higher solution complexity of this approach compared to
strategy A is tolerable as long as the grid resolutions are not very high.

2.3

Discretization

2.3.1 Temporal discretization
Efficiency considerations
The maximum time step size ∆tmax for a stable integration of equation
(2.1a) in time can be estimated from
∆t . min
i

ϑ(arg(Λ))
ϑ(arg(λi ))
≈ min
= ∆tmax
x,κ
|λi |
|Λ|

(2.6)
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with ϑ(0 ≤ ψ < 2π) as the stability limit of the integration scheme and
λi , i = 1, 2, . . . , 3N1 N2 N3 (Nj is the number of grid points in direction
j), as the eigenvalues of the discrete form of the linear spatial operator
Lu + N u (u, · ) (here, u is a given advection velocity and volume forces
f u are disregarded). Because the eigenvalues λi are usually not known,
we rather use the approximation on the right-hand side of equation (2.6)
which is based on the Courant–Friedrichs–Lévy (CFL) condition. To
obtain the quantity Λ, we suppose that we can represent the velocity
around each coordinate x ∈ Ω by a discrete Fourier transform (e.g.,
using a window function), such that the discrete form of Lu + N u (u, · )
multiplies the wavenumber κ . π/∆x (∆x is the local grid spacing) of
a mode by
Λ = Λ(x, κ) = Λr + iΛi
 2

κ2L,3 /Re − u1 κ
e2L,2 + e
= κ
eL,1 + κ
e1C,1 + u2 κ
e1C,2 + u3 κ
e1C,3 (2.7)
|
{z
}|
{z
}
visc
adv
Λ
Λ

in wavenumber space. We refer to this expression as the (complex)
modiﬁed wavenumber (or transfer function or symbol ) of the discretization. Likewise, the quantities κ
e1C (κ) and κ
e2L (κ) stand for the modified
wavenumbers of the local discretizations of ∇ in N u and of ∆ in Lu ,
respectively. The exponents indicate which derivative is approximated.
In addition to equation (2.6), we define two special cases for later
use: if we take into account only the (linearized) advective terms but
not the viscous terms, we have an ‘advective limit’ of the time step size,
∆t . min
x,κ

ϑadv
= ∆tadv
max
|Λadv |

with ϑadv = ϑ(arg(Λadv )),

(2.8)

and when we consider only the viscous terms we have a ‘viscous limit’,
∆t . min
x,κ

ϑvisc
= ∆tvisc
max
|Λvisc |

with ϑvisc = ϑ(arg(Λvisc )).

(2.9)

Because |Λadv | ∼ maxi,x {ui /∆xi } and |Λvisc | ∼ maxi,x {1/(Re∆x2i )},
i = 1, 2, 3, we find that there is always a Reynolds number and/or an
accordingly fine grid spacing ∆x below which the viscous limit (2.9) is
more restrictive than the advective one (2.8). In practice, we can expect
this for (locally) very fine spatial resolutions as sometimes encountered
in DNS. This is typically not a problem for LES because much coarser
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grids are employed on principle; however, subgrid-scale (SGS) models
can introduce other limitations of the time step size (cf. section 5.2.3).
Generally, such restrictions can be avoided with an implicit time integration scheme. For Lu u this results in a SLE, but for N u (u, u) the
implicit problem is nonlinear. The main advantage of such implicit methods is the lower computational effort for integrating the solution over a
time unit as demonstrated by Choi & Moin (1994) for turbulent channel
flow. However, accuracy requirements may impose stronger limitations
on the time step size than the stability limits (e.g. in transitional flows).
This consideration refers to the eﬃciency of the time integration scheme
which is determined by the computational cost for advancing the solution by one time unit at a given level of accuracy. Typically, explicit
schemes are less expensive per time step and more accurate at the same
time. Therefore, it is often hard to judge beforehand whether implicit
or explicit time integration is more efficient overall.
(Crank–Nicolson–)Runge–Kutta time integration
In this chapter, we focus on a semi-implicit scheme where the nonlinear
term N u (u, u) is integrated explicitly in time while the linear part Lu u is
treated implicitly, i.e. the time step size ∆t is constrained (to first order)
only by the advective terms in N u (u, u). The continuity condition (2.1b)
is independent of time and must be satisfied at each (sub-)time step. The
same applies to the pressure gradient ∇p as it couples equations (2.1a)
and (2.1b). Such semi-implicit time integration schemes were analyzed
by Karniadakis et al. (1991) and Turek (1996), for instance.
To obtain an accuracy of at least second-order for the time integration
(i.e. the truncation error is of order O(∆t2 )) and to avoid a restriction
of the time step size due to Lu (cf. equations (2.6) & (2.9)), we use the
unconditionally stable Crank–Nicolson scheme (CN) for integrating Lu u.
‘Unconditionally stable’ refers to the specific stability limit ϑ(π/2 ≤
ψ ≤ 3π/2) = ∞ (and ϑ(−π/2 < ψ < π/2) = 0). The explicit time
integration of N u (u, u) is performed with a low-storage, three-stage and
third-order accurate Runge–Kutta scheme (RK3) by Wray (1986) for
which the stability limit is implicitly given by |Q(ϑeiψ )| = 1, where
Q(e
κ) = 1+e
κ+e
κ2 /2+e
κ3/6 is the characteristic polynomial of this scheme.
With the definitions u(0) = u(t), u(3) = u(t + ∆t) and the intermediate
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
solutions u(1) = u(t + αa ∆t), u(2) = u(t + (αa + αa + αb )∆t), the
semi-implicit (low-storage) CN-RK3 scheme for the momentum equation
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Table 2.2: Coefficients of the (CN–)RK3 time integration scheme.

m
1
2
3

(m)

(m)

αa
8/15
5/12
3/4

αb
0
−17/60
−5/12

(m)

αc
8/15
2/15
1/3

(2.1a) reads

 u (m)
L u
+ Lu u(m−1)
u(m) − u(m−1)
(m)
= α(m)
−
Gp
c
∆t
2
u (m−1)
+ α(m)
, u(m−1) )
a N (u
(m)

+ αb

N u (u(m−2) , u(m−2) ),

(2.10)

m = 1, 2, 3.

The coefficients αa , αb and αc are listed in table 2.2, where αc = αa + αb
for consistency reasons. This particular version of the CN-RK3 method
was reviewed and applied by Spalart et al. (1991).
Such semi-implicit time integration of equation (2.1) or (2.3) leads
to a coupled linear problem for the velocity u(m) and the pressure p(m)
at the new sub-time step level m,


  (m−1) (m−2) 
(m)
q(u
,u
)
H(m) αc ∆tG u(m)
, m = 1, 2, 3, (2.11)
=
0
p(m)
D
0
where H(m) denotes the Helmholtz operator
(m)

H(m) = 1 −

αc

2

∆t

Lu ,

m = 1, 2, 3,

(2.12)

and q(u(m−1) , u(m−2) ) contains the remainder of equation (2.10). Typically, the repeated solution of the linear system (2.11) is by far the
most time-consuming part of a numerical simulation. For a purely explicit time integration (e.g. with RK3), the Helmholtz operator becomes
the identity operator (except for the boundary conditions) and the linear problem (2.11) can be reduced to a single Poisson problem for the
pressure, cf. equation (2.4).

2.3.2 Spatial discretization
As mentioned in section 1.2, we limit ourselves to Cartesian coordinates
and rectangular domains with possibly nonuniform grid point distribu-
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tions along the coordinate axes. More complex domains can be established easily with the immersed interface method (LeVeque & Li, 1994)
or the immersed boundary method (Peskin, 2002) without significantly
increasing the complexity of the numerical approach. Also the extension
to curvilinear orthogonal coordinates as done by Brüger et al. (2005) is
straightforward.
We use finite differences of high convergence order for the spatial
discretization of equation (2.11). This leads to a SLE of the form


   
H G u
q
=
D 0 p
0

(2.13)

which has to be solved in each sub-time step of the time integration
scheme (for the ease of writing, we drop from now on the index m for the
sub-time step level). The vector u = [u1 , u2 , u3 ]T denotes the discrete
velocity and p represents the discrete pressure. The matrices D and G
are the discretized forms of the divergence operator D and the gradient
operator αc ∆tG, respectively2 . The discretized Helmholtz operator is
given by
1
H = J − αc ∆tL,
2

(2.14)

where L stands for the discretized form of the linear operator Lu . The
matrix J equals the identity matrix I except that the rows which correspond to boundary points hold the velocity boundary conditions. The
respective rows in L and G are left blank, i.e. these operators act everywhere except on the boundary. In contrast, Du = 0 is imposed on all
grid points.
Staggered grid
As described in section 2.4.2 in more detail, we derive an equation for
the pressure p by forming the corresponding Schur complement problem
(Zhang, 2005) in equation (2.13),
DH−1 Gp = DH−1 q.

(2.15)

2 In practice it is more convenient to use p and G as the discrete forms of α ∆t p
c
and G, respectively, such that G (an all other operators building on it) needs to be
discretized and stored only once.
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If the pressure matrix DH−1 G and thus the gradient operator G have
a right null space of dimension one, which is reserved for the undefined
pressure constant, then DH−1 G is h-elliptic (cf. Armfield, 1991; Brandt,
1984; Brandt & Dinar, 1979)). This property is not only necessary for
a unique pressure (apart from the undefined constant) but is also a precondition for the application of so-called smoothers which are essential
for the convergence of MG-based solvers, cf. section 2.4.2. Besides this
requirement on G, it is sufficient for achieving h-ellipticity that the divergence and Helmholtz operators D and H, respectively, have their
full/maximum ranks. At least for H this requirement is almost trivial
to achieve.
To judge whether the discretization used for the gradient G satisfies
this prerequisite, it is convenient to investigate the transfer functions
related to each matrix row independently. Usually, it is sufficient to
prove that the transfer functions are non-zero except for the zero mode
representing the undefined pressure constant. The same test procedure
can be applied to the divergence operator D.
On colocated grids (function values and their derivatives are stored
on the same grid points), any odd spatial derivative of the grid cut-off
mode cannot be represented correctly. This is illustratively clear for discrete Fourier modes where the information about the phase shift (i.e. the
argument of a complex wavenumber) of this mode cannot be constituted.
In case of symmetric finite-difference stencils, the numerical derivative
of this mode is zero indicating that the dimension of the right null space
of G and DH−1 G can become larger than one, i.e. DH−1 G cannot be
ensured to be h-elliptic without applying appropriate measures. Spectral
methods allow an explicit handling of this mode by setting it explicitly
to zero in spectral space (Blaisdell et al., 1991). Other discretizations
require artificial ‘damping’ of high-wavenumber modes using asymmetric stencils to render DH−1 G h-elliptic (Armfield, 1991). On staggered
grids, however, the transfer functions of D and G are typically non-zero
for all resolvable non-zero wavenumbers, such that DH−1 G is h-elliptic
without introducing any artificial compensating measures.
Therefore, we use finite differences on staggered grids for the velocity and the pressure. We work with four sub-grids (figure 2.2): one for
each velocity component and one for the pressure. The pressure grid is
labeled ‘0’ and the velocity grids are labeled ‘1’, ‘2’ or ‘3’ (corresponding
to the direction of the velocity component). The momentum equations
are solved on the respective velocity grids, and the continuity equation
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u1
u2
p

x2

x1

Figure 2.2: Staggered grid in two dimensions near boundaries.

is satisfied on the pressure grid. Operations that compute derivatives on
a grid for a function stored on a different grid are termed staggered operations in contrast to colocated operations where function and derivative
are stored on the same grid.
Correspondingly, the discrete divergence operator D computes first
derivatives on grid 0 from function values stored on grids 1, 2 and 3,
whereas the discrete gradient operator G computes first derivatives on
the grids 1, 2 and 3 from function values stored on grid 0. The Laplacian L used for the discretization of Lu involves only second derivatives
which are computed directly in the respective velocity grids (cf. also the
discussion below concerning physical and numerical dissipation).
The discrete forms of the advective terms (u ·∇)u in N u (u, u) involve
products between velocity components and the first derivatives of other
velocity components. In this context, the first derivative on grid i in
direction j is represented by the discrete operator
Ci,j ≈

∂(·)i
,
∂xj

i, j = 1, 2, 3,

(2.16)

such that Ci = {Ci,1 , Ci,2 , Ci,3 }T , i = 1, 2, 3, are the gradient operators
used for the advective terms in N u . Additionally, we have to transfer the
advection velocities between the velocity grids to compute the discrete
version of the advection operator u · ∇. To this end, the discrete interpolation operators Ti,0 and T0,j are introduced. They interpolate function
values from the pressure grid 0 onto the velocity grid i and values from
grid j onto grid 0, respectively. With these operators, the local velocity
component in direction j on grid i is obtained from
uj,i = Ti,0 T0,j uj ,

i, j = 1, 2, 3.

(2.17)
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The entries of the advection velocity uj,i are multiplied by the entries of
the derivative Ci,j ui such that the discretized nonlinear terms (u · ∇)u
in N u (u, u) take (in convective formulation) the final form
uj

∂ui
≈ diag{uj,i } Ci,j ui
∂xj

i, j = 1, 2, 3,

(2.18)

where diag{uj,i } is a diagonal matrix with the components of uj,i as
diagonal entries.
Dirichlet boundary conditions for the tangential velocity components
can be applied directly to the grid points on the wall. The normal
velocity component is imposed by interpolating from grids 1, 2, 3 to grid
0.
Finite-difference coefficients and nonuniform grids
There are different options for interpolating and differentiating discretely
on nonuniform grids with finite differences. We employ two approaches
in this work:
In the first approach, we compute the finite-difference coefficients
directly on the stretched grids from a truncated Taylor series. To determine the coefficients of a finite-difference stencil with n grid points for
the computation of the δ-th derivative at grid point x0 (for δ = 0 we
obtain interpolation operators), we define the square matrix B,

(2.19)
Bn×n = {Bij } = (x0 − xj )i−1 , i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n,
from which the stencil coefficients

ηi = δ! B−1 i,(1+δ) , i = 1, 2, . . . , n,

(2.20)

are derived. In this context the indices i, j refer to the indices of the
corresponding grid points within the finite-difference stencils and not to
a spatial direction (figure 2.3). Finite-difference stencils derived from
equation (2.20) interpolate and differentiate polynomials F (x) of order
n − 1 exactly. For higher polynomial orders, the truncation error with
respect to the exact result typically scales as O(∆xn−1 ), i.e. the convergence order of the scheme is n − 1. In some situations, e.g. for central
staggered operations, the convergence order rises to n.
In the second approach, we introduce an invertible mapping function
x(z) to switch between the physical grid with coordinates x and an
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u

Figure 2.3: Finite-difference stencil
with coefficients ηi and coordinates
xi . The derivative is computed at x0 .

Figure 2.4: Upwind-biased finitedifference stencils. The outermost coefficients on the downwind sides are
set to zero.

equidistant computational grid with coordinates z on which all spatial
operations are performed. To derive the coefficients for the equidistant
grids we use equations (2.19) & (2.20) with ∆x = xj+1 − xj = const.,
j = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1 and shifts of size ∆x/2 between the velocity and
pressure grids. For a straight line, differentiation in physical space is
carried out by computing
∂
=
∂x
∂2
=
∂x2





∂x
∂z
∂x
∂z

−1
−2

∂
,
∂z
∂2
−
∂z 2

(2.21a)


∂x
∂z

−3 

∂2x
∂z 2



∂
,
∂z

(2.21b)

indicating that the mapping function x(z) must be twice differentiable
as well. Interpolations with δ = 0 do not need any transformation,
i.e. the coefficients for uniform and nonuniform grids are identical. To
obtain maximum accuracy, all differentiations within each of the equations (2.21a) & (2.21b) must be performed consistently with the same
discretization schemes for ∂/∂z, ∂ 2 /∂z 2 . Therefore, the metric terms
∂x/∂z, ∂ 2 x/∂z 2 should not be derived from x(z) analytically.
The latter approach has the advantage that it does not introduce any
artificial advection or amplification to the discrete operators in case of
nonuniform grids. On the other hand, it cannot differentiate polynomials
F (x) of order n − 1 exactly on nonuniform grids, in contrast to the first
approach.
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Physical and numerical dissipation
Second derivatives in Lu can be either discretized directly or computed
from two subsequent first derivatives. Both variants yield about the
same accuracy, provided that a staggered grid is employed for the intermediate derivative in the latter approach. In particular, the transfer
functions which correspond to the stencils within L are non-zero for all
resolvable non-zero wavenumbers. In contrast, two subsequent colocated
first derivatives using Ci,i , i = 1, 2, 3, are much less accurate and provide also much less physical dissipation at the same time (at a given
convergence order). Most notably, such approaches cannot capture the
grid cut-off wavenumbers, i.e. these modes are not damped at all unless
an artificial compensation is employed, see below.
In slightly under-resolved simulations performed without a SGS
model (cf. chapter 5), we use so-called upwind-biased finite differences
(e.g. Li, 1997) for the discretization of C. To obtain such schemes, we
set the outermost coefficients on the downwind sides of the stencils to
zero (cf. figure 2.4). The downwind sides are indicated by the signs of
the local advection velocities. The corresponding modified wavenumbers κ
e1C have an imaginary part which damps the solution especially at
high wavenumbers (cf. the examples in figure 2.5). The real parts of the
modified wavenumbers are exactly the same as for the respective central
schemes with the same stencil widths, i.e. the dispersion properties are
not affected (Li, 1997). The damping of the high wavenumber modes
has a dissipative effect helping to stabilize/regularize the discretization
and to reduce aliasing errors, cf. also appendix C.
Generally, the so-called grid Péclet number (Wesseling, 2001) is a
useful measure to clarify for a DNS whether or not such a regularization
measure is required. It reads
Pe ∆x = Re max{|ui |∆xi },
x,t,i

i = 1, 2, 3,

(2.22)

for the momentum equation (2.1a). The smaller Pe ∆x the better the
quality of the numerical solution. Particularly, for Pe ∆x ≤ 2, n = 3
(Wesseling, 2001) and Pe ∆x . 2, n > 3 (Moreillon, 2009) the spatial
resolution is sufficiently high to fully suppress grid point oscillations and
aliasing errors become negligible. In practice, however, such small grid
Péclet numbers (connected with very high resolutions) are not required
unless a very accurate representation of the smallest flow features is the
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Figure 2.5: Modified wavenumbers κ
e1C (κ) of different upwind-biased schemes
3
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part,
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primary aim of a simulation. This is demonstrated in section 5.3.2 for
the lock-exchange configuration.
Discretization accuracy
For the present implementation, we focus on achieving a certain overall
convergence order rather than a certain overall absolute discretization
error as done by Simens et al. (2009), for instance. In that sense, the
convergence order of all spatial operators should be more or less the
same on each grid point. Therefore, we choose the same (central) stencil
width n for all colocated operators and n − 1 for all staggered operators.
In the interior of the domain, the following rules apply: if a variable and its derivative are defined on the same grid, e.g. in case of the
operators C and L, the convergence order is n − 1 for a central stencil
(typically, n is an odd number). Only the upwind-biased (and thus noncentral) schemes used for C have a zero coefficient on the downwind side
which gives a convergence order of n − 2. All other operators (D, G and
T) transfer information between different grids. Their stencil widths and
convergence orders are identical. We choose them to be n − 1 in order
to be consistent with the convergence orders of the other operators.
Near the boundaries, we reduce the stencil widths by the number of
stencil points which are located outside of the spatial domain. In some
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Table 2.3: Minimum convergence orders (and number coefficients, n) of the
finite-difference stencils on the first few grid points starting from the boundary.
The first pairs of numbers corresponds to the grid points located on the boundary (colocated operations, matrices C, L) or next to the boundary (staggered
operations, matrices D, G, T), cf. figure 2.6. We assume upwind-biased finite
differences for the advective terms.

name operation
d1 colocated
staggered
d2 colocated
staggered
d3 colocated
staggered
d4 colocated
staggered
d5 colocated
staggered

min.
1(2)
2(2)
2(3)
2(3)
3(4)
3(4)
4(5)
4(5)
5(6)
5(6)

convergence order (number of coefficients, n)
1(3) 1(3) ...
2(2) ...
2(4) 3(5) 3(5)
...
4(4) 4(4) ...
3(5) 3(5) 5(7) 5(7)
...
4(4) 6(6) 6(6)
...
4(6) 4(6) 5(7) 7(9)
7(9)
...
4(4) 6(6) 8(8) 8(8)
...
5(7) 5(7) 5(7) 7(9)
9(11) 9(11)
...
5(6) 6(6) 8(8) 10(10) 10(10) ...

cases, we further reduce the stencil width in order to yield a central
stencil. In practice, we use five different sets of finite-difference stencils
specified in table 2.3. The d3 differentiation scheme is sketched in figure
2.6 as an example.
Typically, the differentiation error of such finite difference stencils
is most pronounced at high wavenumbers. In DNS, we usually employ
sufficiently large numbers of grid points in space and time such that all
wavenumbers of the flow are well represented. Since the viscous dissipation of kinetic energy increases with increasing absolute wavenumbers,
the kinetic energy decreases at the same time, i.e. the wavenumber spectrum is limited for viscous turbulent flows (e.g. Pope, 2000). Therefore,
finite-difference errors at high wavenumbers are tolerable if only the large
and thus energy-carrying structures are of interest.
In Large-Eddy Simulations (LES), however, the grid cannot resolve
all wavenumbers, such that the discretization errors have a much larger
impact on the accuracy of the solution (cf. the discussion in chapter
5 or Brüger et al. (2005), for instance). Ideally, differentiation errors
become significant only at wavenumbers which are effectively treated by
the SGS model. However, the explicit schemes discussed before are often
not sufficiently accurate in this regard and compact schemes have to be
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a)

b)

c)

0

x

Figure 2.6: Finite-difference stencils of the d3 scheme near the boundary.
Differentiation scenarios: a) from a velocity grid to the same velocity grid
(colocated operation), b) from a velocity grid to the pressure grid (staggered
operation), c) from the pressure grid to a velocity grid (staggered operation).

employed instead. Particularly, the discretizations of the interpolation
operators T, equation (2.17), and the gradient operators C, equation
(2.16), used for the advective terms in N u are of relatively poor quality
compared to all other spatial operators (cf. also the discussions on hellipticity and physical/numerical dissipation in the previous sections).
Therefore, we can enhance the quality of LES strongly by using more
accurate schemes especially for the advective terms.
Compact finite differences
For the reasons explained before, we use compact finite-difference
schemes together with the mapping approach (2.21) for LES. As described in appendix D, the schemes are formally fourth-order accurate
at the boundary and tenth-order accurate in the inner field (equidistant
grids). Because the energy accumulation at high wavenumbers is ideally
controlled solely by the SGS model, no interfering upwind procedure
is employed for the advective terms, i.e. all finite-difference stencils are
central except on the boundary.
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Generally, differentiation along a grid line requires the solution of a
banded SLE. Since we employ only static data decompositions in this
work, this banded SLE needs to be distributed to different processors,
each holding one subdomain. As outlined in section 2.2.3, we collect
all coupling entries of the matrix in a Schur complement to permit an
efficient parallel solution. The right-hand side of the Schur complement
problem has to be gathered by a master processor (note that each ‘row’
or ‘column’ of subdomains has its own master processor, cf. figure 2.1) to
solve the auxiliary problem and to distribute the solution subsequently.
Finally, each processor can compute its part of the solution of the full
SLE independently of the others. An example for compact differentiation
with three implicit coefficient bands is described by Mattor et al. (1995).

2.4

Iterative solution

Generally, direct methods solve nonsingular SLEs exactly (apart from
arithmetic errors); however, they are limited to relatively small problems due to their unfavorable solution complexity (except for FFT-based
methods, cf. section 2.2.3). In contrast, iterative approaches can be terminated at an arbitrary level of accuracy which often results in more favorable solution complexities. Therefore, they are usually better suited
for solving large problems. In this section, we discuss the solution of
equation (2.13) using iterative methods.

2.4.1 Schur complement formulation
Rather than applying an iterative solver to the original system (2.13) it
is beneficial to transform or rearrange the problem (e.g. Le Borne, 2006,
2008; Wittum, 1989) before applying iterative solvers to the resulting
(sub-)problems. To this end, we eliminate the zero diagonal block in
equation (2.13) to obtain the Schur complement problem for the pressure,

  

H
G
u
q
=
.
(2.23)
0 DH−1 G p
DH−1 q
Equivalently, we can factorize the block matrix in equation (2.13) in a
block-LU decomposition,

 


H G
I
0
H
G
=
,
(2.24)
D 0
DH−1 −I 0 DH−1 G
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and use the inverse of the lower triangular block matrix as a transformation matrix for equation (2.13). Iterative solution techniques based on
this idea are sometimes referred to as l-transforming iterations (Wittum,
1989).
The block matrices in equations (2.13), (2.23) and the Schur complement DH−1 G in particular have exactly one zero eigenvalue which
is related to the undefined pressure constant. Generally, we ensure the
solvability of these SLEs by correcting (if necessary) their right-hand
sides using the method described in section 2.4.6. Therefore, we do not
need to remove this singularity, provided that the iterative solvers employed are either able to handle such problems (Richardson iteration,
MG with Gauss–Seidel smoothing) or do not lead to any complications
in practice (BiCGstab3 ). In that sense, the matrix exponent (·)−1 does
not refer to the inverse of a matrix (which might not exist) but indicates
the action of a linear solver.
Theoretically, we can find the pressure by solving the problem
(cf. equation (2.15))
Ap = b

with A = DH−1 G and b = DH−1 q.

(2.25)

Once it is found, we can determine the velocity u from
Hu = q − Gp.

(2.26)

Typically, both sub-problems are still too large for a direct solution and
also a further reduction to smaller sub-problems is usually not practical.
Before we explain the solution strategies for equations (2.25) & (2.26),
we define the measure
ζ=

∆t
kLk∞
2

(2.27)

for characterizing the Helmholtz matrix H (and thus the Schur complement A), as H appears in both equations and plays a major role in the
iterative solution process. Because
kLk∞ ≈ max Λvisc
x,κ

and

kLk∞ ≥ max Λvisc
x,κ

(2.28)

3 In theory, the BiCGstab recurrence can break down before the exact solution is
found even without this singularity. A modified algorithm to avoid such problems
was proposed by Moriya & Nodera (2005).
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with Λvisc from equation (2.7), we can relate ζ to the temporal stability
limit ϑvisc in equation (2.9) for a given time step size ∆t (cf. section
2.7). Note that the former relation in equation (2.28) is even exact
for equidistant grids and central discretizations derived from equation
(2.20).
Typically, the absolute modified wavenumber |e
κ(κ)| of a spatial operation increases with the convergence order (and thus with the stencil
width n) of the discretization. For central discretizations derived from
equation (2.20), we have 0 ≤ κ
e2L,i ∆x2i < π 2 , i = 1, 2, 3, such that ζ is
on the order of ∆t/ minx {Re ∆x2 }. Therefore, large ζ correspond to
(locally) fine spatial and/or to coarse temporal resolutions for a given
Reynolds number Re.

2.4.2 Pressure iteration
The matrix A in the pressure equation (2.25) contains H−1 such that we
cannot compute, store and access it explicitly (because it is usually far
too large), i.e. we can solve equation (2.25) only iteratively using Krylovtype solvers. Because A resembles a discrete Laplacian with a respective eigenvalue distribution (i.e. one eigenvalue is zero and the largest
one scales as 1/∆x2 ), typical primary solvers (such as Krylov subspace
methods) will not work efficiently without appropriate preconditioning
(cf. also the comments on the Poisson problems, equation (2.37), on page
e (at least
43). Fortunately, there exist some efficient preconditioners A
for certain ranges of ζ) with which the pressure equation can be solved
in most cases within a moderate number of iterations using a simple
Richardson iteration,
e −1 rj = pj + ω δpj ,
pj+1 = pj + ω A
(2.29)
A

where ω δp denotes the pressure correction (ω is a relaxation factor) and
the residual rjA is given by
rjA = b − Apj = DH−1 (q − Gpj ) = Duj .

(2.30)

Moreover, the error of the pressure is defined as
ejA = p − pj = A−1 rjA .

(2.31)

Because ejA is usually not accessible, the termination criterion for the
iterative scheme is formulated for the residual,
∗

krjA k ≤ ǫA ,

(2.32)
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with some threshold ǫA ≥ 0 and the corresponding iteration count j =
j∗.
Typically, the velocity and pressure change only little between the
sub-time steps such that it is favorable to use the pressure from the
previous sub-time step as initial guess p0 , cf. equation (2.29). Otherwise,
a zero initial guess might be a better choice.
Equations (2.29), (2.30) & (2.32) constitute the so-called pressure
iteration which is illustrated in figure 2.7 (the details on the precondie are described below). It converges towards the exact solution if
tioner A
e −1 A) is less than unity. Moreover, we find
the spectral radius ρ(I − ω A
j
e −1 A)
that the convergence ratio krj+1
A k2 /krA k2 is bounded by ρ(I − ω A
e −1 A is Hermitian. This may not strictly apply if nonuniform grids
if A
and/or higher convergence orders at boundaries are employed. Nevertheless, the spectral radius remains an approximation of the maximal
convergence ratio. In addition to the convergence ratio, we define the
convergence rate as
ς = lg

krj k
krj+1 k

(2.33)

for future use. These relations stress the importance of a good precone i.e. a preconditioner which is ‘close’ to the problem matrix
ditioner A,
A.
For the preconditioners discussed in the next section, the spectral
e −1 A) and thus the convergence rate of the Richardson
radius ρ(I − ω A
iteration (2.29) depend primarily on the parameter ζ but not on the problem size or the degree of parallelization. This will be demonstrated in
sections 2.6 & 2.7. Therefore, the complexity to solve equation (2.25) is
determined by the complexity of computing a given number of Richardson iterations (2.29), including the complexities to apply A = DH−1 G
e −1 . The latter will be discussed in the following
and the preconditioner A
sections.
Preconditioner for the pressure iteration
Generally, the inverse of A is dense due to the elliptic character of equae This
tion (2.25) and the same will hold for a good preconditioner A.
e has to be a so-called forward-type preconditioner (e.g.
indicates that A
Chen, 2005), which means that we apply the preconditioner by solving
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compute initial residual
r0A = DH−1 q
j := 0
j := j + 1
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term. criterion
?

converged solution
∗

u = uj , p = pj

krjA k ≤ ǫA

∗

no
preconditioning
e −1 rj
δpj = A
A

solve Poisson problem
DJ−1 G δpj = rjA

commut.-based
preconditioner?

no
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compute
yj = DJ−1 HJ−1 G δpj
solve Poisson problem
DJ−1 G δpj = yj

pressure update
pj+1 = pj + ω δpj
solve Helmholtz problem
Huj+1 = q − Gpj+1
compute residual
rj+1
= Duj+1
A

Figure 2.7: Flow chart of the pressure iteration using either the Laplace preconditioner (2.34) or the commutation-based preconditioner (2.36). The vector
y is only a temporary variable.
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at least one SLE. However, this makes only sense if the cost for solving
the preconditioner problem is much smaller than the cost for solving
the unpreconditioned problem. Therefore, the preconditioner should be
readily accessible and sparse.
A straightforward attempt is to approximate H−1 in A with an exe −1 . Brüger et al. (2005) choose H
e = J
plicitly accessible operator H
yielding a Laplace-type preconditioner,
e = DJ−1 G.
A

(2.34)

e = DG(DHG)−1 DG.
A

(2.35)

e = DJ−1 G(DJ−1 HJ−1 G)−1 DJ−1 G.
A

(2.36)

Obviously, this choice is only appropriate if ζ is sufficiently small (implying that H is close to J). In such cases, however, explicit time integration
schemes may be more efficient anyway (as we will explain below).
The preconditioner (2.34) can be easily improved using better ape −1 , such as H
e −1 = diag{H}−1 , for instance. Particproximations to H
ularly, the various SIMPLE -type preconditioners by Patankar & Spalding (1972) belong to this class. They are also easy to derive and have
a sparse structure. However, these preconditioners contain parts of the
Helmholtz matrix H and thus the sub-time step size αc ∆t implicitly,
i.e. they have to be stored separately for each sub-time step and need to
be recomputed as soon as ∆t changes.
Other approaches try to approximate A = DH−1 G and not just
−1
H . Such a method was proposed by Elman (1999) for steady-state
problems, where H is an advection-diffusion operator. In its simplest
form, it reads

This preconditioner is derived by commuting H−1 and G approximately.
Alternatively, we can rewrite H as J−1 JH and commute H−1 J−1 with
G approximately, yielding

Note that the same result is obtained for H = HJJ−1 and an approximate commutation of J−1 H−1 with G. The application of the preconditioners (2.34) & (2.36) within the pressure iteration is depicted in figure
2.7. Unlike the SIMPLE-type methods, the commutation-based preconditioners (2.35) & (2.36) contain the Helmholtz matrix H explicitly,
such that all operators involved (apart from H) need to be computed
and stored only once.
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In practice, the commutation-based preconditioners (2.35) & (2.36)
provide the highest flexibility of all mentioned preconditioners with respect to the value of ζ (Elman et al., 2008). However, their application
requires two solutions of Poisson-type problems with matrix DJ−1 G.
In the present implementation, we apply only the preconditioner (2.36)
because it is technically similar to the Laplace preconditioner (2.34) and
allows us to switch easily between them. Additionally, we will demonstrate in section 2.6 that the solution of two Poisson problems (rather
than just one) does not lead to significant extra work for small ζ. However, a more detailed analysis of the preconditioner performances is not
in the scope of the present work.
e (or A/ω)
e
Generally, all mentioned preconditioners A
are increasingly
poor approximations to the matrix A for growing ζ. At a certain point,
e −1 A) is larger than unity and the Richardson
the spectral radius ρ(I−ω A
iteration diverges. We can only cope with that by decreasing ζ and/or
the relaxation factor ω. For the former, we are forced to reduce the time
step size ∆t if the mesh widths ∆x and Reynolds number Re are fixed.
In either case, the computational effort increases either due to larger
iteration counts or due to larger numbers of time steps. Apparently,
we face a different sort of ‘viscous limitation’ for (semi-)implicit time
integration which is similar to the viscous stability limit (2.9) (cf. also
the comments in section 2.4.1). This applies especially if a reduction of
the relaxation factor ω is less effective than a reduction of the time step
size ∆t. Moreover, small ζ on the order of ϑvisc /2 indicate that a fully
explicit time integration scheme may be more efficient overall because H
is then replaced by J, i.e. exactly one pressure iteration (2.29) is sufficient
to yield the exact solution. In either case, at least one Poisson problem
needs to be solved.
The complexities of the Laplace approach (2.34) and of the
commutation-based method (2.36) are governed by the costs for the action of (DJ−1 G)−1 (cf. the next section). In case that the commutationbased preconditioner (2.36) is employed, we have to consider also the
complexities for applying D, G, H and J−1 (note that J−1 is almost
trivial to compute and to store as only the boundary conditions need
to be inverted). As explained in section 2.2.3, these complexities are
already covered by the complexity of the action of (DJ−1 G)−1 .
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Solution of the Poisson problems within the preconditioner
Both preconditioners (2.34) & (2.36) involve Poisson problems of the
form
Kδp = h

with K = DJ−1 G,

(2.37)

where K is a discrete Laplacian and h a typical right-hand side which
permits a solution of equation (2.37) (cf. section 2.4.6). We solve equation (2.37) iteratively as well; the iteration is terminated as soon as the
termination criterion
∗

krkK k ≤ ǫK

(2.38)

is satisfied (ǫK is the corresponding termination threshold and k = k ∗
the iteration count).
Because the matrix K approximates a discrete Laplacian, it is typically semidefinite and has—at least to first order—a real eigenvalue
spectrum. The imaginary parts do not vanish exactly, especially if noncentral finite-difference stencils are employed, e.g. at the boundaries.
Stretched grids in combination with the discretization approach (2.20)
have the same effect.
We can anticipate the eigenvalue distribution of K from the transfer
functions of the local discretization, given by κ
e2K,i (κi ) ≈ κ2i , i = 1, 2, 3,
for each matrix row. Generally, such eigenvalue spectra lead to small
convergence rates for unpreconditioned Krylov subspace solvers (Greenbaum, 1997). However, this can be compensated by preconditioning
equation (2.37) with multilevel methods such as MG. These methods
are based on the fact that high-wavenumber errors/residuals, which are
connected to large absolute eigenvalues, can be effectively damped by
means of so-called smoothers. Typically, successive smoothing of the
residual h − Kδp on grids with alternating mesh widths permit an efficient treatment of all parts of the solution. MG methods implicitly
decompose the solution δp and the right-hand side h into modes of different wavelengths by so-called restriction and prolongation operations.
In general, the Gauss–Seidel (GS) method is considered as the most
efficient smoothing technique in this context.
In the present implementation, we solve equation (2.37) with the
Krylov subspace method BiCGstab by van der Vorst (1992) and socalled right preconditioning (Greenbaum, 1997). For the latter, we use a
geometric MG scheme with so-called V(ϕ1 , ϕ2 )-cycles (e.g. Hackbusch,
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1985) and successive grid coarsening by factors of 2 × 2 × 2, such that
e −1 stands for one application of MG. The variables ϕ1 , ϕ2 denote the
K
numbers of successive smoothing sweeps on each grid level within the Vcycle (ϕ1 is used for the descent towards the coarsest grid and ϕ2 for the
ascent). The convergence rate of this approach is limited by the efficiency
of the smoothers and by the accuracy of the restriction and prolongation
operators. We perform restriction by injection and employ second-order
accurate prolongation operators. Moreover, it is usually sufficient to use
only second-order discretizations within MG since the error caused by
e and K is normally only a small part of
the different discretizations of K
e with respect to K (cf. the discussion
the total approximation error of K
in section 2.7.1). On the coarser grid levels, this discretization error is
small anyway. Additionally, this specific discretization ensures a weak
diagonal dominance of the square matrices which is advantageous for
stable smoothing.
Algebraic MG (e.g., Shapira, 2008; Trottenberg et al., 2001) can be
an attractive alternative to geometric MG because it does not require the
explicit definition of coarser grids (‘aggregation’). Therefore, it is more
convenient to apply, especially in case of more complex grids. However,
a ‘manual’ specification of the coarser grids (as done in the geometric
version) can yield an overall more efficient solver, i.e. larger convergence
rates are obtained for given computational costs. Additionally, we can
easily preserve structured (Cartesian) grids also on the coarser levels
which results in a smaller demand for memory capacity and, in particular, in fewer memory accesses. The latter is important to yield a fast
solver.
For the same purpose, it is essential that sufficiently coarse grids are
provided in order to allow an efficient treatment of errors with large
wavelengths. This can be complicated on parallel architectures because
the elapsed times required for communication on these grids increase
with the number of processors employed (as discussed in section 2.2.3
for torus networks). To minimize the communication distances during
the V-cycles and thus to maximize the solver efficiency (which yields the
complexity listed in table 2.1) we need to redistribute the coarse-grid
problems in the network.
The choice of an appropriate smoother is crucial for the overall performance of MG. As an alternative to GS relaxation, so-called polynomial
or Chebychev smoothers can be competitive in terms of convergence rates
(Adams et al., 2003). Their main advantage over GS smoothers is their
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simpler and more straightforward parallel implementation which is beneficial for more complex grid topologies and especially for unstructured
grids. On the other hand, these approaches require an individual adjustment of different parameters to a given numerical setup. Because
GS-type smoothers are relatively easy to implement for our applications, the main advantage of the polynomial smoothers is irrelevant to
us. Therefore, we use solely GS-type smoothers in this work.
In this work, we use either processor block GS, red-black GS or combinations of both (Adams et al., 2003). Processor block GS is not a genuine
GS method because lexicographically-ordered GS smoothers run separately on each of the subdomains which are coupled only in a Jacobi-like
fashion. For small numbers of grid points per subdomain and large numbers of processors, the Jacobi characteristics dominate and vice versa. If
the grid is strongly anisotropic, i.e. if the grid spacings ∆x vary significantly in at least one direction, standard splittings such as the Jacobi
or the GS method are likely to fail because smoothing of the solution
in directions with larger ∆x becomes inefficient. Therefore, we treat
strongly stretched grid lines and/or grid lines with relatively small spacings in an implicit manner within each processor block to accelerate the
convergence. This procedure is often termed line relaxation and may be
applied in alternating directions, if necessary.
Because the residual rjA in equation (2.29) is typically unrelated to
the residual of the previous iteration, rj−1
A , a spatially uniform initial
guess is usually the most practical/efficient choice for the iterative solution of the Poisson problems stemming from the Laplace preconditioner
(2.34). The same applies to the first Poisson problems arising from the
commutation-based preconditioner (2.36). The solutions of the second
Poisson problems in this approach are related to the solutions of the
first ones by the ‘transformation’ matrix (DJ−1 HJ−1 G)−1 DJ−1 G. For
small ζ → 0 (implying H → J), this transformation matrix converges towards the identity I. This indicates that the solutions of the first Poisson
problems are often close to those of the second Poisson problems, i.e. we
can use them as initial guesses for the latter. Otherwise, a spatially
uniform initial guess may be the better choice.
The number of iterations required for solving equation (2.37) with
MG-preconditioned BiCGstab is typically on the order of one and does
not depend on the problem size or the degree of parallelization (except
all variants of processor block GS which exhibit a weak dependence on
the parallelization). Therefore, the total complexity to compute K−1 h is
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given by the complexity for applying K, the contributions of the primary
BiCGstab solver and of the MG preconditioner (as discussed in section
2.2.3).

2.4.3 Helmholtz problems
Since the computation of the residual rjA requires the solution of
Huj = q − Gpj

(2.39)

with the velocity uj as an intermediate result, a separate solution of
equation (2.26) is usually not necessary once the residual of the pressure
equation is sufficiently small. Equation (2.39) is solved iteratively and
the solver is terminated as soon as the residual
j
j,l
rj,l
H = q − Gp − Hu

(2.40)

satisfies the criterion
∗

krj,l
H k ≤ ǫH

(2.41)

with the threshold ǫH ≥ 0 and the corresponding iteration count l = l∗ .
Disregarding boundary conditions, the continuous operator H is positive definite and has a purely real eigenvalue spectrum in which the smallest eigenvalue is exactly one. Because the discrete operator H has nearly
the same properties (cf. the comments on K in the previous section), its
condition number κ(H) is bounded by κ(H) = |λmax (H)|/|λmin (H)| .
1 + ζ, where λi (H), i = 1, 2, . . . , 3N1 N2 N3 , are the eigenvalues of H.
The condition number increases somewhat when we take boundary conditions into account as well. Because ζ is usually sufficiently small, we
can solve the Helmholtz problems (2.39) iteratively with BiCGstab. In
cases where ζ is large, the problems tend to have more of a Poissonlike character and we can treat them in a similar fashion as the Poisson
problems (2.37) in the previous section.
Since the velocity u of the previous sub-time step is usually closer to
the solution of the present sub-time step than a constant velocity (for
instance), it is mostly the better initial guess for the first instance of the
Helmholtz problem in the pressure iteration (2.29). All later solutions
during the pressure iteration (j > 1) are related to the previous solution
by uj+1 = uj + H−1 G(pj − pj+1 ), i.e. the magnitude of kuj+1 − uj k
depends on the convergence rate of the pressure iteration. Since kpj −
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pj+1 k = ωkδpk is typically sufficiently small, the previous solution uj is
usually the most practical/efficient initial guess for uj+1 .
Because the eigenvalue spectrum of H strongly depends on ζ, the
number of iterations required for solving equation (2.39) with BiCGstab
will mostly depend on ζ but not on the problem size or the degree of parallelization (assuming a given level of accuracy, specified by ǫH ). Therefore, the complexity for solving equation (2.39) is given by the complexity
for applying H and by the contributions of the BiCGstab solver (cf. section 2.2.3).

2.4.4 Relation between the termination criteria and the solution accuracy
Formally, we can establish an equation solely for the velocity u,
−1

H,
(2.42)
Mu = q with M = I − G(DH−1 G)−1 DH−1
which is derived from equation (2.13) by eliminating the pressure. The
j,l
corresponding iteration error ej,l
can be formulated
M of the solution u
as
l
−1
ej,l
GejA + ej,l
M = eH + H
A,H ,

(2.43)

where elH is caused by the inexact solution of the Helmholtz problems, ejA
by the inexact solution of the pressure problem, and the remainder, ej,l
A,H ,
multiplicatively by both the inexact solution of the Helmholtz and the
pressure problem(s). With the relations Du = 0 and Duj,l = Dej,l
M =
j,l
rA (cf. equation (2.30)), we find that the divergence error of the velocity
−1
l
GejA +
equals the residual of the pressure problem, i.e. rj,l
A = D(eH +H
j,l
eA,H ). Provided that we are able to determine the pressure exactly
(i.e. ejA = 0, ej,l
A,H = 0), the residual of the continuity constraint is still
l
−1 l
rj,l
rH . Therefore, we cannot expect that the residual
A = DeH = DH
j,l
krA k of the pressure equation can be reduced below (with consistent
matrix norms k · k)

ǫA,min =

sup
krH k≤ǫH

kDH−1 rH k ≤ ǫH kDH−1 k

(2.44)

for a given threshold ǫH . In other words, ǫH must be chosen sufficiently
small to allow the pressure iteration to reach the desired level of accuracy
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for the pressure, specified by ǫA . Vice versa, we are limited with our
choice for ǫA to
ǫA ≥ ǫA,min

(2.45)

for a given ǫH . Because it is difficult to compute ǫA,min from equation
(2.44), we use (with consistent matrix norms k · k)
ǫA = ǫH kDk kH−1 k

(2.46)

instead and tolerate the somewhat lower accuracy of the overall solution. However, kH−1 k is not easy to compute either. For the (hypothetical) case that only Dirichlet boundary conditions are employed
which are enforced directly on the velocity grid points (i.e. no interpolations are involved), each row sum of H−1 is unity for consistency
reasons. For discretizations with stencil widths n = 3, the matrix H−1
is positive, i.e. H−1 > 0, because H is a so-called M-matrix (e.g. Fujimoto & Ranade, 2004; Grossmann & Roos, 2005; Schwandt, 2003) in
this particular case such that kH−1 k∞ = 1. Unfortunately, Dirichlet
boundary conditions involve interpolations as well such that the corresponding rows of H−1 inevitably contain elements with alternating sign.
The same applies if stencil widths n > 3 are employed. For these (more
general) cases, we can conclude that kH−1 k∞ ≥ 1. However, there is
no indication that ζ has a significant impact on kH−1 k∞ and we find
also from the numerical experiments in section 2.5.2 that kH−1 k∞ is of
order one. For other types of boundary conditions such estimates are
more difficult to provide.
In contrast to our approach, Brüger et al. (2005) formulate a termination criterion for the residual of the entire problem (2.13) which in
our notation corresponds to k{rTH , rTA }T k ≤ ǫ. Obviously, their approach
does not take into account any efficiency considerations since the continuity constraint and the momentum equation are treated equally in this
criterion, i.e. the pressure might be solved much more accurately than
necessary. To ensure that the pressure iteration converges, they require
√
(in our notation) ǫH = ǫK ≤ Kǫ, where the constant 0 ≤ K ≤ 1/ 2
depends on the conditioning of the preconditioned version of the block
matrix (2.13). This restriction of ǫH with respect to ǫ plays a similar
role as equation (2.45) in our approach.
Next, we try to relate the thresholds ǫH and ǫA to the iteration error
j,l
ej,l
.
M Usually, we can assume that the mixed error keA,H k is much smaller
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than the errors kelH k and kH−1 GejA k such that equation (2.43) can be
well approximated by
l
−1
ej,l
GejA ,
M ≈ eH + H

l
−1
kej,l
GejA k}. (2.47)
A,H k ≪ min{keH k, kH

Using equations (2.31), (2.46) & (2.47) we can bound the iteration error
of the velocity solution to
∗ ∗

j ,l
keM
k . ǫH kH−1 k + ǫA kH−1 GA−1 k

. ǫH kH−1 k (1 + kDk kH−1GA−1 k).

(2.48)

∗ ∗

j ,l
In practice, we set an upper limit for keM
k and estimate kH−1 k and
−1
−1
kH GA k to determine the threshold ǫH from equation (2.48). The
threshold ǫA is computed from equation (2.46), subsequently. Numerical
tests (cf. section 2.5.2) and scaling arguments indicate that kH−1 GA−1 k
is on the order of O(∆x0 ) for Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Because the accuracy of the velocity u is limited by the error of
the discretization scheme (even if equations (2.25) & (2.26) were solved
∗ ∗
exactly) it is usually not necessary to require the iteration error ejM,l to
be much smaller than the discretization error for efficiency reasons.

2.4.5 Termination criteria for the preconditioner problems
The iterative solution of the preconditioning problem
e δpj = rj ,
A
A

(2.49)

e δpj ,
rje = rjA − A

(2.50)

e −1 rj ,
= rjA − ωAδpj − ωAA
rj+1
A
e
A

(2.51)

cf. equation (2.29), is typically the most time-consuming operation
e is only an
within the pressure iteration. Because the preconditioner A
j
approximation of A, it is not necessary to compute δp up to machine
precision. The residual of equation (2.49),
A

enters the residual of the pressure problem,

e −1 rj due to the inexact solution of equation
i.e. rj+1
is altered by ωAA
A
e
A
(2.49). Equation (2.51) follows from equations (2.29), (2.30) & (2.50).
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Therefore, the residual rje affects the convergence rate of the pressure
A
e −1 rj k is sufficiently small
iteration and we have to ensure that ωkAA
e
A

compared to all other terms in equation (2.51), in particular to krj+1
A k.
To this end, we set the termination thresholds for the iterative solution of the Poisson equations (2.37) to ǫjK = γkrj+1
A k with γ .
e −1 k). For the preconditioners (2.34) & (2.36), we can approx1/(ωkAA
imate the upper limit for γ by γ . 1/(ωkAK−1 k) ≈ 1/ω. In either
case, krj+1
A k is not known beforehand, however, we can estimate it by
extrapolating the residuals of the previous time levels,
n
h
i X
(m)
(m)
ηi krj+1
E krj+1
k
=
t
A kt−i∆t
A
i=1

with

n
X

ηi = 1,

(2.52)

i=1

for each Runge–Kutta sub-time step m independently. Correspondingly,
(m),j
the termination threshold ǫK,t for the preconditioner at time t, subtime step m and iteration j is given by
(m),j

ǫK,t

i
h
(m)
.
= γ E krj+1
A kt

(2.53)

The extrapolation weights ηi can be computed from equation (2.20) with
δ = 0 and t − i∆t in place of x0 − xi , i = 1, 2, . . . , n. In the present
implementation, we simply use n = 1 yielding η = 1. The extrapolation
(2.52) has to be performed separately for each Runge–Kutta sub-time
(m)
step m because krj+1
can be expected to be more or less smooth
A kt
over t, t − ∆t, t − 2∆t, . . . , but not over m.
Regarding the parameter γ, the best overall performance is obtained
with values on the order of γ ωkAK−1 k ≈ 0.1 . . . 1.0, as indicated by
numerical experiments. It does not need to be much smaller because
it can be cheaper to tolerate a few more pressure iterations instead of
solving fewer preconditioner problems more accurately. For increasingly
coarsely resolved and/or unsteady flows, the convergence rates of the
pressure iterations will change more rapidly such that smaller γ will
(m),j
adapt the termination thresholds ǫK,t faster to the actual situation.
Differently from our approach, Brüger et al. (2005) set ǫK = ǫH , i.e. they
solve the preconditioner problems much more accurately than we do.
This increases the computational costs significantly.
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2.4.6 Solvability
The singular system (2.13) has only a solution if the right-hand side is
in the column space of the system matrix. If this applies, the rank deficiency of the matrix is usually not a problem for the iterative solvers
used in this work (cf. section 2.4.1). Otherwise, the boundary conditions
try to enforce a net increase or decrease of fluid mass in the domain
which violates the continuity constraint (2.1b) and thus the compatibility condition (2.5). Unfortunately, this situation is often encountered,
e.g. due to discretization errors at the boundary (Brüger et al., 2005) or
due to advective outflow boundary conditions (Simens et al., 2009).
Generally, there exist two methods for resolving this problem: the
(formally) easier way is to prescribe the pressure artificially at at least
one grid point in space such that A becomes non-singular and a solution always exists. The disadvantage of this method is that we have
to replace the divergence condition Du = 0 at such grid points by a
kind of ‘Dirichlet boundary4 condition’ for the pressure, i.e. the flow is
typically not divergence-free at these points. These points act as mass
sinks/sources to compensate for the net inflow/outflow over the boundaries. As a consequence, the solution cannot be guaranteed to be smooth
in their vicinity. This may lead to stability problems during the time
integration.
In the present numerical approach, we employ an alternative technique which was, in some parts, already rudimentarily described by
Simens et al. (2009) for a fractional-step time integration method.
Rather than modifying the system matrix, the right-hand side q is corrected to qcorr such that the corresponding right-hand side of the pressure problem, bcorr , is in the column space of the matrix A. Once a
solution for the pressure p is found, the undefined part of the solution
(the absolute pressure level) can be chosen freely by adding an arbitrary
constant to p.
The left null space of A is the orthogonal complement to the column
space of A. Since A has exactly one zero eigenvalue, the dimension of
its left null space is one, i.e. its left nullspace can be represented by an
arbitrarily scalable vector Ψ 6= 0 which satisfies ΨT A = 0. Correspondingly, the right-hand side bcorr = DH−1 qcorr must be orthogonal to Ψ
4 Of course, these grid points can be located in the interior of the spatial domain
as well.
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because
!

ΨT Ap = ΨT bcorr = 0.

(2.54)

With Ψ, we compute the vector
Φ = H−T DT Ψ

(2.55)

to which the right-hand side qcorr of the Helmholtz problem (2.26) must
be orthogonal, i.e.
!

ΦT qcorr = 0.

(2.56)

Note that Φ is a vector of the left null space of the gradient G since
ΨT A = ΨT DH−1 G = ΦT G = 0. Moreover, Φ plays a similar role
for the discrete equations (2.13) as ξ n dA in the compatibility condition
(2.5) for the continuous equations (2.1), although Φ acts (formally) on all
grid points5 and not only on the boundary as ξ n dA. To satisfy equation
(2.56), we correct q to qcorr by projecting it appropriately along a vector
Θ onto the column space of G,
qcorr = q −

ΦT q
Θ with
ΦT Θ

ΦT Θ 6= 0.

(2.57)

Obviously, ΦT qcorr = 0 and ΨT bcorr = 0 is satisfied and equations
(2.13) & (2.15) have at least one solution. The projection vector Θ can
be chosen freely as long as it complies with the restriction in equation
(2.57). If, for instance, the boundary conditions shall be corrected only
for one velocity component at one grid point, the vector Θ is zero except
at the respective entry. If the 2-norm of the correction, kqcorr − qk2 ,
shall be minimal, we choose Θ = Φ such that the correction (2.57) is an
orthogonal projection of q onto the column space of G.
Generally, the vector Ψ can be computed with the same methods as
used for solving Ap = b. Because the operators DT and GT (unlike D
and G) are usually not consistent approximations to continuous operators, the application of geometric MG preconditioning to the resulting
secondary ‘Poisson-like’ problems KT δp = h (analogous to equation
(2.37)) can be difficult. In contrast, the computation of Φ from equation (2.55) is usually less demanding because preconditioning is often
5 The entries of Φ in the interior of the domain depend on the grid stretching.
They vanish for equidistant grids with a homogeneous discretization.
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not necessary, cf. the discussion on solution of the Helmholtz problems
(2.39) in section 2.4.3. However, the matrix H is different for each subtime step and changes with the time step size such that Φ (or at least
Ψ) has to be stored for each sub-time step separately and recomputed
as soon as the time step size changes. Provided that this happens only a
few times during the simulation, we can tolerate the extra costs due to
potentially inefficient MG preconditioning. Such problems do not arise
for purely explicit time integration where H is replaced by J, and Φ, Ψ
are unique for all times and all sub-time steps.
For the present case of a Cartesian grid and an explicit timeintegration, we can express AT Ψ = 0 as
0=

nu
X

η1,i+m Ψi+m,j,k + η2,j+m Ψi,j+m,k + η3,k+m Ψi,j,k+m ,

m=nl

i = 1, 2, . . . , N1 ,

j = 1, 2, . . . , N2 ,

(2.58)

k = 1, 2, . . . , N3 ,

where n = nu − nl + 1, −nl , nu ≥ 0, and Ψi,j,k as the entry of the vector
Ψ for the grid point with indices i, j, k in the three spatial directions
1, 2, 3. Because the coefficients ηl,i , i = 1, 2, . . . , Nl , vary only in direction
l = 1, 2, 3, we can make the ansatz
Ψi,j,k = Ψ1,i Ψ2,j Ψ3,k ,
i = 1, 2, . . . , N1 ,

j = 1, 2, . . . , N2 ,

k = 1, 2, . . . , N3 ,

(2.59)

with which equation (2.58) reads
0 = Ψ2,j Ψ3,k
+ Ψ1,i Ψ2,j

nu
X

m=nl
nu
X

η1,i+m Ψi+m + Ψ1,i Ψ3,k

nu
X

η2,j+m Ψj+m

m=nl

η3,k+m Ψk+m ,

(2.60)

m=nl

i = 1, 2, . . . , N1 ,

j = 1, 2, . . . , N2 ,

k = 1, 2, . . . , N3 .

Therefore, we can obtain the non-trivial solution Ψ 6= 0 for equations
(2.58) & (2.60) by solving three independent 1D problems,
0=

nu
X

ηl,i+m Ψl,i+m ,

i = 1, 2, . . . , Nl ,

l = 1, 2, 3,

m=nl

which is much easier to perform due to their smaller size.

(2.61)
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The discussed solvability issue for equations (2.13) & (2.15) applies
e i.e. the
also to all (cascaded) sub-problems within the preconditioner A,
Poisson problems (2.37) with matrix K, the MG-preconditioning probe and the (coarse-grid) ‘smoothing problems’ therein.
lems with matrix K
Generally, we can treat these sub-problems in the same manner as described above; however, their solvability is usually not as critical as that
of the ‘outer’ problems (2.13) & (2.15).

2.5

Validation

The numerical approach described so far is implemented in FORTRAN90
using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) for communication. To perform parallel I/O of large data sets, we employ the open-source libraries
for the so-called Hierarchical Data Format (HDF5).
To validate the implementation, we apply it to a number of different
tests and check if it yields the correct results. To this end, we define the
total error
b k∞ = eit + ediscr
e = ku − u

(2.62)

which measures the difference between the numerical solution for the veb (from now on, we omit the
locity u and the exact (analytical) solution u
iteration counts for simplicity). The contribution eit stands for the error
caused by terminating the iterations before the ‘exact’ numerical solution
is found. Therefore, we can approximate eit with keM k∞ , cf. equation
(2.48) if just one (sub-)time step is computed. The remaining error,
ediscr , is attributed to the discretization. Note that we use solely the
infinity norm k · k = k · k∞ for all matrix and vector norms to avoid
a potential positive bias towards problems with larger numbers of grid
points.
All simulations are carried out in a periodic straight channel with
dimensions L1 × L2 × L3 . The spatial coordinates x1 , x2 , x3 point in the
streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise direction, respectively, and the
boundary conditions are specified by
u=0

at {x2 = 0} ∪ {x2 = L2 }.

(2.63)

Unless stated otherwise, the reference length and velocity for the
Reynolds number Re, equation (2.2), are the channel half-height, L̆ =
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L̆2 /2, and the initial maximum streamwise velocity, Ŭ = maxx̆ {ŭ1 (t =
0)}, respectively.
We employ only semi-implicit CN-RK3 time integration in this section because it leads to the more general SLE (2.13). In this context,
RK3 time integration can be regarded as a special case of CN-RK3 because the SLE (2.13) reduces to a Poisson problem for the pressure (since
H is replaced by J), cf. also the last paragraph in section 2.3.1.
The advective terms are discretized with upwind-biased finite differences. The grids are equidistant in the wall-parallel directions (with
shifts of ∆x/2 between the staggered grids) and stretched in the wallnormal direction according to


cos{̟(β + i − 1)}
L2
1−
, i = 1, 2, . . . , N2 ,
(2.64)
x2,i =
2
cos{̟β}
with the abbreviation
π
̟=
2β + N2 − 1

(2.65)

and the parameter β (x2,i denote the grid points of the pressure grid
in direction 2; the grid for the velocity component u2 in this direction
is found by substituting the index i with i ± 1/2, cf. figure 2.2). We
obtain the Gauss–Lobatto points (Canuto et al., 1988) for β = 0 and an
equidistant grid for β → ∞.
For the pressure iteration (2.29), we set the relaxation factor to ω = 1
and the constant γ in equation (2.53) to γ = 0.1. The iteration thresholds
ǫH and ǫA are coupled according to equation (2.46) such that only one of
them needs to be specified. Because we employ only Dirichlet boundary
conditions, we can estimate kH−1 k ≈ 1 for which equation (2.45) is satisfied, as indicated by numerical experiments (cf. section 2.5.2). Note that
the interpolations required to enforce the Dirichlet boundary conditions
(2.63) for the boundary-normal velocity component lead to kH−1 k ≥ 1
(cf. sections 2.4.4 & 2.5.2).

2.5.1 Convergence order
We test the convergence order of the discretization in space and time by
simulating two-dimensional channel flows specified by
u
b1 (x1 , x2 , t) =

κ2
1
[sin{κ1 x1 } + 1] sin{κ2 x2 } e−σt ,
2
κ1

(2.66a)
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1
[cos{κ2 x2 } − 1] cos{κ1 x1 } e−σt ,
2
u
b3 (x1 , x2 , t) = 0.
u
b2 (x1 , x2 , t) =
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(2.66b)
(2.66c)

In this section, we choose the wavenumbers κ1 = κ2 = π for which the
maximum amplitudes of u
b1 and u
b2 are unity and the boundary conditions
(2.63) are met. The corresponding pressure is determined by solving
equation (2.4),

1
(− sin{πx1 } + cos{πx2 } + sin{πx1 } cos{πx2 })
pb(x1 , x2 , t) =
4
1
(sin{πx1 } cos{2πx2 } + cos{2πx1 } cos{πx2 }) (2.67)
−
20

1
+
(cos{2πx1 } − cos{2πx2 }) e−2σt .
16
This flow field has zero divergence, but the momentum equation (2.1a)
is only satisfied if the residual
fu =

1
∂b
u
+ (b
u · ∇) u
b + ∇b
p−
∆b
u
∂t
Re

(2.68)

is added as a forcing term to the right-hand side of equation (2.1a).
Note that f u needs to be computed at each Runge–Kutta sub-time step,
cf. section 2.3.1.
In our tests, the dimensions of the spatial domain are set to L1 ×L2 =
2 × 2. The initial condition is given by u
b(x1 , x2 , t = 0) and the solution
is integrated up to t = tend . The grids are equidistant (β = ∞) and the
termination threshold ǫH = 10−14 is set close to the machine precision
such that e ≈ ediscr . The values of all other parameters are listed in
table 2.4, where N1 and N2 are the numbers of grid points in the two
spatial directions, and Nt is the number of time steps (of equal size ∆t).
Spatial convergence order
The spatial convergence properties are assessed by simultaneously varying the numbers of grid points in both spatial directions maintaining the
relation N2 = N1 + 1. The time dependence is eliminated by choosing
σ = 0 such that no time-integration error can occur. Because the advective and the viscous terms in equation (2.1a) should have about the same
order of magnitude for this test we set Re = 10. The number of pressure
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Table 2.4: Parameters for testing the convergence orders and the relations
between the termination criteria and the solution accuracy (L1 × L2 = 2 × 2;
equidistant grids (β = ∞)). The discretization schemes are specified in table
2.3.

case
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Re
10
10
1
10
1 000
10
10

σ
0
0
100
100
100
10
10

tend
10−4
10−4
10−2
10−2
10−2
10−4
10−4

(N1 + 1), N2
9 . . . 2 049
17 . . . 2 049
129
129
129
257
65

Nt
1
1
1 . . . 4 096
1 . . . 4 096
1 . . . 4 096
1
1

discr.
d3
d5
d5
d5
d5
d5
d5

iterations (2.29) is about three to five for the time step size ∆t = 10−4
(cases A & B).
Figure 2.8 shows the total error e for cases A and B. A closer inspection of the results reveals that the largest errors occur at the grid points
near the boundaries. The total errors e grow proportionally to ∆x4 (case
A) and ∆x6 (case B) which indicates that the corresponding convergence
orders, 4 and 6, exceed the smallest convergence orders of the respective
discretization schemes by one (cf. table 2.3). This is attributed to the
fact that the smallest convergence orders originate from the imaginary
parts of the corresponding transfer functions. They describe the phase
shift of the solution and grow with ∆x3 and ∆x5 , respectively (cf. also
the examples in figure 2.5). However, the exact solution (2.66) is stationary, i.e. the phase shifts of our solution should be zero. Moreover,
we can barely capture (small) phase errors in our tests because the total
error e measures amplitude errors.
The compact finite difference discretization described in section 2.3.2
with the coefficients listed in appendix D is used together with the (explicit) stencils of the d3 scheme for establishing the boundary conditions.
Therefore, the convergence behaviors of the compact scheme and the d3
scheme (case A) are about the same as well (not shown).
Finally, the total error of case B scales like ∆x−1 for very small ∆x.
This behavior is related to the round-off error of the computer which
is crucial especially for addition/subtraction operations and thus for all
differentiation and interpolation operations. The limited machine precision also affects the accuracy of the finite-difference coefficients which
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Figure 2.8: Total errors e ≈ ediscr for cases A (), B (), C (×), D () and
E () as functions of the grid spacing ∆x (cases A & B) and the time step
size ∆t (cases C, D & E), cf. table 2.4.

are computed numerically from equation (2.20) (note that the matrix B
is increasingly ill-conditioned for growing convergence orders and stencil
widths n).
Temporal convergence order
In order to measure the time integration error, we have to keep the
spatial discretization error relatively small. We achieve this using high
spatial convergence orders in combination with relatively large time step
sizes and damping rates σ = 100.
Generally, CN-RK3 time integration (2.10) is only second-order accurate because the viscous terms are integrated with the Crank–Nicolson
scheme while the advective terms are treated with a third-order accurate
Runge–Kutta scheme. Therefore, the magnitude of Re∆t determines if
the error is dominated by the advective or by the viscous terms. This
is demonstrated in figure 2.8 for the cases C, D and E which differ only
in their Reynolds number. For Re = 10 (case D) the maximum error is
dominated by the viscous terms for small ∆t and by the advective terms
for large ∆t. The discretization error ediscr ≈ e scales like ∆t2 and ∆t3 ,
respectively. For sufficiently large Reynolds numbers (as in case E with
Re = 1 000) the accuracy is dominated by the advective terms, leading
to third-order convergence in the investigated range of time step sizes
∆t. In contrast, we find purely second-order convergence for Re = 1
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Table 2.5: Parameters for the numerical experiments for testing the impact
of the termination thresholds ǫH and ǫA on the total error e using ǫvar =
10−14 . . . 10−4 and ǫref = 10−14 (cf. figure 2.9).

experiment
1
2
3

pressure problems
ǫA = ǫref kDk kH−1 k
ǫA = ǫvar kDk kH−1 k
ǫA = ǫvar kDk kH−1 k

Helmholtz problems
ǫH = ǫvar
ǫH = ǫref
ǫH = ǫvar

symbol
+



(case C). The minimum attained total error e ≈ 10−9 is attributed to
the spatial discretization.

2.5.2 Relation between termination criteria and solution accuracy
Next, we test the influence of the termination thresholds ǫH and ǫA on
the total error e in three numerical experiments (table 2.5) using the
same flow configuration as before (cases F & G in table 2.4). For these
tests, it is crucial that the various residuals r encountered in our iterative solution procedure meet the desired levels of accuracy as closely as
possible. That is, we try to satisfy krk = ǫ − ∆ǫ with 0 ≤ ∆ǫ < ǫ, where
∗
∗
∆ǫ ≤ krj −1 k − krj k should be as small as possible. Therefore, the
convergence rates must be kept very small to approach the solution in
small steps. For the pressure iteration, we achieve this using the Laplace
preconditioner (2.34) and terminating the solver for the preconditioning problem (2.37) already when its residual has reached half the size
of the current residual of the pressure iteration, i.e. ǫjK = 0.5krjA k. The
preconditioning problems are solved with plain BiCGstab (without MG
preconditioning). Similar measures are taken for the Helmholtz problems for which we replace BiCGstab by a Richardson iteration without
preconditioning. Zero vectors are used as initial guesses for all solvers.
We stress that these measures are taken only for the tests described in
this section.
In the first experiment, we vary the termination threshold ǫH and
solve the pressure equation accurately by setting ǫA = ǫref kDk kH−1k
(cf. equation (2.46)) where ǫref = 10−14 is close to the machine precision.
To this end, we first compute the velocities with a strict termination
threshold ǫH = ǫref. Subsequently, we compute the velocities a second
time with varying ǫH = ǫvar = 10−14 . . . 10−4 now using the precomputed
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Figure 2.9: Total error e as a function of the termination thresholds ǫH and
ǫA for the experiments listed in table 2.5. Left: case F; right: case G, cf. table
2.4.

pressure. The influence of ǫH on the total error e is depicted in figure
2.9. As the error eA in equation (2.47) is now negligible, equation (2.48)
reduces to keM k . ǫH kH−1 k. Consistently, we find that e is only slightly
larger than ǫH = ǫvar , provided that the discretization error ediscr is not
larger than the iteration error eit ≈ keM k for small ǫvar (i.e., ǫvar . 10−9
for case F and ǫvar . 10−11 for case G) and that the initial guess does
not already satisfy the termination criterion for large ǫvar & 10−5 . The
results indicate that kH−1 k is of order one, as mentioned in the beginning
of section 2.5.
In the second experiment, we keep ǫH = ǫref close to the machine
precision and vary ǫA = ǫvar kDk kH−1 k instead. Therefore, the error eH in equation (2.47) becomes negligible and equation (2.48) reduces to keM k . ǫH kH−1 k kDk kH−1GA−1 k. As depicted in figure
2.9, the total error e is now much larger than ǫvar in the ranges where
e ∼ ǫvar . Because arithmetic errors are of the same order as before, the
large difference must be related to the magnitude of kDk kH−1 GA−1 k.
We can estimate from the plots that kDk kH−1GA−1 k ≈ 15 for
case F and kDk kH−1GA−1 k ≈ 60 for case G which indicates that
kDk kH−1 GA−1 k scales like ∆x−1 and thus that kH−1 GA−1 k is independent of the grid spacing ∆x.
In the third experiment, both termination thresholds ǫH and ǫA
are coupled according to equation (2.46) and varied simultaneously,
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i.e. ǫH = ǫvar . Figure 2.9 shows that the total error e is comparable
to the second experiment, because the total iteration error eit ≈ keM k
is dominated by eA (caused by solving the pressure problems not exactly) and not by eH (caused by solving the Helmholtz problems not
exactly). We also conclude that the coupling of ǫA and ǫH according
to equation (2.46) yields sufficiently large ǫA , because the termination
criterion (2.32) for the pressure iteration is always satisfied after a limited number of iterations. Vice versa, it is likely that the iteration error
eit ≈ keM k in the second and third experiment could be further reduced
using smaller values for ǫA closer to the smallest admissible termination
thresholds, ǫA,min ≤ ǫA (cf. equations (2.44) & (2.45)). Note that we
cannot compute ǫA,min in practical applications, such that we are forced
to use an appropriate alternative instead, e.g. equation (2.46).

2.5.3 Orr–Sommerfeld/Squire mode for Poiseuille flow
In a next test, we simulate the temporal evolution of a three-dimensional
Orr–Sommerfeld/Squire eigenmode in a Poiseuille base flow, specified
by uba = {x2 (2 − x2 ), 0, 0}T . The channel dimensions are set to L1 ×
L2 × L3 = 2π × 2 × 2π and the Reynolds number to Re = 10 000.
We prescribe the stream- and spanwise wavenumbers κ1 = 2π/L1 =
1 and κ3 = 2π/L3 = 1, respectively, and choose the eigenmode with
eigenvalue λ = λr + iλi ≈ 0.2774 − 0.02411i indicating a temporally
decaying eigensolution (note that this eigenmode is not the least stable
one).
For the spatial discretization we use the d3 scheme and N1 × N2 ×
N3 = 32 × 129 × 32 grid points. With β = 10 in equations (2.64) &
(2.65), the grid is nonuniform in the wall-normal direction yielding a
more accurate representation of the eigenmode near the walls. Moreover, we set the time step size to ∆t = 0.01 to diminish time integration
errors. Nonlinear effects are almost negligible in this test because the
initial amplitude of the modal perturbation u′ = u − uba is chosen as
ku′ (t = 0)k = 10−5 , i.e. it is very small with respect to the base flow
uba . We maintain the base flow by applying a constant volume force
f u = {2/Re, 0, 0}T in equation (2.1a). To guarantee a sufficiently high
accuracy of the iterative solver at all times, we adapt the termination
threshold ǫH for the Helmholtz problems to the actual disturbance magnitude, ǫH (t) = 10−7 ku′ (t)k.
The shape of the perturbation is plotted in figure 2.10 for t = 0 and
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Figure 2.10: Left: shape of the normalized eigensolution, scaled by e−λi t .
Lines: t = 0, points: t = 10 · 2π/λr = 226.5 (× u′1 , + u′2 , ✳ u′3 ). Right:
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u′ (t)k.

for t = 10 · 2π/λr = 226.5 together with the relative error of the solution,
b ′ (t = 0)k/kb
e/kb
u′ (t)k = e/kb
u′ (t = 0)eλi t k = ku′ (t)e−λi t − u
u′(t = 0)k.
The results demonstrate that the simulation yields the correct decay of
the eigenmode and that its shape is preserved as well. Nonetheless, the
relative error e/kb
u′ (t)k increases in time because temporal and spatial
discretization errors trigger the growing Tollmien–Schlichting mode (not
shown).

2.5.4 Transitional and turbulent channel flow
To validate the present implementation for a more demanding flow configuration involving also strong nonlinear effects, we simulate a temporal
transition from laminar to turbulent channel flow as well as two fully turbulent channel flows. We employ two flow configurations with Reynolds
numbers Re = 5 000 and Re = 16 403, specified in table 2.6. The former
configuration was originally conducted by Gilbert (1988) and Gilbert &
Kleiser (1990) and the latter by Moser et al. (1999). Because the time
averaging interval for the turbulence statistics was very short in the former works, we compare our results to those of Schlatter (2005) instead
who recomputed both cases. All cited authors employed pseudospectral discretizations (Chebychev series in the wall-normal direction and
Fourier series in the wall-parallel directions) and the same CN-RK3 time
integration scheme as we do (cf. section 2.3.1).
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Table 2.6: Specifications of the two channel flow configurations investigated.

Re
5 000
16 403

Re τ
208
587

L1 × L2 × L3
2π/1.12 × 2 × 2π/2.1
2π × 2 × π

The initial Poiseuille flow uba = {x2 (2 − x2 ), 0, 0}T is perturbed by
a two-dimensional stable Tollmien–Schlichting wave with a maximum
amplitude of 3% of the laminar center-line velocity and two oblique,
three-dimensional and stable modes with amplitudes 0.1%. The wavelengths of the three perturbations are identical to the streamwise (and
spanwise) dimension(s) of the two domains. These modes are computed
for the configuration with Re = 5 000 and also applied to the setup with
Re = 16 403. To drive the flow continuously, we fix the bulk velocity
Z
1
U bk =
u1 dV with V = L1 L2 L3
(2.69)
V Ω
to U bk = 2/3 for all times (the forcing procedure is described in appendix
E in detail). For further details on the flow configuration, we refer to
the work of Schlatter (2005).
The grids used for the different simulations are equidistant in wallparallel directions and stretched in wall-normal direction according to
equation (2.64) to account for the higher resolution requirements near
the walls. The spatial resolutions and the values for the grid stretching
parameter β are listed in table 2.7 for all simulations. Because the pseudospectral discretizations are more accurate than any finite-difference
discretization, especially at high wavenumbers, we employ somewhat
finer grids together with the d3 discretization scheme to ensure that the
numerical errors remain sufficiently small. However, it was not checked if
the reference solutions can be obtained with coarser resolutions as well.
For similar reasons, we employ the upwind-biased discretization for the
advective terms (cf. section 2.3.2), although it might not be necessary
for keeping the simulations stable. Moreover, we adjust the time step
sizes to ∆t ≈ 0.75 ∆tadv
max (cf. equation (2.8)) in every tenth time step.
Especially the transition from laminar to turbulent flow requires a
sufficiently accurate representation of a large number of excited modes.
A termination threshold of ǫH = 10−6 was found to be sufficiently accurate, because smaller values did not influence the presented results
notably (larger ǫH were not tested).
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Table 2.7: Spatial resolutions used by the different authors for the two channel
flow configurations, cf. table 2.6.

author
Moser
Schl.
present

Re = 5 000
N1 × N2 × N3
n/a
160 × 161 × 160
256 × 257 × 256

β
0
10

Re = 16 403
N1 × N2 × N3
384 × 257 × 384
384 × 257 × 384
512 × 385 × 512

β
0
0
8

symbol

To compare our simulations with the two references, we introduce
the friction velocity
s
1 ∂hhu1 ii
Uτ =
,
(2.70)
Re ∂x2 x2 =0, L2
where
1
hh·ii =
L1 L3 (t2 − t1 )

Z

t2

t1

Z

L3
0

Z

L1
0

(·) dx⋆1 dx⋆3 dt⋆

(2.71)

is used to denote spatial averages over wall-parallel planes and a time
interval t1 ≤ t ≤ t2 . The temporal evolution of the Reynolds number
based on Uτ ,
Re τ = Uτ Re,

(2.72)

is depicted in figure 2.11 for the configuration with Re = 5 000 and small
time averaging intervals t2 − t1 = ∆t (note that a transition to turbulence for Re = 16 403 is documented in none of the references). Overall,
our result agrees quite well with that of Schlatter (2005), although differences between the two simulations are visible during the breakdown
(t ≈ 140 . . . 200). These are mostly related to slightly different initial
conditions (e.g. different relative phase shifts between the three disturbance modes). The formation of hairpin vortices during the transition
is visualized in figure 2.12 using the so-called λ2 criterion by Jeong &
Hussain (1994). This snapshot is in good agreement with figure 4.27 in
the work of Schlatter (2005).
Next, we compare different statistical measures for the fully turbulent
states, computed between t1 = 500 and t2 = 1 000. The mean downstream velocity profile hhu+
1 ii matches the reference results and also the
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Figure 2.11: Temporal evolution of
Re τ during transition for Re = 5 000
along with the results of Schlatter
(2005) (symbols are specified in table
2.7).

Figure 2.12: Hairpin vortex at t =
136 (isosurface: λ2 = −0.1, cf. Jeong
& Hussain, 1994).

+
+
+
wall laws hhu+
1 ii = x2 and hhu1 ii = 2.5 ln(x2 ) + 5.5 with

hhu+
1 ii = hhu1 ii

Re
,
Re τ

x+
2 = x2 Re τ

(2.73)

very well ((·)+ denotes so-called wall units). Moreover, we compute
the Reynolds stresses hhu′1 u′1 ii, hhu′2 u′2 ii, hhu′3 u′3 ii, hhu′1 u′2 ii, the turbulent
production,
P = −hhu′ ⊗ u′ ii : hhSii,

(2.74)

the mean part of the viscous dissipation,
εmean = −

2
hhSii : hhSii,
Re

(2.75)

and the fluctuating part of the viscous dissipation,
εfluct = −

2
hhS : Sii − εmean,
Re

(2.76)

′
with respect to the wall-normal coordinate x2 or x+
2 . Here, (·) = (·)−hh·ii
denotes the fluctuating part around the mean of a quantity (·) and the
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operation ‘:’ stands for the double tensor contraction (to a scalar). The
strain rate S used in these expressions is defined as
S=


1
(∇ ⊗ u) + (∇ ⊗ u)T .
2

(2.77)

As shown in figure 2.13, our results match those of Moser et al. (1999)
almost exactly (they can barely be distinguished), whereas the differences to the results of Schlatter (2005) are considerably larger. Finally,
the different long-time averages of Re τ agree to three decimal places for
both configurations. They are listed in table 2.6.

2.6

Preconditioner performance

After thoroughly validating the implementation, we compare semiimplicit CN-RK3 and explicit RK3 time-integration with respect to the
elapsed times required to simulate different turbulent channel flows over
a time unit. Accuracy aspects are not taken into account. For the pressure iteration (2.29) arising in the semi-implicit approach, we employ
either the Laplace preconditioner (2.34) or the commutation-based preconditioner (2.36). Their performance is examined in more detail as
well.
For the explicit time integration, the Helmholtz matrix H simplifies to J (cf. equation (2.14)) such that DH−1 G becomes explicitly accessible. Therefore, the solution of the pressure equation (2.25) can
be tackled directly, i.e. without an outer pressure iteration and respective preconditioning. The termination criterion for the iterative solution of the pressure-Poisson equations changes from equation (2.46) to
ǫA = ǫH kDk kJ−1 k, where kJ−1 k is of order one, just as kH−1 k. Generally, the computational effort to advance the solution by one time step
with an explicit method can be expected to be smaller than that for the
corresponding (semi-)implicit integration scheme (cf. the last paragraph
in section 2.7.1).

2.6.1 Numerical setup
In general, we employ the same numerical setup as specified in the beginning of section 2.5. Similar to the setup with Re = 5000 in section
2.5.4, we set the dimensions of the spatial domain to L1 × L2 × L3 =
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Figure 2.13: From top: mean velocity profiles, Reynolds stresses, energy budget
(
wall laws; the other symbols are specified in table 2.7). Left: Re =
5 000; right: Re = 16 403.
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2π/1.12 × 2 × 2π/2.1 and fix the bulk velocity in the downstream direction to U bk = 2/3 (cf. equation (2.69)) using the forcing technique
described in appendix E. The initial conditions are taken from precursor simulations of turbulent channel flows computed separately for each
grid (cf. the next paragraph). The solutions are integrated over two time
units.
For the spatial discretization, we use the d3 scheme on N1 ×N2 ×N3 =
128 × 129 × 128 grid points. The points are uniformly distributed in the
wall-parallel directions and nonuniformly in the wall-normal direction according to equation (2.64). The time step size is fixed at ∆t ≈ 0.5 ∆tadv
max
for CN-RK3 time integration (cf. equation (2.8)) and at ∆t ≈ 0.5 ∆tmax
for RK3 time integration (cf. equation (2.6)). MG preconditioning of the
Poisson problems is performed with mixed processor-block/red-black GS
smoothing applied in V(2, 2)-cycles. The termination threshold ǫH is set
to ǫH = 10−8 and we enforce at least one iteration for each of the cascaded solvers.
We test the different solution techniques described above for three
Reynolds numbers Re = 50, 500, 5 000 (based on the maximum velocities
of the corresponding laminar Poiseuille flows) and four values for the grid
stretching parameter β = 0, 1, 10, 100.

2.6.2 CN-RK3 vs. RK3 time integration
The results of these tests are listed in tables 2.8 & 2.9. For increasingly
small Reynolds numbers Re and/or strong grid stretching associated
with small β (both yielding large kLk∞ = 2ζ/∆t), the average time
step sizes h∆ti decrease for RK3 time integration, whereas they are only
marginally affected for CN-RK3. However, the flows change less from
t to t + ∆t for small ∆t such that the termination criteria are usually
satisfied in fewer iterations. Correspondingly, the elapsed times required
to compute one time step diminish simultaneously, albeit not at the same
rate as ∆t. This property somewhat mitigates the higher costs of RK3
time integration in case that the time step sizes are smaller than for
CN-RK3.
Regarding the average elapsed times htela i required to advance the
solutions over one time unit we find that the semi-implicit scheme is
only advantageous in simulations with relatively large ζ, and especially
when strong grid stretching is applied. More specifically, CN-RK3 time
integration is more than six times faster when using the commutation-
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Table 2.8: Performance test of CN-RK3 time integration using either the
Laplacian (Lap) or the commutation-based (com) preconditioner for the pressure iteration, and of purely explicit RK3 time integration. htela i is the average
time in seconds to integrate the solution over one time unit; h∆ti is the average
time step size.

case
A

β
100

ζ/∆t
4.58

method
Lap
com
RK3

B

10

20.7

Lap
com
RK3

C

1

567

Lap
com
RK3

D

0

6 080

100

45.8

Lap
com
RK3
Lap
com
RK3

F

10

207

Lap
com
RK3

G

1

5 670

100

458

Lap
com
RK3
Lap
com
RK3

10

2 070

E

H

I

Re
5 000

500

50

Lap
com
RK3

htela i [s]
5.31 · 102
5.66 · 102
1.78 · 102

h∆ti
1.55 · 10−2
1.55 · 10−2
2.00 · 10−2

2.41 · 103
9.51 · 102
1.10 · 103

1.40 · 10−2
1.40 · 10−2
1.62 · 10−3

1.30 · 103
7.19 · 102
6.22 · 102

1.87 · 10−2
1.87 · 10−2
3.27 · 10−3

6.48 · 102
5.73 · 102
1.55 · 102

1.50 · 104
1.48 · 103
5.86 · 103
6.01 · 102
5.46 · 102
2.17 · 102

1.12 · 104
1.58 · 103
9.74 · 103
1.46 · 103
7.17 · 102
1.19 · 103
5.07 · 103
1.23 · 103
4.83 · 103

1.49 · 10−2
1.49 · 10−2
2.02 · 10−2

1.47 · 10−2
1.47 · 10−2
3.07 · 10−4
1.74 · 10−2
1.74 · 10−2
1.23 · 10−2

1.75 · 10−2
1.75 · 10−2
1.62 · 10−4
2.00 · 10−2
2.00 · 10−2
1.38 · 10−3
2.08 · 10−2
2.08 · 10−2
3.27 · 10−4
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Table
hk∗ i,
hςA i,
rates
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2.9:
Performance test, cf. the caption of table 2.8.
hj ∗ i,
hl∗ i are the average iteration counts per sub-time step and
hςK i, hςH i, cf. equation (2.33), are the average convergence
of the pressure, Poisson and Helmholtz iteration, respectively.

method
Lap
com
RK3

hj ∗ i
2.12
1.06
1

hk ∗ i
5.73
6.96
3.94

hl∗ i
6.13
5.07
n/a

hςA i
1.95
4.33
∞

hςK i
1.21
1.17
1.13

hςH i
4.02
4.06
n/a

B

Lap
com
RK3

3.05
1.00
1

5.88
5.90
3.32

8.47
6.15
n/a

1.33
3.88
∞

1.60
1.50
1.32

3.04
3.24
n/a

C

Lap
com
RK3

18.5
2.00
1

19.5
8.17
1.30

34.4
11.6
n/a

0.198
2.04
∞

1.77
1.87
1.64

1.37
1.78
n/a

D

Lap
com
RK3
Lap
com
RK3

105
2.80
1
3.53
1.29
1

212
15.7
1.33
6.29
6.55
2.62

124
17.3
n/a
9.47
6.75
n/a

0.032
1.39
∞
1.01
2.85
∞

1.07
1.27
0.694
1.51
1.41
1.28

0.915
1.26
n/a
2.59
2.79
n/a

F

Lap
com
RK3

11.6
2.04
1

12.4
7.95
1.70

26.6
12.0
n/a

0.263
1.86
∞

1.63
1.75
1.51

1.26
1.56
n/a

G

Lap
com
RK3
Lap
com
RK3

128
3.20
1
13.0
1.84
1

132
12.6
1.00
14.3
7.23
1.11

178
33.1
n/a
33.3
15.0
n/a

0.021
0.983
∞
0.192
1.60
∞

1.90
1.74
2.06
1.76
1.58
1.68

0.509
0.628
n/a
0.841
1.06
n/a

Lap
com
RK3

55.2
2.59
1

57.2
8.77
1.02

118
34.5
n/a

0.036
1.06
∞

1.70
1.77
1.98

0.383
0.499
n/a

case
A

E

H

I
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based preconditioner (Re = 500, β = 1). On the other hand, the semiimplicit methods are slower by factors of at least three if ζ is relatively
small, i.e. for almost equidistant grids and high Reynolds numbers (Re =
5 000, β = 10, 100). In this parameter regime, the time step size is
mainly limited by advection and less by viscous effects, i.e. ∆tmax ≈
∆tadv
max .

2.6.3 Laplace vs. commutation-based preconditioner
When we examine the preconditioners used for CN-RK3 time integration more closely, we find that the commutation-based method (2.36)
performs significantly better than the simpler Laplace approach (2.34)
in terms of both elapsed times and iteration counts. The number of
pressure iterations for the latter strongly depends on Re and β, whereas
the commutation-based method demonstrates a much weaker sensitivity
on these parameters. Nevertheless, both preconditioners become increasingly inefficient or even lead to divergence (not shown here) for Re, β → 0
and thus large ζ. This could be avoided by using better adjusted relaxation factors ω or more sophisticated primary solvers. The impact of ζ
on the preconditioner performance is further investigated and discussed
in section 2.7 for equidistant grids.
For large Re and β yielding small ζ, the Laplace preconditioner is
slightly more economic as it requires the solution of only one instead
of two Poisson problems within each cycle of the pressure iteration.
The solution of the second Poisson problem is relatively cheap to compute because the expression (DJ−1 HJ−1 G)−1 DJ−1 G arising within the
commutation-based preconditioner is close to the identity and the solution of the first Poisson problem is used as initial guess for the second
one (cf. section 2.4.2, page 46). Therefore, the performance of this preconditioner is only slightly worse in such cases compared to the Laplace
approach.
We conclude that the commutation-based preconditioner (2.36) enables a relatively efficient solution of the pressure equation (2.25),
whereas the Laplace approach (2.34) is limited to smaller ζ. Moreover,
the commutation-based preconditioner is overall more robust than the
Laplace approach, in particular, when strong grid stretching is encountered.

2.7 Parallel performance and scalability

2.7
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We assess the performance of our numerical approach and its scalability
on massively parallel computers by simulating different pseudo-turbulent
channel flows using strongly varying numbers of grid points, numbers of
processors and resolution qualities (expressed by the parameter ζ).
By default, we employ the numerical setup specified in the beginning
of section 2.5 with the domain dimensions set to L1 = L2 = L3 = 2.
The initial conditions are generated by superimposing large numbers
of vortices computed from equation (2.66) with different wavelengths,
orientations and positions. Their amplitudes are scaled as |b
u| ∼ |κ|−1
to roughly mimic the energy spectrum of a turbulent flow. To maintain
net bulk flows, we impose constant volume forces f u = {2/Re, 0, 0}T
(cf. section 2.5.3), where the Reynolds number Re is derived from the
specifications listed below.
Unless stated otherwise, the governing equations are discretized with
the d3 scheme in space and the CN-RK3 approach in time. We limit
ourselves to equidistant grids to simplify the tests and the subsequent
analysis of the results. To establish different resolution qualities, we
prescribe ζ ≈ 0.371, 3.710, 37.10, 371.0 (cf. equation (2.27)) by varying
Re∆x = 1088/(375ζ) = 1000/128, 100/128, 10/128, 1/128 and keeping
∆t/∆x = 8/25 constant (∆t < ∆tadv
max is satisfied, cf. equation (2.8)).
For a given velocity u, the former parameter measures the quality of
the spatial resolution, expressed by the grid Péclet number Pe ∆x ∼
Re∆xkuk∞ (cf. equation (2.22)), and the latter rates the quality of the
temporal resolution of the fluid advection (cf. the analogy to the stability
limit ϑadv ∼ (∆t/∆x)kuk∞ , equation (2.8)). Note that setups with
ζ . ϑvisc /2 ≈ 2.51/2 permit a stable integration in time using the explicit
RK3 integration scheme (cf. equation (2.9)).
For the pressure iteration (2.29), we employ solely the commutationbased preconditioner (2.36) because it turned out to be overall more
robust than the Laplace approach (2.34), cf. the previous section. The
MG preconditioner for the Poisson problems is established with mixed
processor-block/red-black GS smoothing within V(3, 3)-cycles. The termination thresholds for the pressure iterations are set to ǫA = 10−6 kr0A k
from which the respective termination thresholds for the Helmholtz problems, ǫH , are derived according to equation (2.46). This choice leads to a
notable number of pressure iterations and thus to well-converged statistics on the solver characteristics. Moreover, we initialize the pressure
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with a constant in each sub-time step to avoid that the termination
thresholds become too small. All presented results are averaged over 20
time steps, apart from the simulations with ζ ≈ 371.0 where we compute
only five time steps due to the higher computational costs.
Generally, we decompose the spatial domains into P = P1 × P2 × P3
subdomains of about equal size, where P1 , P2 , P3 are the numbers of
processor subdomains in the three spatial directions. All tests are performed on a Cray XT5 supercomputer which offers a three-dimensional
torus network and two AMD ‘Istanbul’ six-core CPUs per node, i.e. there
are Mcore,max = 12 processor cores available on each node. In most of the
tests, we assign groups of only Mcore = 2 × 2 × 2 = 8 cubically arranged
subdomains to each node (i.e. four blocks to each CPU) to simplify the
successive upscaling.
By default, we use double precision arithmetic for all tests in this
section. The numbers of grid points for one quantity (such as the pressure) range from about N1 N2 N3 ≈ 2.1 · 106 on one processor core to
up to 29.0 · 109 grid points on P = 13 824 processor cores involving up
to 11 grid levels for the MG V-cycles. Some results in section 2.7.2 are
computed in single precision arithmetic permitting simulations with up
to N1 N2 N3 ≈ 1.52 · 1011 grid points and 12 MG levels performed on
P = 21 504 processor cores.
All results are obtained in a production environment, i.e. other jobs
on the computer inhibit an optimal mapping of the subdomains to the
network nodes and generate additional network traffic. Moreover, optimal mapping is not feasible for our largest simulations since the specific
shape of the network torus (10 × 12 × 16 nodes) does not permit our
favored subdomain partitions. Also other technical hurdles such as the
distribution of unavailable service nodes in the network complicate a
deterministic mapping. However, the allocated network nodes can be
used exclusively, i.e. they are not shared with other jobs, even if not all
processor cores on a node are employed.

2.7.1 Weak scalability
Design and objectives of the test
e with respect to A, expressed by
Because the approximation error of A
e −1 A), is to first order only a function of ζ for
the spectral radius ρ(I−ω A
any of the preconditioners mentioned in section 2.4.2 (supposing a given
relaxation factor ω), we can expect that also the convergence rate of the
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pressure iteration depends mostly on ζ (cf. section 2.4.2 and Greenbaum
(1997)). The same applies to the Helmholtz problems (2.26) or (2.39)
where the eigenvalue spectrum of H depends directly on ζ (cf. section
2.4.3). These relations between ζ and the convergence rates set the
scalability of the solver in the absence of any parallelization aspects.
In addition, we require a sufficiently good weak scalability on massively parallel computers with torus networks, i.e. the elapsed time for
computing one time step should ideally depend only on ζ but not on
the problem size N1 N2 N3 for given processor loads N1 N2 N3 /P = const.
However, the complexity analysis in section 2.2.3 indicates that we cannot avoid a weak dependence on the number of processor cores P in case
of torus networks.
To achieve high performance and to keep the tests as simple as possible at the same time, we decompose the domains in P = P1 × P2 × P3 =
P 1/3 × P 1/3 × P 1/3 cubical subdomains by default. The total number of
grid points is given by N1 × N2 × N3 = 128P1 × (128P2 + 1) × 128P3 in
this section.

Results
The average iteration counts per sub-time step, hj ∗ i, hk ∗ i, hl∗ i, and the
average convergence rates hςA i, hςK i, hςH i (cf. equation (2.33)) for the
solution of the pressure, Poisson and Helmholtz problems, respectively,
are depicted in figure 2.14. Obviously, these quantities depend only on
ζ but not on N1 N2 N3 which confirms the estimated complexity of the
algorithm (cf. the previous section and sections 2.4.2 & 2.4.3).
Moreover, the convergence rates of the pressure iterations decrease
with growing ζ such that the iteration counts of the ‘inner’ Poisson
and Helmholtz problems increase as well (figure 2.14). The results suggest that the average convergence rates of the pressure iteration behave
like hςA i ≈ 0.85 lg(5 820/ζ) for the present setup. Because they do not
vary significantly throughout the iterations and time steps, we can ese −1 A) ≈
timate the spectral radii of the pressure iterations as ρ(I − ω A
0.85
(ζ/5 820)
for ω = 1. Possibly, the radii and thus the convergence
rates can be further diminished by a better adjustment of the relaxation
factors ω. However, a more convenient way is to apply a more sophisticated Krylov sub-space solver (such as BiCGstab, GMRES or QMR;
Greenbaum, 1997) for which the specification of a relaxation factor is
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Figure 2.14: Weak scalability of the algorithm for CN-RK3 time integration
and different ζ. From top: pressure iteration, Poisson problems, Helmholtz
problems. Left: average iteration counts per sub-time step (the results for
the Poisson and Helmholtz problems are normalized with hj ∗ i); right: average
convergence rates, cf. equation (2.33).  ζ ≈ 371,  ζ ≈ 37.1,
ζ ≈ 3.71,
● ζ ≈ 0.371, △ ζ ≈ 0.371 with explicit RK3 time integration.
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redundant. Elman et al. (2008), for instance, employed a GMRES-type
solver for steady-state problems.
Next, we examine the MG-preconditioned BiCGstab solver for the
Poisson problems. The convergence rates of the Poisson problems are
independent of ζ by default such that the corresponding total iteration
counts increase only with the iteration counts of the pressure iteration.
Moreover, the convergence rates ςK are limited to some upper threshold
since the discretization of the Poisson problem (d3 scheme) differs from
the discretization of the fine-grid problems within the MG preconditioner
(d1 scheme) for technical reasons (cf. section 2.4.2). Because additional
smoothing sweeps increase the convergence rates only marginally, we
conclude that they are already close to this upper limit for the current setup. When we replace the d3 discretization scheme consistently
with the d1 scheme (as done in section 2.7.2, for instance), the limitation does not persist and the performance compares well with other
MG-preconditioned Krylov subspace solvers (e.g. Adams et al., 2003).
Nonetheless, also the performance achieved with the d3 scheme is sufficiently high (hςK i ≈ 1.2 . . . 1.6) which demonstrates that the geometric
MG approach is well suited for our purposes.
Similar to the pressure iteration, the convergence rates of the
Helmholtz problems decrease with increasing ζ because their character
tends to be more ‘Poisson-like’ connected with an increasingly poor conditioning of the matrices H. Therefore, problems with larger ζ require
appropriate preconditioning such as MG to reduce the iteration counts
to levels comparable to those of the Poisson problems. This measure,
combined with a more sophisticated primary solver for the outer pressure problems, may significantly enhance the performance of the overall
implementation if large ζ are encountered.
Because the average iteration counts are about the same in all simulations with identical ζ, the overall elapsed times htela i required for
computing one full time step should ideally remain constant as well, independent of the processor count P . However, there is actually a weak
dependence on P for P > 23 (the results for P ≤ 23 are discussed in the
following paragraph), as shown in figure 2.15. Since the total elapsed
times spent for purely arithmetic operations do not significantly change
for given ζ, we have to blame the data transmissions over the network
for the slightly growing elapsed times htela i. More detailed performance
analyzes reveal that the increase is mostly attributed to the ghost cell
updates required for the differentiation and smoothing operations on
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Figure 2.15: Weak scalability: average elapsed times (in seconds) per full time
step, htela i, for CN-RK3 time integration and different values of ζ.  ζ ≈ 371
(htela i/10),  ζ ≈ 37.1,
ζ ≈ 3.71, ● ζ ≈ 0.371, △ ζ ≈ 0.371 with RK3
time integration.

the fine grids. As discussed in section 2.2.3, we estimate that the ‘random’ distribution of the subdomains to the compute nodes increases
these parts of the communication costs by a factor of order O(P 1/3 )
compared to the costs expected for an ideal mapping. Moreover, we find
experimentally that the global reductions used within BiCGstab for computing scalar products and vector norms and for gathering/distributing
the coarse-grid problems within the MG preconditioner play only a secondary role. However, these contributions may become more significant
for much larger processor counts, independent of the processor mapping.
Anyway, the results confirm the estimated complexity of the implementation (cf. section 2.2.3). More quantitatively, the amount of communication takes about 8% of the total elapsed time for all simulations with
P = 43 processor cores.
The strong increases of the elapsed times htela i from P = 1 processor
core to P = 23 and from P = 23 to P > 23 , cf. figure 2.15, can be explained as follows: simulations with P = 1 and thus minimal Mcore = 1
benefit from much higher memory bandwidths, whereas all other simulations employ Mcore /2 = 4 processor cores per CPU which reduces
the effective memory bandwidths per core accordingly. Furthermore, all
simulations with P = 23 are performed on a single compute node where
the internal MPI communication between the processes is much faster
than the transmissions over the interconnects. Generally, we can reduce
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Figure 2.16: Weak scalability: average elapsed times (in seconds) per full time
step, htela i, for CN-RK3 time integration and different numbers of processor
cores per node, Mcore .  Mcore,max /Mcore = 6,  Mcore,max /Mcore = 3,
Mcore,max /Mcore = 3/2, ● Mcore,max /Mcore = 1.

the network traffic significantly by decreasing the numbers of utilized
processor cores, Mcore , on the nodes. Additionally, the effective memory
bandwidth per processor core increases which is beneficial for the overall
execution time as well. This is demonstrated in figure 2.16 for ζ ≈ 3.71
and Mcore = 2, 4, 8, 12 subdomains per node. However, we also observe
that reducing Mcore does not improve the weak scalability any further.
Because simulations with sufficiently small ζ . ϑvisc /2 ≈ 2.51/2 do
not require (semi-)implicit time integration, we compare the average iteration counts and elapsed times of semi-implicit CN-RK3 time integration
with purely explicit RK3 time integration in a final test series. The results for ζ ≈ 0.371 are depicted in figures 2.14 & 2.15. They reveal that
the computational effort for computing one time step is indeed much
smaller for explicit time integration (cf. section 2.6).

2.7.2 Strong scalability
In contrast to the weak scaling tests, we maintain the problem sizes
N1 N2 N3 for testing the strong scalability of the implementation, i.e. the
subdomains become smaller with increasing numbers of processor cores
P . Ideally, the elapsed times required for computing one full time
step, tela , decrease inversely with increasing numbers of processor cores,
i.e. tela ∼ P −1 . As analyzed in sections 2.2.2 & 2.2.3, this is impossible
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to achieve for any solver of the Navier–Stokes equations. Nevertheless,
we assess the quality of our numerical approach for a strong upscaling
to identify its optimal operation range(s) in different scenarios.
Generally, each scaling test starts with a minimum number of Pref =
Pref,1 × Pref,2 × Pref,3 processor cores, where Pref,1 = Pref,2 = Pref,3 =
1/3
Pref . We increase their number by doubling P1 , P2 , P3 successively. The
series ends when the machine size is exhausted (note that not all processor cores of the compute nodes are employed by default). The problem
size is given by N1 × N2 × N3 = 128Pref,1 × (128Pref,2 + 1) × 128Pref,3
grid points in each test series. All timings in this section are normalized
with the number of grid points, N1 N2 N3 , to permit comparisons with
other approaches/implementations on other computers.
Because the network traffic is mainly affected by the amount and
frequency of transmissions, we first examine the impact of the node
utilization on the strong scalability by varying the number of allocated
processor cores on each node, Mcore = 2, 4, 8. The results for Pref = 23
and ζ ≈ 3.71 are depicted in figure 2.17. Generally, the average elapsed
times required for computing one full time step, htela i, decrease with
decreasing Mcore . The results also reveal the limitations of our approach
with respect to its strong scalability: as discussed in section 2.2.3, the
contributions of the ghost cell updates and the communications on the
coarse grids within the MG preconditioner come more into play for larger
processor counts and smaller subdomains. For the present tests, we
find that the strong scalability is notably hampered for P & 200. This
is independent of the CPU allocation on the nodes. Apparently, the
effective memory and network bandwidths increase at about the same
rate when Mcore is decreased.
Next, we study the scaling properties for semi-implicit CN-RK3
(ζ ≈ 3.71) and purely explicit RK3 time integration (ζ ≈ 0.371). The
results are depicted in figure 2.18 for different reference problem sizes,
established by varying Pref . Generally, the strong scalability of both
approaches is about comparable. Moreover, the test series provides
some additional information on the weak scalability which confirms the
findings from section 2.7.1 also for somewhat smaller processor loads
N1 N2 N3 /P . Apart from that, we observe that advancing the solution
by one time step with RK3 time integration is almost 3.7 times faster
than with CN-RK3 (at least for moderate processor loads N1 N2 N3 /P ).
However, ζ is smaller by a factor of ten at the same time which could
be interpreted as a correspondingly larger time step size ∆t. Note that

htela i/(N1 N2 N3 ) [s]
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Figure 2.17: Strong scalability: average elapsed times (in seconds) per full
time step and grid point for ζ ≈ 3.71, Pref = 23 and CN-RK3 time integration.
The number of processor cores, P , is increased starting from P = Pref . 
Mcore,max /Mcore = 3/2,
Mcore,max /Mcore = 3, △ Mcore,max /Mcore = 6,
ideal parallel speed-up.

these considerations do not take any accuracy issues into account.
Finally, we compare our implementation with a state-of-the-art pseudospectral solver developed by Donzis et al. (2008) for simulations of homogeneous isotropic turbulence, based on three-dimensional FFTs with
data transpositions. It was benchmarked extensively by Donzis et al.
(2008) on various computing platforms similar to ours. To operate under the same conditions, we have to switch to single precision arithmetic and to enlarge the problem size per processor core. We now
choose a total of N1 × N2 × N3 = 192Pref,1 × (192Pref,2 + 1) × 192Pref,3
grid points and employ all available processor cores on each node,
i.e. Mcore = Mcore,max = 12. For technical reasons, we use a base decomposition of 4 × 6 × 7 subdomains (the largest test problem comprises
32 × 24 × 28 subdomains) and change the dimensions of the spatial domains to L1 × L2 × L3 = 2Pref,1 /Pref,2 × 2 × 2Pref,3 /Pref,2 , such that the
grids are still equidistant. Different from all previous simulations, we set
∆t/∆x = 12/25 and Re∆x = 544/(125ζ) = 125/24 yielding ζ ≈ 0.836.
Moreover, we require only ǫA = 10−4 kr0A k for the iterative solver because
the previous setting would be too strict for single precision arithmetic.
In addition to the d3 discretization scheme, we perform test simulations
with the d1 scheme for which ζ = 1728/3125 ≈ 0.553. It is computationally cheaper due to the smaller finite-difference stencil widths n
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Figure 2.18: Strong scalability: average elapsed times (in seconds) per full time
step and grid point. The number of processor cores, P , is increased starting
from P = Pref . Empty symbols: ζ ≈ 3.71 with CN-RK3 time integration, filled
symbols: ζ ≈ 0.371 with RK3 time integration.  Pref = 23 ,
Pref = 43 , △
3 ▽
3
3
ideal parallel speed-up.
Pref = 8 ,
Pref = 16 , ♦ Pref = 24 ,

and larger convergence rates of the MG-preconditioned Poisson solver
(cf. section 2.7.1).
The results are depicted in figure 2.19 for explicit RK3 time integration, again demonstrating quite good scalability. The smallest
average elapsed time per sub-time step and grid point per processor
core, htela iP/(3N1 N2 N3 ), is about 1.72 · 10−6 s for the d3 scheme and
8.45 · 10−7 s for the d1 scheme. The pseudospectral method attains
1.2 · 10−6 s on a Cray XT4 and 4.7 · 10−6 s on an IBM BG/L supercomputer. Note that these numbers are derived for the largest processor
loadings N1 N2 N3 /Pref at which the processor speeds play a more important role than the interconnects. Obviously, our method is competitive
at this degree of parallelization and problem size. A similar comparison
with the same outcome was conducted by Hess & Joppich (1997), however, not for higher-order discretizations and not for the present scales
of parallelization and problem size.
Generally, the strong scalability of our implementation in the
present setup starts to deviate notably from the ideal behavior around
N1 N2 N3 /P ≈ 2 · 105 grid points per subdomain. The elapsed times
stagnate or even increase below about N1 N2 N3 /P ≈ 2 · 104 grid points
per subdomain (note that we did not test such small processor loads for
the simulations performed in single precision arithmetic). At this stage
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Figure 2.19: Strong scalability: average elapsed times (in seconds) per full time
step and grid point for RK3 time integration, single precision arithmetic and
N1 N2 N3 /P ≈ 1923 grid points per processor core. The number of processor
cores, P , is increased starting from P = Pref . Empty symbols: d3 discretization
(ζ ≈ 0.836), filled symbols: d1 discretization (ζ ≈ 0.553).  Pref = 168,
ideal parallel speedPref = 1 344, △ Pref = 10 752, ▽ Pref = 21 504,
up.

the network is clearly the limiting factor and the results become more
sensitive to variations of the network traffic.

Chapter 3
Direct Numerical Simulation of
lock-exchange flows
After introducing the numerical approach and validating its implementation for constant density flows, we study so-called lock-exchange
ﬂows with variable density (in the Boussinesq limit) as a first class of
particle-driven gravity currents. The numerical simulation of this configuration is well established (e.g. Necker et al., 2002, 2005; Ooi et al.,
2009) such that it is well suited to validate the implementation of our
particle model. To this end, we employ the same geometry, governing
equations, characteristic parameters, boundary and (partly) initial conditions as Necker et al. (2002, 2005). Some of the results obtained in
this chapter will be used as reference solutions in chapter 5 to assess the
quality of our LES approach applied to such configurations.
We first describe the configuration and the relevant characteristic
parameters in section 3.1, followed by the introduction of the governing equations along with boundary and initial conditions in section 3.2.
The numerical solution of these equations is briefly described in section
3.3. To validate the implementation, we perform two simulations with
varying initial condition and compare the results with those of Necker
et al. (2002, 2005) (section 3.4). Finally, we apply the implementation
to a much larger lock-exchange configuration (assuming that the particle
mass fraction and the fluid viscosity are retained) to study the impact
of the physical size of the configuration (section 3.5).

3.1

Configuration and characteristic parameters

A sketch of the lock-exchange configuration is shown in figure 3.1. The
spatial domain is a rectangular box with dimensions L̆1 × L̆2 × L̆3 in
which suspended particles are initially located in a small section of size
sd
sd
L̆sd
1 × L̆2 × L̆3 = L̆3 /2 × L̆2 × L̆3 at one end of the channel. The
flows are described in Cartesian coordinates x̆1 , x̆2 , x̆3 pointing in the
streamwise, spanwise and vertical direction, respectively. Gravity ğ acts
in the direction ξ g = {0, 0, −1}T . The bottom of the box at x̆3 = 0 is
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x̆3
ξ g ğ

L̆3 = L̆sd
3

L̆sd
1

x̆1
L̆1

Figure 3.1: Lock-exchange configuration: Initially, a reservoir (gray) is filled
with particle-laden fluid while the remaining part of the channel contains lighter
clear fluid. At time t = 0, the separating lock is released and the heavier particle
suspension propagates into the channel close to the bottom.

denoted as B and the top at x̆3 = L̆3 as T . Once the barrier between
clear and particle-laden fluid is removed, the heavier particle-laden fluid
propagates into the channel forming a bottom-riding gravity current.
The reference quantities for our simulations are the box half-height
L̆3 /2, the gravitational acceleration ğ, the kinematic viscosity ν̆, the
freshwater density ̺˘, the particle density ̺˘grain , the particle radius r̆grain
(we assume spherical particles for simplicity), the initial particle volume
fraction of the particle suspension, φV
part (cf. appendix A.1), and the diffusivity D̆part of the particle suspension. With the reduced gravitational
acceleration


̺˘grain
r
ğpart =
− 1 ğφV
(3.1)
part
̺˘
and the buoyancy velocity
s
r
ğpart
L̆3
bo
Ŭpart
=
,
2

(3.2)

we define the nondimensional characteristic parameters
"

bo
Ŭpart
L̆3
Gr =
2ν̆

#2

and Sc part =

ν̆
D̆part

,

(3.3)

where Gr denotes the Grashof number and Sc part the Schmidt number
of the particle suspension. Furthermore, the particles are characterized
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Table 3.1: Specifications for the various simulations with different initial conditions, Grashof numbers Gr and spatial resolutions (‘reference’ refers to the
DNS of Necker et al., 2002, 2005).

simulation
reference
A
B
C

init. cond.
turb.
turb.
stat.
stat.

Gr
5 · 106
5 · 106
5 · 106
1 · 108

N1 × N2 × N3
1 280 × 200 × 221
1 537 × 193 × 257
1 537 × 193 × 257
4 097 × 513 × 769

symbol

by the Stokes number St and the nondimensional Stokes particle settling
s
velocity Upart
(scalar, in gravity direction ξ g ),
St =

2
bo
Ŭpart
4 ̺˘grain r̆grain
9 ̺˘
ν̆ L̆3

s
and Upart
=

s
Ŭpart
bo
Ŭpart

=

2
r
ğpart
2 r̆grain
, (3.4)
bo φV
9 ν̆ Ŭpart
part

respectively. For the relation between the (minimal) numbers of reference quantities, independent characteristic parameters and physical
units required to describe such flows, we refer to appendix A.
In this chapter, we perform three DNS of lock-exchange flows for
which two different initial conditions and two different Grashof numbers,
Gr = 5 · 106 and Gr = 1 · 108 , are employed. The specifications of
our simulations are listed in table 3.1 along with those of the reference
simulation conducted by Necker et al. (2002, 2005). The dimensions
of our spatial domains are set to L1 × L2 × L3 = 16 × 2 × 2 and the
solutions are computed up to t = tend = 20. Note that Necker et al.
(2002, 2005) used a slightly larger box, L1 = 18, because they integrated
their results over a longer time span. The Schmidt number is consistently
s
set to Sc part = 1 and the particle settling velocity to Upart
= 0.02 in all
simulations. For a more detailed explanation and the motivation of these
settings we refer to the works of Necker et al. (2002, 2005).

3.2

Governing equations, boundary and initial conditions

We start directly with the nondimensional governing equations for this
configuration. We refer to Necker et al. (2002, 2005) and to appendix A
for more details on their origin.
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Generally, the particles are assumed to be heavier than the carrier
s
fluid such that they settle with the Stokes settling velocity Upart
in still
fluid. All other influences such as their inertia (expressed by the Stokes
number St) are neglected, see also Maxey & Riley (1983) and Kubik
(2007) for more complete overviews on particle dynamics and particlefluid interaction. With these assumptions, we can describe the particle
suspension in an Eulerian framework, i.e. by an advection-diffusion equation of the form
√
−1
∂cpart
c
s
Gr Sc part
∆cpart + fpart
=
− (u + Upart
ξ g ) · ∇cpart , (3.5)
∂t
|
{z
} |
{z
}
c
= Lcpart cpart
= Npart
(u, cpart )

where the particles are represented by a continuous concentration cpart
(cf. appendix A.1 for the transition between Lagrangian and Eulerian
c
particle description). The source term fpart
is introduced only for genc
erality (it will be used in chapter 4). It is set to fpart
= 0 for the present
lock-exchange configurations.
The density differences between particle-laden and clear fluid lead to
buoyancy forces cpart ξ g with which the momentum equation (2.1a) reads
1
∂u
= −∇p + |Gr −{z2 ∆u} + f u − (u · ∇)u,
|
{z
}
∂t
= Lu u
= N u (u, u)

f u = cpart ξ g ,

(3.6)

cf. also appendix A. Note that lock-exchange flows can be categorized
as free-convection flows because they are driven solely by density differences, whereas other relevant volume forces, velocity boundary conditions and initial conditions are absent (cf. appendix A.3). Therefore,
the Reynolds number
√ is consistently replaced by the square root of the
Grashof number, Gr .
To avoid the inflow of additional particle concentration cpart at the
top T , we use a homogeneous Robin-type (no-flux) boundary condition,
o
n
√
−1
s
∇cpart = 0 at x ∈ T, (3.7)
Gr Sc part
ξ n · cpart Upart
ξg −
where ξ n is the outward-pointing unit normal vector on the boundary.
This boundary condition prohibits a particle flux into the spatial domain
by enforcing an appropriate gradient ∂cpart /∂ξ n ≤ 0 for cpart ≥ 0 (and
vice versa).
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At the bottom B, we employ an advective boundary condition for
the particle concentration cpart ,
∂cpart
s
+ Upart
ξ g · ∇cpart = 0
∂t

at x ∈ B,

(3.8)

which transports the particle concentration with the Stokes settling ves
locity Upart
out of the domain. From a physical point of view, this
means that the particles deposit on the ground and do not resuspend
(the deposit height is very small and can be neglected).
For the velocity u, we employ no-slip Dirichlet boundary conditions
at B and T ,
u=0

at x ∈ B ∪ T.

(3.9)

At all other faces of the domain, we impose free-slip boundary conditions
(symmetry planes), i.e.
ξ n · ∇cpart = 0

at x ∈ ∂Ω \ (B ∪ T )

(3.10)

and
u · ξ n = 0,

(ξ n · ∇)(u − (u · ξ n)ξ n ) = 0 at x ∈ ∂Ω \ (B ∪ T ). (3.11)

As initial condition, we use

√ 


1
x2
π
cpart (t = 0) =
1 − erf
x1 − Lsd
+
F
π
, (3.12a)
1
2
δh
L2
u(t = 0) = 0
(3.12b)
with some function F (x2 ) (specified later) and δh as the initial concentration interface thickness. To disturb the flow and especially to trigger
three-dimensionality, we superimpose weak disturbances either to the
particle concentration using F (x2 ) or to the velocity, as described later.

3.3

Numerical approach for (particle) concentration
transport equations

3.3.1 General approach
For a numerical solution, we treat the operators Lc and N c in advectiondiffusion equations such as (3.5) similarly to Lu and N u in the fluid
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momentum equations (2.1a) & (3.6), i.e. we integrate them in time either with the semi-implicit CN-RK3 scheme or fully explicitly with the
RK3 scheme (cf. section 2.3.1). Advective boundary conditions such as
equation (3.8) are integrated with the RK3 scheme, consistently with N c
and N u . Note that the operators Lc and N c may introduce more strict
limits for the time step size (cf. equations (2.6), (2.8) & (2.9)) than Lu
and N u in the momentum equations (2.1a) & (3.6).
The spatial discretizations of Lc and N c differ in some aspects from
the discretizations of Lu and N u : Generally, concentrations c are stored
on the same grid points as the pressure in order to minimize the number
of interpolations during time integration and to distribute the interpolation errors (almost) isotropically in space. More precisely, only one
interpolation T0,i , i = 1, 2, 3, (cf. section 2.3.2) from velocity grid i to
the pressure grid 0 is required to compute the advective term in N c
and only one interpolation Ti,0 , i = 1, 2, 3, is employed to compute the
feed-back forces on the fluid in direction i in the operator N u .
By default, we use central finite differences for all spatial operations,
except at the grid points near the boundaries where this is not feasible.
In case that the spatial resolution is not fine enough to avoid aliasing
errors and grid point oscillations, we use the same upwind regularization
for the advective terms in equation (3.5) as for those in the momentum
equations (2.1a) & (3.6) (cf. section 2.3.2).
The Helmholtz equations arising from a semi-implicit time integration of equation (3.5) are treated in the same manner as the Helmholtz
equations obtained from the momentum equations (2.1a) & (3.6),
i.e. they are solved with BiCGstab. Multigrid preconditioning is usually
not necessary due to the sufficiently good conditioning of these problems,
provided that the corresponding Schmidt number Sc is not too small.
Generally, the computational costs for solving such concentration transport equations are almost negligible compared to those for advancing the
velocity in time.

3.3.2 Approach used within this work
As explained in section 2.3.2, we assess the resolution quality with the
grid Péclet number (cf. equation (2.22) for the fluid momentum equation)
which reads
√
Pe ∆x = Gr max{1, Sc part } max{|ui |∆xi }, i = 1, 2, 3, (3.13)
x,t,i
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for the present configuration. In most cases, it is impossible to determine
Pe ∆x beforehand; however, for the present purpose it is sufficient to have
just a good estimate at hand. That is, we approximate maxx,t,i {|ui |∆xi }
by maxx,i ∆xi . This estimate is based on an equidistant grid point distribution in the horizontal directions 1 & 2 and a stretched grid in the
vertical direction according to

x3,i =



L3 
1−
2

arctan

n h

1 − 2 Ni−1
3 −1

arctan π2
π
2

io 

,

i = 1, 2, . . . , N3 , (3.14)

where x3,i are the grid points for the pressure (we substitute the index i
with i ± 1/2 to obtain the grid for the velocity component u3 in direction
3, cf. figure 2.2). Moreover, maxx,t,i |ui | is typically on the order of the
bo
buoyancy velocity Upart
≡ 1 for the present type of flow.
We know from the resolution studies in section 5.3.2 that the numerical errors are sufficiently small for Pe ∆x . 50 in combination with the
presently employed higher-order discretizations. For instance, the maximum relative error in the energy budget (cf. section 3.4) is about 0.4%
within 20 time units when we use the d3 scheme with upwind-biased
finite differences for the advective terms (cf. section 2.3.2 and table 2.3).
This error is even below 0.04% for the compact discretization described
in section 2.3.2 and appendix D. In either case, the minimum number
of grid points required for a given level of accuracy, expressed by the
grid Péclet number Pe ∆x , depends on the Grashof number Gr . The
resolutions employed for the reference simulation1 and for ours are listed
in table 3.1. For cases A & B, we obtain grid Péclet numbers of about
Pe ∆x ≈ 25 and for case C of about Pe ∆x ≈ 50 (cf. section 5.3.2).
Because the error levels are sufficiently small, we use solely the d3
scheme for the spatial discretizations in this chapter. In time, we employ explicit RK3 integration (cf. section 2.3.1) with ∆t ≈ 0.75 ∆tmax,
cf. equation (2.6), since the viscous terms are not restrictive for the
presently used grids. The termination threshold ǫH for the iterative
solver is set to ǫH = 10−6 . The results are well converged for this choice
(larger ǫH were not considered).
1 Note that Necker et al. (2002, 2005) employed N = 1 440 grid points for L = 18
1
1
which corresponds to N1 = 1 280 grid points for L1 = 16.
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Validation

In this section, we compare our results (cases A & B, table 3.1) with
those of Necker et al. (2002, 2005). The configurations differ only in
some details of the initial condition, as described later. In contrast to
our finite-difference discretization, Necker et al. (2002, 2005) employed a
spectral element discretization in the wall-normal direction and Fourier
expansions in the horizontal directions combined with the same explicit
RK3 time integration scheme as used in the present work.
More specifically, we compare the streamwise positions of the gravity
current heads, xft
1 (the concentration threshold is cpart = 0.25 and the
positions are averaged over the spanwise direction), and different integral
quantities. The definitions of the latter are derived in appendix B for
the more general case of mixed
√ convection, i.e. we can adapt them by
setting Ri part = 1 and Re = Gr . The total mass of suspended particles
is defined as
Z
mpart =
cpart dV,
(3.15)
Ω

the potential energy of the particle suspension (with the reference height
set to xref · ξ g = 0) as
Z
pot
(3.16)
Epart
= − cpart x · ξ g dV
Ω

and the total kinetic energy of the carrier fluid as
Z
1
kin
E =
|u|2 dV.
2 Ω

(3.17)

pot
The initial potential energy Epart
(t = 0) is mostly released into kinetic
energy E kin , but a part of it dissipates due to Stokes particle settling
and fluid viscosity. The change of potential energy due to Stokes particle
settling is given by
Z t
pot,s
s
Epart
= −Upart
mpart dt⋆
(3.18)
0

and the amount of dissipated kinetic energy due to fluid viscosity by
Z tZ
2
S : S dV dt⋆ ,
(3.19)
E kin,v = − √
Gr 0 Ω
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where S is the strain rate (cf. equation (2.77)). Moreover, the potential
energy is also changed by the diffusion of the particle concentration,
1
pot,d
Epart
= −√
Gr Sc part

Z tZ
0

Ω

x · ξ g ∆cpart dV dt⋆ ,

(3.20)

and by the concentration flux over the boundary,
pot,b
Epart
=

Z tI
0

∂Ω

s
x · ξ g cpart (u + Upart
ξ g ) · ξ n dA dt⋆ .

(3.21)

For the lock-exchange configuration, the energy contributions (3.16)–
(3.21) sum up to the total energy
pot
E tot (t) = E kin (t) + Epart
(t)
pot,s
pot,d
pot,b
− Epart
(t) − Epart
(t) − Epart
(t) − E kin,v (t)

=E

tot

(3.22)

(t = 0)

which should be constant for all times.
For cases A, B and the reference simulation, the temporal evolutions
pot
kin
, E tot are depicted in figure 3.2 and the temof xft
1 , mpart , Epart , E
pot,s
pot,d
poral evolutions of Epart and E kin,v in figure 3.3. The energies Epart
pot,b
and Epart are not documented for the reference simulation since their
contribution is relatively small (i.e. roughly below 1.5% of E tot (t = 0),
as demonstrated in section 3.5, figure 3.6). Moreover, these two energies have opposite signs in the present setup such that their sum is even
smaller than the individual contributions.

3.4.1 Weakly turbulent initial condition (case A)
In the first validation run, we choose δh = 1/50 and F (x2 ) = 0 for the
initial particle concentration (cf. equation (3.12)). This yields a relatively ‘sharp’ interface that can still be resolved by the grid. Note that
the initial shape of the concentration interface is not specified for the
simulation of Necker et al. (2002, 2005). Corresponding to their description, we also superimpose a weakly turbulent velocity field (its total
pot
kinetic energy is E kin (t = 0) = Epart
(t = 0)/200) which has a streamwise expansion of 0.2 and is located at the interface. It is computed in
a separate precursor simulation.
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Figure 3.2: Temporal evolution of the position of the gravity current head, xft
1,
pot
the total mass of suspended particles, mpart , the potential energy Epart
, the
kinetic energy E kin and the total energy E tot for cases A, B and the reference
simulation (
theoretical evolution of mpart for t ≈ 0; the other symbols
are specified in table 3.1).
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Figure 3.3: Temporal evolution of the energy contributions Epart
and E kin,v
for cases A, B and the reference simulation (
theoretical evolution of
pot,s
−Epart
for t ≈ 0; the other symbols are specified in table 3.1).

Generally, we observe that our results coincide only poorly with those
of the reference simulation; only the total kinetic energy E kin (t) and the
amount of dissipated kinetic energy E kin,v (t) are about the same. Particularly, the total mass of suspended particles, mpart (t), and the potential
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energy E pot (t) drop much faster in the reference simulation. As stated
in section 3.3, the error of the total energy E tot (t) is negligible in the
present simulation, whereas the total energy of the reference simulation
decreases notably. One could try to explain this with the disregarded
pot,d
pot,b
energies Epart
(t) and Epart
(t) which were not considered in the total
tot
energy E (t) of the reference simulation. However, these contributions
cancel each other rather than adding to such a loss of total energy, as
mentioned before.
To strengthen our results, we investigate the asymptotic behavior of
the total masses of suspended particles, the total kinetic energies and
the potential energies directly after lock release at t = 0. The particle
mass flux over the boundaries at t = 0 is given by
sd
s
Lsd
ṁpart (t = 0) = −Upart
1 L2 = −0.04

(3.23)

which originates from the time derivative of mpart , equation (3.15), and
boundary conditions (3.7) & (3.9) (cf. also appendix B). With E kin (t =
0) ≈ 0 and thus u(t = 0) ≈ 0 we find for the kinetic energy
Ė kin (t = 0) ≈ 0

(3.24)

and for the potential energy
pot
pot,s
s
sd sd
Ėpart
(t = 0) = Ėpart
(t = 0) ≈ −Upart
Lsd
1 L2 L3 = −0.08.

(3.25)

The second relation in equation (3.25) is not exact because the initial
condition for the particle concentration already satisfies equation (3.7),
i.e. it is slightly smaller than unity at the top T . As demonstrated in
figures 3.2 & 3.3, our results match the derivatives (3.23), (3.24) & (3.25)
very well, in contrast to the reference results. Obviously, the reference
simulation loses its total mass of suspended particles much faster, especially in the beginning of the simulation. The loss of mass results also in
a loss of potential energy which can no longer be converted into kinetic
energy E kin (cf. figure 3.2). Correspondingly, the lock-exchange flow is
somewhat slower, as indicated by the position of the current head, figure
3.2.
In contrast to the differences in the integral quantities, the snapshots of isopycnal surfaces for cpart = 0.5 (depicted in figure 3.4 for
t = 8, 12, 16) agree qualitatively well with the reference results.
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Figure 3.4: Isopycnal surfaces (cpart = 0.5) of the particle concentrations at
times t = 8, 12, 16 for cases A, B & C, cf. table 3.1.

3.4.2 Static initial condition (case B)
One reason for the differences between the two simulations might be
attributed to the unknown exact initial condition used in the reference
simulation. Therefore, we run a second numerical experiment (case B)
with resting fluid as initial condition (cf. equation (3.12)) and disturb
only the initial concentration profile by setting
F (x) =

1
(cos{x} − cos{3x} + cos{5x} − cos{7x}) .
500

(3.26)

Additionally, the initial thickness of the concentration interface is increased to δh = 1/10. All other parameters remain the same as before.
The choice of such a ‘static’ initial condition has the advantage that it
also simplifies comparisons between simulations that are performed with
different parameter settings (cf. the next section and the LES study in
chapter 5).
The results of this simulation are depicted in figures 3.2 & 3.3 as
well. Generally, we find that the front positions xft
1 and the total masses
of suspended particles, mpart , are almost identical for simulations A &

3.5 Influence of the Grashof number (case C)
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B, i.e. the differences to the reference simulation with respect to the
total particle mass persist. As before, the total energy E tot is quite
accurately preserved in our simulation. The evolutions of the potential energies, E pot , and the energy losses due to Stokes particle settling,
pot,s
Epart
, are relatively close to case A with the turbulent initial condition,
but still differ from the results of the reference simulation. However,
the total kinetic energy E kin and the energy losses due to viscous dissipation, E kin,v , now reveal larger discrepancies to the two simulations
with turbulent initial conditions (i.e. to the reference simulation and to
case A). Obviously, the flow in case B becomes turbulent somewhat later
because the static initial condition triggers three-dimensionality not as
efficiently as the turbulent initial condition.
The snapshots of the flow (figure 3.4) show that the static initial
condition leads to the formation of about equally spaced lobe-and-cleft
structures at the current head. Their spanwise spacings correspond to
lc
the wavelengths Ξlc
2 ≈ L2 /3.5 for t ≈ 8 and Ξ2 ≈ L2 /7 for t ≈ 12
which agree approximately with the smallest wavelengths observed in
simulation A at the respective times. In contrast to simulation A, the
lobes travel now with almost the same streamwise velocity. Moreover,
the snapshots taken at t ≈ 16 reveal that the front has already dissolved
at this time, whereas it still persists in case A. However, the final front
position xft
1 (t = 20) is only marginally affected, cf. figure 3.2.
Summing up, the present simulations demonstrate very accurate conservations of total energy (the same applies to the total masses of suspended particles which was not discussed in this work) and also show
the correct asymptotic behavior after lock release. These results indicate that our implementation works correctly. Nevertheless, the total
masses of suspended particles as well as various energy contributions
differ notably from the reference simulation. The slightly different initial conditions used in the present configurations cannot fully explain
these variations, although the initial conditions have a notable impact
on the results. Since neither the raw simulation data nor the respective
simulation code employed for the reference simulation are available, we
cannot clarify the origin of the differences.

3.5

Influence of the Grashof number (case C)

In a final test, we increase the Grashof number to Gr = 1·108 (case C) to
obtain a ‘more turbulent’ and thus more realistic flow scenario. Although
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Figure 3.5: Temporal evolution of the position of the gravity current head, xft
1,
pot
the total mass of suspended particles, mpart , the potential energy Epart
, the
kinetic energy E kin and the total energy E tot for cases B & C (the symbols are
specified in table 3.1).

the Grashof number is much larger than in any previous DNS study (to
our knowledge), the configuration remains of only laboratory scale if we
assume dilute silt suspensions in water (cf. the reference quantities used
in chapter 4, table 4.1), for instance. Apart from the Grashof number
and the correspondingly finer resolution, the setup as well as the initial
condition is identical to case B such that we will compare the results
only with this simulation.

3.5.1 Front speed and energy conversion
As shown in figure 3.5, the front speed of the current becomes somewhat
larger with growing Grashof number which agrees well with the observations made in other laboratory and numerical experiments (e.g. Härtel
et al., 2000a, who studied two-dimensional flows in the same parameter
regime). This is also illustrated by the snapshots in figure 3.4: they show
that the final position of the current head, xft
1 (t = 20), is about one unit
length larger in case C. The larger propagation speed is also expressed by
a larger total kinetic energy E kin (cf. figure 3.5) and a smaller (absolute)
energy loss due to viscous dissipation, |E kin,v | (cf. figure 3.6), especially
during the time interval 3 . t . 12.
On the other hand, the evolutions of the total masses of suspended
particles, mpart , differ only marginally at the end of the simulations, be-
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ginning at about t & 15, cf. figure 3.5. This applies also to the evolutions
pot
of the potential energies Epart
(same figure) and the energy losses due to
pot,s
Stokes particle settling, Epart (figure 3.6). Obviously, the conversion of
potential energy into kinetic energy is more effective for larger Grashof
numbers than for smaller ones.
When looking at the snapshots of the isopycnal surfaces in figure 3.4,
we find that the secondary instability of the Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH)
billows develops much faster (i.e. closer to the current head) in case C,
and that the size ratio between the largest to the smallest flow structures
is much bigger than before, as expected for a larger Grashof number. The
break-up of the laminar structures to turbulence becomes clearly visible
around t ≈ 8, i.e. at about the same time when the amount of dissipated
kinetic energy |E kin,v | starts to grow much faster (cf. figure 3.6). This
kink in the evolution of E kin,v is much less accentuated in the other
simulations with smaller Grashof number.
pot,d
pot,b
The remaining energies |Epart
| and |Epart
| (figure 3.6) decrease to
even smaller levels as a consequence of the larger Grashof number in
equations (3.20) & (3.21), i.e. they do not play a significant role in the
context of the energy conversion. Ultimately, the total energy E tot is
preserved with about the same accuracy as in the previous simulations.
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3.5.2 Form and instability of the current head
Next, we measure the height of the current nose above the ground, xft
3,
for different times. A general observation is that xft
decreases
with
time
3
and thus with the propagation velocity of the front. Moreover, the nose
ft
heights are somewhat smaller for case C (e.g., xft
3 (t = 4) ≈ 0.13, x3 (t =
ft
ft
8) ≈ 0.10, x3 (t = 12) ≈ 0.08) than for cases A & B (x3 (t = 4) ≈ 0.18,
ft
xft
3 (t = 8) ≈ 0.17, x3 (t = 12) ≈ 0.12), i.e. they decrease with growing
Grashof number. This observation is qualitatively and quantitatively
in accordance with the results of Härtel et al. (2000a) who reported
8
6
xft
3 = 0.13 (0.26) for Gr = 4 · 10 (1.25 · 10 ). Note that we cannot expect
an exact match because our particle reservoirs are initially limited in the
streamwise direction to L̆sd
1 in contrast to the setup used by Härtel et al.
(2000a).
As in case B, the individual lobes of the current head propagate with
about the same speed (cf. figure 3.4). Also the lobe-and-cleft instability initially develops with about the same spanwise spacings, indicating
that these structures are mainly triggered by the initial condition which
is identical for both simulations. Apart from these ‘early’ clefts, the
fastest growing instability in the almost undisturbed sections between
the clefts has a wavelength of Ξlc
2 ≈ 0.07 . . . 0.08 for case C, becoming visible around t = 7.5 . . . 7.8. This wavelength corresponds to a
wavenumber of κ = 2π/Ξlc
2 ≈ 80 . . . 90 which agrees very well with the
prediction by linear stability theory (Härtel et al., 2000b). Generally, the
lobe-and-cleft structures develop, sub-divide and saturate more quickly
than in case B, as expected from the predicted growth rates. For case B,
however, a quantitative comparison with results of linear stability analysis is more difficult because the wavenumber of the fastest growing mode
is close to the largest spanwise wavenumber of our initial condition, equations (3.12) & (3.26). As a result, the magnitude of the fastest growing
mode is already too large to comply with the assumptions of linear stability theory before the gravity current has fully developed (the predictions
by linear stability are based on a fully developed 2D gravity current).
Nevertheless, case B clearly confirms the qualitative result from linear
stability theory that the spanwise wavenumber of the fastest growing
mode decreases for smaller Grashof numbers (Härtel et al., 2000b).

Chapter 4
Direct Numerical Simulation of particle
transport and settling in model estuaries
In this chapter, we apply the implementation of our numerical approach described in chapters 2 & 3 to some first highly resolved numerical simulations of laboratory-scale estuary flows with associated particle
transport and settling processes. In contrast to previous works, the
present results are obtained by DNS to ensure a very accurate and reliable representation of the basic effects (most of all, the interaction of
turbulence with the particulate phase). The objective of the study is
to shed light on the mixing of freshwater with ambient saltwater, the
transport of suspended particles with the freshwater and the influence
of turbulence on their settling behavior. The results are compared qualitatively with experimental findings.
To this end, we first introduce two geometrically different model
configurations for laboratory-scale estuaries, specify the relevant characteristic parameters and discuss typical values for them (section 4.1).
We define the governing equations in section 4.2, followed by the specification of appropriate boundary and initial conditions in section 4.3.
The first part of our physical results is presented in section 4.4 (freshwater/saltwater interaction) and in section 4.5 (particle transport and
settling). Subsequently, we make an a posteriori check of the assumptions made in our particle model (section 4.6). Finally, the influence
of various model parameters is investigated in section 4.7 as the second
part of our physical results.

4.1

Configuration and characteristic parameters

Generally, we consider two different types of configurations which are
depicted in figure 4.1: the first is a large open basin with a relatively
small inlet for the freshwater (and suspended particles at later times);
the second is identical to the first except that the flow is laterally confined
to the width of the inlet resembling a confined channel. Obviously, the
first configuration is geometrically closer to a real estuary, whereas the
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B

Figure 4.1: Simulation setups with computational grids and salt fringe regions
(gray). Only every 48th grid line is plotted. Freshwater (with suspended particles) enters the basins in a small portion (arrows) of the inflow planes I and
abundant fluid leaves the domains via the outflow boundaries O.

second is often used in laboratory experiments, e.g. by McCool & Parsons
(2004). In our parameter range (cf. section 4.1.3) the pure freshwater as
well as the particle-laden freshwater is lighter than the ambient saltwater.
Therefore, the saltwater is typically located in the lower parts of the
domains and it is meaningful to establish the inlets directly at the water
surfaces.
Both basins are rectangular boxes with dimensions L̆1 × L̆2 × L̆3 in
which the flows are described in Cartesian coordinates x̆1 , x̆2 , x̆3 . The
inflow boundaries at x̆1 = 0 are denoted as I, the outflow boundaries
at {x̆1 = L̆1 } ∪ {x̆2 = L̆2 } for the open basin and x̆1 = L̆1 for the
confined channel as O, the water surfaces at x̆3 = L̆3 as T and the
bottoms at x̆3 = 0 as B. The inlet depth is specified as h̆, the inflow
bulk velocity as Ŭinl and the gravitational acceleration ğ acts in the
direction ξ g = {0, 0, −1}T (cf. figure 4.1). The width of the inlets as well
as the total basin depth is set to 4h̆ such that the ratios between inlet
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depths, channel depths and channel width (for the confined channel)
approximately coincide with those of the laboratory configuration used
by McCool & Parsons (2004).
To save computational effort, we introduce symmetry planes at
x̆2 = 0 as this does not seem to suppress any important effect. The
confinement in the second configuration is established by a symmetry
plane also at x̆2 = 4h̆. To ensure that we have sufficiently large amounts
of salinity inside the basins at any time, we establish salinity fringe regions (Nordström et al., 1998) at the outflows O (cf. section 4.3).
Similar to the lock-exchange configuration in chapter 3, we use the
gravitational acceleration ğ, the kinematic viscosity ν̆, the freshwater
density ̺˘, the particle density ̺˘grain , the particle radius r̆grain , the maximum particle volume fraction of the particle suspension, φV
part (cf. appendix A.1), and the diffusivity D̆part of the particle suspension as the
reference quantities for our simulations. Additionally, the maximum
saltwater density ̺˘sal and salinity diffusivity D̆sal are employed to characterize the salinity.
In contrast to the lock-exchange configuration in chapter 3, the
present flows are not only driven by density differences but also by
the momentum of the inflow such that we categorize them as a mixedconvection flows (cf. appendix A.3). Because it simplifies comparisons
between different simulations, we now choose the inflow velocity Ŭinl as
reference velocity and the inlet depth h̆ as reference length. Correspondingly, the definitions of the various characteristic parameters have to be
slightly modified.
The reduced gravitational accelerations for the particle suspension
and the salinity read




̺˘sal
̺˘grain
V
r
r
− 1 ğφpart and ğsal =
− 1 ğ,
(4.1)
ğpart =
̺˘
̺˘
respectively, with which we define the dimensionless characteristic parameters
Re =

Ŭinl h̆
,
ν̆

Ri i =

ğir h̆
2
Ŭinl

,

Sc i =

ν̆
D̆i

,

i = part, sal.

(4.2)

The Reynolds number Re and the two Richardson numbers Ri part , Ri sal
‘replace’ the Grashof number Gr used in chapter 3 since the present flows
are of mixed-convection type. The particle Stokes number St and the
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s
nondimensional Stokes particle settling velocity Upart
(scalar, in gravity
g
direction ξ ) are defined as

St =

2
Ŭinl
2 ̺˘grain r̆grain
9 ̺˘
ν̆ h̆

s
and Upart
=

s
Ŭpart

Ŭinl

=

2
r
ğpart
2 r̆grain
, (4.3)
9 ν̆ Ŭinl φV
part

respectively, for the present configurations (cf. appendix A for the relation between the (minimal) numbers of reference quantities, independent
characteristic parameters and physical units). Because we wish to have
at least a qualitative agreement with the experiments of McCool & Parsons (2004), we try to comply with their characteristic parameters as
far as possible. These are not explicitly given; however, we can estimate
them from the context. To compare our results with these experiments,
we assume the same gravitational acceleration, viscosity and densities of
freshwater, saltwater and suspended particles. The parameter ranges of
the experiments are listed in table 4.1 along with our choices. We will
discuss them below in more detail. Other pertinent laboratory experiments were conducted by Maxworthy (1999) and Parsons et al. (2001);
however, these studies employed configurations which differ more from
ours than the setup of McCool & Parsons (2004) such that we will consider them only where appropriate.

4.1.1 Particle Stokes number and Stokes settling velocity
Generally, we try to choose the dimensions L1 of both configurations
(for the open basin also L2 ) sufficiently large to avoid that the particles
leave the domains over the outflows O (instead of depositing within the
basins). We know from numerical experiments that the horizontal expansion of the particle plumes is mostly governed by the magnitude of the
s
Stokes settling velocity Upart
(cf. section 4.7.3). Because the computational costs grow with the domain lengths and widths, we employ slightly
larger particles than in the experiments of McCool & Parsons (2004) to
s
. The particle Stokes
obtain a larger Stokes particle settling speed Upart
s
number St increases at the same rate as Upart if we maintain the values
of all other reference quantities (cf. equation (4.3)). More specifically,
s
= 0.02,
we set the nondimensional Stokes particle settling speed to Upart
the spatial dimensions of the open basin to L1 × L2 × L3 = 80 × 50 × 4
and the dimensions of the confined channel to 80 × 4 × 4, cf. table 4.2.
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Table 4.1: Parameter estimates for the laboratory experiments of McCool &
Parsons (2004) and settings for our numerical simulations.

ğ
ν̆
̺˘
̺˘sal
̺˘grain
r̆grain
h̆
Ŭinl
φV
part



2
 m/s2 
mm /s

3
kg/m3 
kg/m3 
kg/m
[µm]
[cm]
[cm/s]
[−]

Re
Ri sal
Ri part /Ri sal
St
s
Upart
/St

[−]
[−]
[−]
[−]
[−]

lab. experiments
num. simulations
9.81
1.00
1 000
1 015
2 500
12.5
21.6
7.0
2.0
7.0 . . . 15.0
7.6
2.5 · 10−4 . . . 4.1 · 10−3
1.7 · 10−3
4 900 . . . 10 500
0.46 . . . 2.1
0.025 . . . 0.41
8.7 · 10−5 . . . 1.9 · 10−4
18.3 . . . 84.1

1 500
0.5
0.1
1.0 · 10−3
20.0

Table 4.2: Spatial dimensions and grid resolutions of the two model estuary
configurations, cf. figure 4.1.

open basin
confined channel

L1 × L2 × L3
80 × 50 × 4
80 × 4 × 4

N1 × N2 × N3
2 305 × 1 153 × 193
3 073 × 193 × 193

symbol

4.1.2 Reynolds and Schmidt numbers
In our study, the choices of the Reynolds and Schmidt numbers are
restricted by the available computing resources. Similar to the lockexchange flows in chapter 3, we try to obtain grid Péclet numbers on
the order of Pe ∆x ≈ 50 to ensure sufficiently accurate DNS (cf. sections
5.3.2 & 5.3.3). For the present configurations, the grid Péclet number is
defined as
Pe ∆x = Re max{1, Sc part , Sc sal } max{|ui |∆xi },
x,t,i

i = 1, 2, 3. (4.4)

We resolve the open basin with N1 × N2 × N3 = 2 305 × 1 153 × 193 grid
points in space together with a moderate grid stretching in the horizontal
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directions (cf. figure 4.1 and table 4.2). It is specified by


j−1
xi,j = Li atanh tanh{1}
,
Ni − 1

j = 1, 2, . . . , Ni ,

i = 1, 2, (4.5)

where xi,j denotes the j-th grid point for the pressure in direction i (we
substitute the index j with j ± 1/2 to obtain the grid for the velocity
component ui in direction i, cf. figure 2.2). The confined channel is resolved with 3 073×193×193 uniformly distributed grid points. For these
grid specifications, we can approximate the rightmost term in equation
(4.4) by Uinl ∆xinl ≡ ∆xinl , where ∆xinl ≈ 0.02 is a typical grid spacing
of the inflow region.
The Reynolds numbers in the laboratory experiments of McCool &
Parsons (2004) were on the order of 5 000 to 10 000 which is generally
within reach for a time-dependent and accurate numerical simulation
of the desired flow problems, e.g. by means of LES or even DNS. The
Schmidt number Sc sal of the salinity, however, is typically on the order
of hundreds to thousands and the Schmidt number Sc part of a particle
suspension can be expected to be even larger. Such values are currently
not feasible in our simulations and need to be reduced to yield the desired
grid Péclet number. This approach is supported by the studies of Necker
et al. (2005) and Bonometti & Balachandar (2008) which indicate that
the structure and dynamics of such gravity-driven flows depend only
weakly on the Schmidt number, provided that the Reynolds number is
sufficiently large and the Schmidt number not much smaller than unity
at the same time. Although our flow configuration is not only densitydriven, we can assume that these findings also apply to our simulations.
More specifically, we reduce the Schmidt numbers to Sc sal = 1 and
Sc part = 2 in order to avoid very fine grids necessary to resolve steep
gradients for Sc i ≫ 1. The difference in the Schmidt numbers is chosen
to account at least for the different diffusivities of the particle suspension
and of the salinity which is required e.g. for double-diffusive sedimentation (Hoyal et al., 1999a,b; Parsons et al., 2001). The reduction of the
Schmidt numbers allows us to set the Reynolds number to Re = 1 500
yielding Pe ∆x ≈ 60 for both setups. This Reynolds number is smaller
than those of the experiments of McCool & Parsons (2004), but it is
large enough to admit turbulence and to render the basic particle settling effects.
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4.1.3 Richardson numbers
The Richardson number relates the potential energy due to density differences to the kinetic energy of a flow. The relative density difference
̺˘sal /̺˘ − 1 between freshwater and saltwater was fixed to 0.015 in all
experiments of McCool & Parsons (2004), whereas the contribution of
the suspended particles to the overall density was smaller at least by a
factor of two. These numbers refer to ‘typical’ values of genuine estuaries (Geyer et al., 2000; Hill et al., 2000; Kineke et al., 2000). Note
that both density differences may vary strongly in nature: the average
relative density difference between oceanic saltwater and freshwater is
around 0.035 and nearly all seawater has a relative density difference in
the range of 0.03 to 0.038. However, these values can be exceeded by
the particle suspension (Mulder & Syvitski, 1995; Parsons et al., 2001;
Warrick et al., 2008) such that the freshwater/particle inflow is denser
than the ambient fluid. In such cases, the inflow becomes negatively
buoyant (‘hyperpycnal’) in contrast to the present situation where the
inflow is positively buoyant (‘hypopycnal’), cf. Parsons et al. (2001) for
instance.
The Richardson number of the inflow can be estimated by Ri inl ≈
Ri sal − Ri part for our configuration (cf. section 4.3 and figure 4.1). For
hypopycnal inflows, Ri inl is positive, whereas it is negative for the hyperpycnal case. Furthermore, the inflow is sub-critical for Ri inl & 1
and supercritical for Ri inl . 1. In the former case, a hydraulic jump
establishes behind the inflow and disturbances can move upstream (e.g.
Kundu & Cohen, 2008). We consider a hydraulic jump as unphysical in
our configuration because it would be retained artificially in the basin
by the inflow boundary condition, whereas the saltwater in a real experiment would propagate upstream into the water supply. On the other
hand, a strongly supercritical inflow occurs only if its kinetic energy
is much larger than the potential energy corresponding to the density
difference between fluid and displaced ambient fluid, e.g. for strongly
inclined water supplies and/or small density differences.
In our simulations, we set Ri sal = 0.5 and Ri part = 0.05 to obtain
a slightly supercritical inflow. This choice agrees well with the specifications of McCool & Parsons (2004) although our salinity Richardson
number is rather at the lower end of their parameter range.
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4.2

Governing equations

The motion of an individual particle in a fluid can be accurately modeled
by the well-established Maxey–Riley equation of motion (Maxey & Riley,
1983). Since typical riverine sediment consists mainly of small and heavy
particles (McCool & Parsons, 2004, and table 4.1) we can employ a
simplified form of this equation (Ferrante & Elghobashi, 2003),
dv(t)
s
+ v(t) = u(y(t), t) + Upart
ξg,
dt

St

(4.6)

where v is the nondimensional particle velocity. The nondimensional
position y of an individual particle is determined from the trajectory
equation,
dy(t)
= v(t).
dt

(4.7)

If the fluid velocity u is known in advance, the analytical solution of
equation (4.6) is given by

 t0 −t
s
s
v(t) = u(y(t), t) + Upart
ξ g + v(t0 ) − u(y(t0 ), t0 ) − Upart
ξ g e St
Z t ⋆
⋆
⋆
t −t du(y(t ), t )
dt⋆ . (4.8)
e St
−
⋆
dt
t0
s
Generally, the initial velocity difference v(t0 ) − u(y(t0 ), t0 ) − Upart
ξ g is
almost irrelevant for typical particle Stokes numbers (cf. table 4.1). Furthermore, we can assume that the particle suspension is only weakly
feedback coupled to the fluid, as indicated by its small Richardson number Ri part . Therefore, the fluid velocity u(y(t), t) is only slightly influenced by the particle motion and we find that the absolute value of the
outermost right term in equation (4.8) is limited by

Z

t

t0

e

t⋆ −t
St

du(y(t⋆ ), t⋆ ) ⋆
dt ≤
dt⋆

Z

t

t0

e

t⋆ −t
St

du(y(t⋆ ), t⋆ )
dt⋆
dt⋆
< St max
x,t

∂u(x, t)
. (4.9)
∂t

If the upper bound in relation (4.9) is sufficiently small compared to
s
Upart
, we can approximate equations (4.6) & (4.8) by
s
v(t) = u(y(t), t) + Upart
ξg .

(4.10)
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We will demonstrate in section 4.6 that this assumption is justified for
our configurations. As indicated by equation (4.9), the approximation
(4.10) is adequate for weakly turbulent flows (cf. also Maxey et al., 1997).
The particle acceleration term in equation (4.6) is known to contribute to
an enhanced particle settling under the influence of turbulence (Aliseda
et al., 2002; Bosse et al., 2006; Wang & Maxey, 1993). Therefore, the
reduced model, equation (4.10), may simplify the identification of other
settling-speed enhancing effects.
The corresponding Eulerian description of equations (4.7) & (4.10)
is given by

∂cpart
s
+ u + Upart
ξ g · ∇cpart = 0,
∂t

(4.11)

where the particles are represented by a volumetric concentration cpart
(i.e. a ‘differential’ number of particles per volume, cf. appendix A.1).
The main advantage of this formulation over tracking individual particles in a Lagrangian manner is the lower computational effort for solving
equations such as (4.11) numerically, particularly, if the number of Lagrangian particles exceeds the number of grid points required for an
‘equivalent’ Eulerian approach.
Diffusive terms are neglected in equations (4.6), (4.7) & (4.10) because the diffusivity of typical particle suspensions is usually very small.
This implies that equation (4.11) can reveal very thin interfaces of cpart .
Since the discretization limits all interface thicknesses to the local grid
spacing ∆x, we cannot represent such low diffusivities on a typical mesh
(cf. also the discussion on the Schmidt numbers in section 4.1.2). To have
a direct control of the particle diffusion (e.g., to permit diffusivity differences between different concentrations, cf. section 4.1.2), we introduce
a diffusive term on the right-hand side of equation (4.11). This Eulerian approach is also well suited for the salinity (whose concentration is
denoted as csal ).
Correspondingly, the nondimensional transport equation for each of
the concentrations ci reads
1
∂ci
∆ci + fic ,
+ (u + Uis ξ g ) · ∇ci =
∂t
Re Sc i

i = part, sal,

(4.12)

s
c
with Usal
≡ 0 and fpart
≡ 0. As mentioned earlier, we use a fringe region
c
for the salinity which is represented by the source term fsal
(specified
in section 4.3) in case that the salinity differs from its maximum value.
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c
Apart from fsal
, this model was already applied to the lock-exchange
configuration
in
chapter 3 without further explanation (cf. equation (3.5)
√
with Gr in place of Re). The Lagrangian approach given by equations
(4.6) & (4.7) is implemented in the simulation code as well; however,
it is not employed within this work because it is computationally too
expensive.
The density differences due to salinity and suspended particles lead
to additional volumetric forces on the carrier fluid. We can apply the
Boussinesq approximation at a negligible error (cf. appendix A.2) since
all density variations are very small compared to the mean density
(cf. section 4.1.3 and table 4.1). Because we consider only small spatial domains and thus short time spans in our simulations, we can also
neglect the influence of Coriolis forces due to earth rotation which are
of great importance only for large-scale estuaries (e.g. O’Donnell, 1990).
With these assumptions, the volume force f u in equation (2.1a) reads

f u = ξ g (Ri part cpart + Ri sal csal ),

(4.13)

cf. also appendix A.1.
Next, we introduce the governing equations for the boundaries. For
simplicity, we assume non-deformable water surfaces T which are best
described by free-slip boundaries (symmetry planes),
u · ξ n = 0,

(ξ n · ∇)(u − (u · ξ n )ξ n ) = 0

at x ∈ T,

(4.14)

for the fluid velocity u. Furthermore, we employ Dirichlet boundary
conditions for the concentrations ci (i = part, sal) and for the velocity
u (the function F is specified in section 4.3),
cpart = F
csal = 1 − F

u = {F, 0, 0}T

u = {0, 0, 0}T

at x ∈ I,
at x ∈ I,

(4.15a)
(4.15b)

at x ∈ B,

(4.15d)

at x ∈ I,

(4.15c)

as well as no-flux and advective boundary conditions, respectively,
n
o
−1
ξ n · ci ub,c
−
(Re
Sc
)
∇c
= 0 at x ∈ B ∪ O ∪ T
(4.16a)
i
i
i
for ξ n · ub,c
≤
0,
i
∂ci
b,c
+ ui · ∇ci = 0 at x ∈ B ∪ O
(4.16b)
∂t
for ξ n · ub,c
>
0,
i
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∂u
+ (ub,u · ∇)u = 0 at x ∈ O,
∂t

(4.16c)

where ub,c
= u+Uis ξ g denotes the advection velocity of the concentration
i
ci and
ub,u = u + (U b,n − u · ξ n )ξ n

with U b,n > max {u · ξ n , 0} (4.17)
x∈O,t

is the advection velocity of the fluid at the boundary. The parameter
U b,n is the advection velocity of the fluid in the boundary-normal direction ξ n (U b,n is specified in section 4.3). The advective boundary
conditions (4.16b) & (4.16c) are used to transport disturbances out of
the domains. Note that equation (4.16c) also permits velocities u·ξ n < 0,
i.e. it can act as an inflow boundary condition. Therefore, the magnitude of U b,n > 0 must be chosen sufficiently large to keep inflow velocities u · ξ n < 0 close to zero and also to avoid unphysical reflections for
u · ξ n ≥ 0. This prerequisite excludes the velocity u · ξ n as a more ‘natural’ choice for the advection velocity U b,n . Boundary conditions of this
type were analyzed in more detail by Ol’Shanskii & Staroverov (2000).
The assignment of these boundary conditions to the faces of the two
basins is discussed and justified in section 4.3. Similar sets of boundary
conditions were also used in chapter 3 and by Necker et al. (2002, 2005),
for instance. To solve the governing equations numerically, we employ
the same approach as for the lock-exchange configuration in chapter 3
(cf. section 3.3).

4.3

Boundary and initial conditions

The inlet profiles for the velocity and the concentrations in equation
(4.15) are fully specified by the function
F (x2 , x3 , t) = G(x3 − xif3 (t))G(4 − x2 )

(4.18)

for the open basin and
F (x3 , t) = G(x3 − xif3 (t))

(4.19)
xif3 (t)

for the confined channel, where
is the vertical position of the interface between (particle-)laden freshwater and saltwater. The function
G(x) is given by

 √ 
π
1
1 + erf
x
(4.20)
G(x) =
2
δh
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with δh as the interface thickness. Because we want to study the effect of turbulence on the particle settling, we need to provide a large
range of different turbulent scales in the basin. To this end, we choose
a small shear layer thickness δh to destabilize the stratified flow and to
trigger large-scale disturbances such as Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH) and/or
Holmboe waves (Holmboe, 1962) in the freshwater/saltwater interface.
These structures may become unstable and collapse into turbulence farther downstream. Such disturbances are found in nature as well (Geyer,
1987) and were also observed in the experiments of McCool & Parsons
(2004). Nevertheless, the shear layer thickness must still be resolved by
the grid such that we set δh = 1/10 as a compromise. From a linear
stability analysis of the inflow profile at x1 = x2 = 0 we can confirm
that it is unstable. In practice, however, the relatively small Reynolds
and Schmidt numbers play a significant role in this context as they lead
to a rapid spreading of the interface thickness in the downstream direction, diminishing the disturbance growth rates strongly. Therefore,
we excite the instability of the shear flow additionally by introducing
small disturbances, or more specifically, by moving the vertical position
of the interface xif3 (t) = xif,av
+ xif,rand
(t) randomly about the average
3
3
if,av
position x3
= 3. The random contribution is derived separately for
each grid line in direction 2 from a so-called Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process (Gillespie, 1996) with relaxation time trelax = 1 000 and variance
VAR[xif,rand
] = 2.5 · 10−5 .Obviously, our inflow configuration is remi3
niscent of a flow over a backward-facing step (especially for small δh)
which was employed in the experiments of McCool & Parsons (2004),
for instance.
The outflow O is modeled with boundary conditions (4.16). The motivation for this choice is the approximately hyperbolic character of the
transport equations (4.12) and of the momentum equation (2.1a) in case
that only large concentration and fluid scales are considered (for the large
scales, the viscous/diffusive terms are small compared to the advective
terms). Because we choose relatively large horizontal dimensions for the
two basins, smaller flow structures have enough time to decay before they
reach the outflow boundary. We checked experimentally that the flow
in the area of interest is almost independent of the outflow parameter
U b,n (under the restrictions discussed in section 4.2). This indicates that
the advective boundary conditions (4.16b) & (4.16c) are well suited to
mimic an ‘infinitely’ large basin reminiscent of an ocean. Ultimately, the
outflow parameter is set to U b,n = 1 which was found to be sufficiently
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large compared to u(x ∈ O, t) · ξ n .
However, the outflow boundary conditions in the present form wash
the salt concentration successively out of the domain. To this end, we
replace equation (4.16a) by csal = 1 on x ∈ O for ub,c
sal ≤ 0 and introduce the aforementioned salinity fringes (Nordström et al., 1998) (cf. also
figure 4.1). This measure ensures that an appropriate and unique statistically stationary state exists for later times. The fringe region is defined
as
c
fsal
= (1 − csal ) (1 − [1 − ̟(x1 − L1 )][1 − ̟(x2 − L2 )])

(4.21)

for the open basin and as
c
fsal
= (1 − csal ) ̟(x1 − L1 )

for the confined channel, where the function ̟(x) is given by


1 + e10(x+3)
1
ln
̟(x) =
.
20
1 + e10(x+1)

(4.22)

(4.23)

Ultimately, we choose the inflow boundary conditions with
xif,rand
(0) = 0 as the initial conditions in all x2 –x3 planes. The particle
3
concentrations are added to the freshwater inflows as soon as the freshwater/saltwater mixtures have attained statistically stationary states
(t = 250).

4.4

Interaction of freshwater and ambient saltwater

Before we discuss our results, we have to comment briefly on their accuracy: because the large amount of raw data is too impractical for
post-processing, we consider only every second grid point in each spatial
direction and use only increments of 0.5 in time. The corresponding loss
of information leads to a small error in the results, in addition to the
various model assumptions described before.
We begin with an analysis of the freshwater/saltwater mixing for the
statistically stationary states. Because such states were not reached in
any of the laboratory experiments of McCool & Parsons (2004) (probably due to practical restrictions) we cannot compare the results directly.
Additionally, the initial transients cannot be compared either because
the exact initial conditions of the laboratory experiments are not documented. Therefore, only rough qualitative comparisons are feasible.
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Figure 4.2: Salt concentrations csal around the freshwater inflow regions at
t = 250. Isopycnal surfaces (gray): csal = 0.75. Lateral faces: white: csal = 0
(freshwater); black: csal = 1 (saltwater).

The interaction of the freshwater and the ambient saltwater (yet without particles) is depicted in figure 4.2 for the statistically stationary
states. The pictures reveal that basic two-dimensional KH waves evolve
at the interface and travel downwards up to x1 ≈ 15 . . . 20 in both configurations. Major differences concern the growth rates, final sizes and
stability of the KH billows. Holmboe waves, which were observed in
the experiments of McCool & Parsons (2004), do not appear, probably
because our inflow profile favors the KH instability.
The disturbances in the confined channel grow relatively slowly and
reach only a small maximum amplitude. The small billow size and/or
channel width seem to avoid secondary instabilities which could lead to
the formation of larger three-dimensional structures and thus to a more
intense mixing of freshwater and saltwater. The fluid viscosity and the
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salinity diffusivity strongly damp the interface instabilities such that the
flow remains rather laminar for most of the time.
In the open basin, the KH waves evolve much faster and saturate
closer to the inlet, although the random disturbances at the inflow
boundary are exactly the same as in the confined channel. Moreover,
the absent confinement in the lateral direction triggers strong secondary
instabilities which contribute to the collapse of the KH billows farther
downstream. The billows expand laterally with growing distance from
the inflow due to the horizontal spreading of the freshwater plume. At
the same time, the conservation of mass leads to a deceleration of the
flow and we also observe that the KH waves plunge deeper below the
water surface before they collapse. The increasingly unstable stratification causes a faster breakdown of the KH billows to turbulence which
strongly enhances the mixing of the freshwater with the ambient saltwater. We observed this mechanism already in a previous study (Henniger
& Kleiser, 2010) where it was even more pronounced due to smaller
salinity Richardson numbers. The mixing of freshwater and saltwater
in all other areas beyond the turbulent zone is much less dominated by
turbulence but rather by the diffusivity of the salinity.
The excitation of the inflow is performed randomly in order to trigger
disturbances of all wavelengths. To gain more information about disturbance group velocities, we investigate the first moment of the salinity
distribution in the vertical direction,
Z L3
pot,3
csal x · ξ g dx⋆3 ,
(4.24)
dEsal
= −Ri sal
0

which is equivalent to a potential energy per area. The results are plotted
in figure 4.3 for x2 = 0 and in dependence of x1 and t. For the open basin,
we find that the propagation speed of the internal breaking KH waves
near the inflow (x1 . 15) is somewhat smaller than half the freshwater
bulk velocity at the inlet. The wavelengths as well as the heights of the
KH vortices are roughly on the order of the inflow freshwater depths,
i.e. their temporal frequency is slightly smaller than 0.5. The waves in the
vicinity of the interface between fresh- and saltwater directly behind the
breakdown area (x1 & 30) are not of KH type and travel at a speed closer
to the inflow freshwater speed, i.e. faster than the KH vortices. However,
their propagation speed slightly decreases with increasing distance to the
inflow. The KH waves in the confined channel are somewhat slower near
the inflow and slightly accelerate farther downstream.
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Figure 4.3: x1 –t diagram of the potential energy per area, dEsal
, in the plane
pot,3
x2 = 0. Black (white) corresponds to the minima (maxima) of dEsal
.

Next, we investigate the time-averaged velocity hui, where the operation h·i stands for
Z t2
1
h·i =
(·) dt⋆ .
(4.25)
t2 − t1 t1
The absolute value as well as the streamlines of hu(x ∈ T )i are depicted
in figure 4.4 for the open basin using t1 = 250 and t2 = 550. Obviously,
the far-field of the average surface flow is reminiscent to that of a line
source placed near the inflow. The absolute value of the mean velocity
drops from unity at the inflow to about 0.7 farther downstream from
where it continues to decay only slowly (close to the inflow, we observe
also slightly larger values than unity, cf. figure 4.4). Together with the
continuity constraint (2.1b), this observation implies that the freshwater
depth decreases with increasing distance to the inlet (cf. figure 4.2). For
the confined channel (not shown), the streamlines are just straight lines

x2
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|hui|

x1

Figure 4.4: Mean absolute velocity |hui| and streamlines of hui at x ∈ T and
250 ≤ t ≤ 550.

parallel to the confinements and the velocity at the surface is about the
same as the inlet bulk velocity.
Although we did not establish an explicit inflow boundary condition
for ambient saltwater at the outflow, a weak backflow with |u| ≪ 1 beneath the freshwater/saltwater interface oriented towards the freshwater
inflow boundary can be observed (not shown here). Such effects were
also described by Maxworthy (1999).

4.5

Particle transport and settling

4.5.1 Integral quantities
Total mass and mass flux of suspended particles
Beginning at t = 250, we add the particles continuously to the inflowing
freshwater. To gain insight into the particle transport, we first investigate the total masses of suspended particles (cf. appendix B),
Z
cpart dV.
(4.26)
mpart =
Ω

The results are depicted in figure 4.5. They reveal that the (initially
constant) growth rates of the total masses begin to decrease at about
t ≈ 310, i.e. as soon as particles touch the ground for the first time. At
about t ≈ 600, the amounts of particles are almost saturated in both
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Figure 4.5: Temporal evolutions of the total masses of suspended particles,
mpart , and of the particle mass fluxes ṁpart (the symbols are specified in table
4.2).

basins and the flows have attained more or less statistically stationary
states. Particularly, the total mass in the open basin still continues to
increase, even though at a much smaller rate compared to the initial
transient. Moreover, it slightly oscillates at a relatively low frequency.
To trace the origin of this behavior, we compute the particle mass fluxes
over the bottoms B and the inflows I,
ṁpart =

I

B∪I




1
s
g
∇cpart − (u + Upart ξ ) cpart · ξ n dA, (4.27)
Re Sc part

cf. appendix B. As shown in figure 4.5, the imposed disturbances at the
inflow I contribute only very little to the unsteadiness (since the fluctuations are very small for t . 310) in contrast to the particle sedimentation
on the bottom B for t & 600. Because the average particle mass fluxes
vanish for late times, we can conclude that almost all particles deposit
on the grounds and do not leave the domains over the outflows O (or
other boundaries). This can be confirmed by integrating equation (4.27)
over ∂Ω \ (B ∪ I) instead of B ∪ I (not shown). Obviously, the particle
deposition is responsible for the unsteadiness of mpart in the open basin.
For the sake of completeness, we integrate the vertical particle mass
fluxes over each horizontal plane independently (for simplicity, we drop
the first term in equation (4.27) because its contribution is relatively
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Figure 4.6: Average particle mass fluxes in vertical direction, hṁpart
(x3 )i, for
the statistically stationary states, 600 ≤ t ≤ 1 600 (the symbols are specified in
table 4.2).

small),
ṁ1,2
part (x3 , t)

=

Z

L2

0

Z

L1
0

s
cpart (u + Upart
ξ g ) · ξ g dx⋆1 dx⋆2 ,

(4.28)

and time-average this expression for the statistically stationary states
marked by t1 = 600 and t2 = 1 600, cf. equation (4.25). This interval
is also used for all following time averages. As depicted in figure 4.6,
the results for hṁ1,2
part (x3 , t)i clearly illustrate that the vertical particle
fluxes at each position 0 ≤ x3 . 3 are about the same as the total fluxes
over I (the inlets are established in the intervals 3 . x3 ≤ 4), although
the results for hṁ1,2
part i are not fully converged. We will return to the
1,2
quantity ṁpart at the end of section 4.5.4.
Potential energy and center of mass
So far we investigated only the integral developments of the particle
suspensions. To assess also their spatial distributions, we compute the
potential energies of the particle suspensions (cf. also appendix B),
pot
Epart
= −Ri part

Z

Ω

cpart x · ξ g dV,

(4.29)
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Figure 4.7: Temporal evolutions of the potential energies Epart
and the centers
cr
of mass xpart,3 of the particle concentrations cpart (
basin half-height;
the other symbols are specified in table 4.2).

from which we derive their centers of mass in the vertical direction,
xcr
part,3

pot
Epart
.
=
Ri part mpart

(4.30)

We find from figure 4.7 that the potential energies level off at about the
same time as the masses of the suspended particles, mpart . However, the
final amount of potential energy is significantly larger in the open basin,
although the particle masses differ not that much from each other. This
is also expressed by the different centers of mass, cf. figure 4.7.
As mentioned in section 1.4, we expect that turbulence increases the
effective particle settling velocities relative to the Stokes settling speeds.
Turbulence is mostly driven by the kinetic energy of the freshwater inflow, but also the potential energy of the particle suspensions can be
released into additional advective motion. This contribution is small as
indicated by the small particle Richardson number Ri part and the results
in figure 4.7 show that this additional energy source saturates as soon
as the statistically stationary states are reached.
For the open basin, we find that the center of mass slightly exceeds
the initial value, xcr
part,3 (t = 250) ≈ 3.5 (cf. equations (4.15) & (4.18)),
in the time interval 250 < t . 290. This observation implies that the
particles are initially lifted upwards and spread in the horizontal directions due to mass conservation. Subsequently, they settle rapidly at rates
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Figure 4.8: Particle concentration cpart in the plane x2 = 3 of the open basin
for different times. White: cpart = 0 (clear fluid); black: cpart = 1 (maximum
particle concentration).

which are on the order of the Stokes settling velocity, as indicated by
the time derivative of xcr
part,3 (figure 4.7). Obviously, the particles settle
within this period of time at least with the Stokes settling velocity plus
this (integral) velocity. At later times, the center of mass remains slightly
above the basin half-height suggesting that somewhat more particles are
located in the upper half of the basin.
The particles in the confined channel start to settle from the beginning without any initial lifting. Another fundamental difference to the
open basin is the significantly lower center of mass at all times. The
reason for this difference becomes more evident when we compare the
spatial particle distributions in both simulations more qualitatively.

4.5.2 Particle distribution
To better understand the settling processes, we visualize two representative slices through the particle plumes at x2 = 3 (figures 4.8 & 4.9)
and x1 = 26 (figure 4.10) for different times t = 300, 350, 400, 600.
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Figure 4.9: Particle concentration cpart in the plane x2 = 3 of the confined
channel for different times (grayscale bar is given in figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.10: Particle concentrations cpart in the plane x1 = 26 of the open
basin and the confined channel for different times (grayscale bar is given in
figure 4.8).
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For the open basin we find that the particles are transported rather
passively with the freshwater as long as its momentum is dominant. This
applies especially to the vicinity of the inflow where the KH vortices roll
up and collapse farther downstream. After passing these areas, the particle transport speed decelerates due to the spreading of the freshwater
current and inertial forces become less dominant. Consequently, density
differences, viscous/diffusive effects and also the Stokes settling velocity
of the particle concentration play a more important role. In these regions, we notice the strongest particle discharge from the near-surface
particle plume. This plume establishes in the vicinity of the freshwater/saltwater interface close to the water surface.
Around t ≈ 350, we observe so-called sheet- and ﬁnger -like settling convection which could be categorized somewhere between ‘mixinginduced convection’ (cf. Parsons et al., 2001) in the experiments of Maxworthy (1999), figure 3, and ‘finger convection’ in the experiments of
Parsons et al. (2001), figure 3, and McCool & Parsons (2004), figures 3
& 4. Stages of sheet convection were explicitly mentioned and depicted
in the work of Parsons et al. (2001), figure 6. These structures are initially more or less two-dimensional and sheet-like as shown in figure 4.11
(and 4.12 for the confined channel), where isopycnal surfaces of the particle concentrations are depicted from below. Moreover, the structures
are aligned with the direction of the surface streamlines, cf. figure 4.4.
We suspect that finger settling convection is sensitive to shear stresses
caused by the transversal freshwater current at the surface and the saltwater backflow beneath. Because shear stresses act mostly in planes
spanned in the vertical direction and along the surface streamlines, but
not in the directions normal to these planes (not shown), the particles
can still assume an enhanced settling mode by concentrating in such
planes, forming sheets, and fanning out only in the directions normal to
the sheets. Correspondingly, the sheets become more three-dimensional
and finger-like as soon as they pass these areas of larger shear stresses.
The observed sheet/finger convection phenomena are strongly reminiscent of so-called double-diﬀusive (particle) convection and settlingdriven convection/convective sedimentation (Hoyal et al., 1999a,b),
where particles convectively settle out of initially stably stratified surface
plumes. Such settling processes are initiated either by diffusive transport
and/or by Stokes particle settling, cf. Hoyal et al. (1999a,b) for more details. Typically, only ‘static’ initial conditions are taken into account,
i.e. the fluid is more or less at rest in the beginning. Apparently, the
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Figure 4.11: Isopycnal surface (cpart = 0.25, view from below) of the particle
concentration cpart in the open basin for different times.
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Figure 4.12: Isopycnal surface (cpart = 0.25, view from below) of the particle
concentration cpart in the confined channel for different times.

particle settling modes observed in our simulation are closely related to
these processes. It is interesting to note that they emerge also under
strongly turbulent conditions and in the presence of the aforementioned
shear stresses.
At later times, i.e. close to the statistically stationary states, the
horizontal expansion of the particle plume is about the same as for the
transient phase. However, the amount of suspended particles has increased significantly (cf. also figure 4.5). The plume is not just a thin
layer in the freshwater/saltwater interface anymore, it now fills almost
the entire water depth, even though the average concentration is much
lower than in the near-surface plume. The settling process has also become completely disordered because the flow is now fully turbulent in
these areas. Moreover, we observe so-called nepheloid layers formed by
slower settling particles near the bottom (cf. figure 4.10 at t = 600 and
section 4.5.4). Such layers were also reported by McCool & Parsons
(2004).
These observations are fundamentally different for the conﬁned channel. Because no significant KH vortex formation/breakdown and also
no significant deceleration of the freshwater current occurs, the particle
concentration expands much farther downstream than in the open basin.
Moreover, the particles discharge from the initial near-surface particle
plume over its entire length and not only in certain areas. However, sheet
and finger convection can be observed as well in this period of time. At
later times, the particle concentration is, in general, much higher than
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in the open basin. Additionally, neither a distinct near-surface particle
plume nor a nepheloid layer is present.

4.5.3 Effective particle settling velocity
To shed light on the eﬀective particle settling speed (Hill et al., 2000),
we define the spatially averaged particle settling velocity in the gravity
direction ξ g ,
Z
.Z
s,eff
s
cpart (u + Upart
ξ g ) · ξ g dV
Upart
=
cpart dV.
(4.31)
Ωsd

Ωsd

The result of this expression strongly depends on the integration domain
Ωsd because the integrands vary significantly in space (cf. the discussion
in the last paragraph of this section and figure 4.14). Especially the
dense particle suspensions in the inflow regions are advected mainly in
the horizontal directions due to the dominant freshwater momentum,
whereas the vertical movements are much smaller. Figures 4.8, 4.9 &
s
4.10 suggest that the particle settling velocities (u · ξ g + Upart
) near the
water surfaces are small in contrast to the regions beneath the freshwater/saltwater interfaces, especially for the initial transients. Similarly,
the particles in the nepheloid layer close to the bottom (present only in
the open basin) settle just with about the Stokes particle settling velocity (cf. section 4.5.2). Therefore, we integrate in equation (4.31) over
entire horizontal planes but vertically only over the layers 1 ≤ x3 ≤ 2 to
exclude most of the slowly settling particles of other areas and to demonstrate notable increases of the effective particle settling speeds relative
to the Stokes settling velocity. The results are plotted in figure 4.13.
Generally, we find that the particle settling velocities are most increased around t ≈ 300 . . . 400, i.e. in the period of intense sheet/finger
convection (cf. the discussion in section 4.5.2 and figures 4.8–4.12).
Larger settling speeds were already indicated by the temporal developments of the centers of mass in the vertical direction (cf. section 4.5.1
and figure 4.7). The relative increases of the spatially averaged settling
s,eff
s
velocities, (Upart
/Upart
− 1), attain values of up to 500% in the open
basin and of up to 150% in the confined channel. However, these numbers strongly diminish for the statistically stationary states: they drop to
about 20% to 50% in the open basin, whereas the settling enhancement
vanishes almost completely in the confined channel.
The average (nondimensional) settling velocities observed during the
initial transients correspond to about 0.9 cm/s and 0.4 cm/s, respectively,
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Figure 4.13: Temporal evolutions of the spatially averaged particle settling ves,eff
locities, Upart
(the symbols are specified in table 4.2).

assuming the parameters given in table 4.1. These numbers roughly
agree with the measurements of McCool & Parsons (2004) who observed
effective particle settling speeds of about 1 to 2 cm/s. However, it is
necessary to remark—in addition to the comments made at the beginning of section 4.4—that a serious comparison between the results is not
feasible for two reasons: first, most of our parameters (and especially
the Reynolds number) are not exactly the same as in the experiments
because of our technical limitation to small configurations. Second, the
details about the measurements performed in the laboratory experiments
are only roughly and sparsely documented. In particular, it is unclear
where and when these settling speeds were observed.
As mentioned before, our results for the effective particle settling
speeds are expected to vary with the vertical position. To illustrate this,
we compute the integrals in equation (4.31) over each horizontal plane
independently,
R L2 R L1
s
cpart (u + Upart
ξ g ) · ξ g dx⋆1 dx⋆2
s,eff,1,2
.
(4.32)
Upart (x3 , t) = 0 0 R L2 R L1
cpart dx⋆1 dx⋆2
0
0

s,eff,1,2
The time-averages of Upart
are depicted in figure 4.14 for the statistically stationary states. We find that the particles in the open basin
reach their maximum average settling speed slightly below the basin
half-height (x3 ≈ 2) and in the confined channel at about the depth of
the lower inlet lip (x3 ≈ 3). Moreover, the particles in the near-surface
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Figure 4.14: Horizontally and temporally averaged particle settling velocities,
s,eff,1,2
hUpart
(x3 )i, for the statistically stationary states, 600 ≤ t ≤ 1 600 (the
symbols are specified in table 4.2).

particle plume of the open basin settle only very slowly on the average,
even slower than the Stokes settling velocity. Finally, the average sets,eff
tling velocities in the interval 1 ≤ x3 ≤ 2 confirm our results for Upart
depicted in figure 4.13.

4.5.4 Correlation between turbulence, particle mixing with
clear ambient fluid and enhanced particle settling
To assess the correlation between turbulent motion, availability of clear
ambient fluid and increase of the particle settling speed, we compute
the average particle concentrations hcpart i together with the Root Mean
Squares (RMS) of the absolute velocity fluctuations |u′ | = |u − hui|,
1

RMS [u′ ] = h|u′ |2 i 2 ,

(4.33)

as a simple measure of the local turbulence intensity. The results are
depicted in figures 4.15 & 4.16 for the planes x2 = 3.
For the open basin, we find that RMS [u′ ] reaches considerable magnitudes in those areas where the particle settling takes place (apart from
the areas where the KH vortices develop and collapse). At the same time,
we observe significant increases of the average particle settling speeds in
this configuration. None of these statements apply to the flow in the
confined channel.
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Figure 4.15: Average particle concentrations hcpart i in the planes x2 = 3 for
the statistically stationary states, 600 ≤ t ≤ 1 600. White: clear fluid; black:
maximum particle concentration.
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Figure 4.16: RMS of the absolute velocity fluctuations, |u′ |, in the planes
x2 = 3 for the statistically stationary states, 600 ≤ t ≤ 1 600.

The fact that the particles settle faster in the presence of turbulence
is in good agreement with other rather idealized numerical and laboratory experiments (e.g. Aliseda et al., 2002; Bosse et al., 2006; Wang
& Maxey, 1993, for homogeneous (isotropic) turbulence). However, a
major difference between these studies and ours concerns the inertia of
individual particles (expressed by the particle Stokes number) which is
not considered in our simulations. Nonetheless, our results for the open
basin clearly demonstrate that particle inertia is not an essential feature
for obtaining effective particle settling speeds larger than the individual
settling speed. Maxey et al. (1997) employed the Lagrangian formulation (4.7) & (4.10) of the presently used concentration approach (4.12)
to study particle settling in homogeneous isotropic turbulence. They analyze and demonstrate for their specific configuration that the particles
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must settle exactly at the Stokes settling velocity on the average. This
result is independent of the turbulence intensity. We observe the same
in the confined channel for the statistically stationary state.
A significant difference between the open basin and the confined channel configuration concerns the mixing of the particle plume with clear
ambient fluid. The confinement in the latter configuration strongly prohibits the mixing because the separation/contact area between clear and
particle-laden fluid is smaller than in the open basin. The mixing zone is
limited to the end of the particle plume, whereas the entire longitudinal
length is additionally available in the open basin.
Therefore, we try to explain the observed settling enhancements as
follows: the particles are fed into the basins close to the water surfaces from where they can settle (under appropriate conditions) with
some characteristic velocity at which viscous and buoyancy forces are
balanced. Estimates of this characteristic velocity are given in the studies of Hoyal et al. (1999a,b), for instance. In any case, this velocity
is usually much larger than the settling speed of individual particles in
s
still fluid, Upart
. Obviously, the open basin configuration provides such
‘appropriate’ conditions, namely the presence of turbulence and a large
zone for convective mixing particle-laden with clear ambient fluid. In
the absence of particle inertia, the mixing is essential for providing local
concentration gradients leading to sustained average settling velocities
larger than the Stokes settling speed.
Finally, we examine the shape of the average particle concentration
hcpart i in the open basin (cf. figure 4.15): as soon as the flow has reached
the statistically stationary state, the particle flux from the inlet to the
bottom of the basin is constant on the average, as demonstrated in section 4.5.1 and figure 4.6. As stated before, we observe increased particle
settling speeds especially near the basin half-height (cf. section 4.5.3 and
figure 4.14), whereas the particles close to the water surface (near-surface
plume) and in the vicinity of the bottom (nepheloid layer) settle only
at speeds on the order of the Stokes settling velocity or even smaller.
Therefore, the average particle plume must be either more dilute and/or
‘contracted’ horizontally in the areas of large settling speeds, since the
carrier fluid is incompressible. Such a horizontal contraction can be anticipated in figure 4.15 for the open basin. To better demonstrate this
effect, we integrate the particle concentration in each horizontal plane
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Figure 4.17: Horizontally integrated and time-averaged particle concentrations,
1,2
hdmpart
(x3 )i, for the statistically stationary states, 600 ≤ t ≤ 1 600 (the symbols are specified in table 4.2).

independently,
dm1,2
part (x3 , t) =

Z

0

L2

Z

0

L1

cpart dx⋆1 dx⋆2 =

ṁ1,2
part
s,eff,1,2
Upart

.

(4.34)

The time-averages of these differential particle masses are shown in figure
4.17 for the statistically stationary states of both configurations (note
1,2
s,eff,1,2
1,2
s,eff,1,2
that hdm1,2
i and hṁpart
i/hUpart
i are almost idenpart i = hṁpart /Upart
1,2
s,eff,1,2
tical because ṁpart and Upart
are statistically independent). The plot
nicely illustrates the contraction of the particle plume in the open basin;
it is most pronounced in the basin half-height. The near-surface particle plume and the nepheloid layer are clearly visible as well. None of
these features is present in the confined channel since the particle settling
speed is not significantly increased.

4.6

Neglected particle inertia: an a posteriori check

After having analyzed and compared the flows as well as the particle
transport and settling in the two configurations, we discuss the assumptions made in our particle model using the so far obtained results. As
explained in section 4.2, we neglect all effects which are related to the
inertia of the particles because we assume that these effects are sufficiently small compared to the influence of the particle buoyancy. To
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Figure 4.18:
Temporal maxima of the absolute fluid accelerations
maxt |∂u(x, t)/∂t| for the statistically stationary states, 600 ≤ t ≤ 1 600.

check this assumption a posteriori using relation (4.9), we compute the
temporal maxima of the absolute fluid accelerations, maxt |∂u(x, t)/∂t|,
for the statistically stationary states, 600 ≤ t ≤ 1 600.
As shown in figure 4.18, the maximum absolute fluid acceleration
reaches a magnitude of up to about ten in the KH vortex breakdown area
of the open basin (the absolute accelerations in the confined channel are
somewhat smaller). Using relation (4.9), we find that the absolute value
of the outermost right term in equation (4.8), which is attributed to the
particle inertia, is at most on the order of 1St to 10St. For the ratio
s
between Upart
and St given in table 4.1, we can conclude that inertial effects may contribute to the absolute particle velocity |v(t)| (cf. equation
s
s
(4.8)) by a term of order 0.05 Upart
to 0.5 Upart
. Apparently, this influs
ence can be of similar importance as the Stokes settling velocity Upart
,
at least locally in some confined areas of the computational domains.
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Table 4.3: Parameter settings for the numerical experiments (Sc part = 2,
Sc sal = 1, Ri sal = 0.5 are chosen in all simulations). The value of each of
s
the three parameters Re, Ri part , Upart
is varied about that of the reference case
(shaded). The corresponding numerical setups are specified in table 4.4.

case
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

setup
1
2
2
2
2
2
3

Re
750
1 500
1 500
1 500
1 500
1 500
4 000

Ri part
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.10
0.20
0.05

s
Upart
0.015
0.010
0.015
0.020
0.015
0.015
0.015

symbol

However, the fluid accelerations are much smaller in the rest of the domains such that particle inertia is probably not an essential feature in
these areas. Nevertheless, one can suspect that particle inertia can play
a more important role for the horizontal expansion of the near-surface
particle plume in the open basin, for instance.

4.7

Parameter study

So far we investigated basic particle transport and settling mechanisms
acting in our specific estuary configurations (cf. figure 4.1) and checked
the suitability of our rather simple Eulerian particle model (4.12) for
these applications. In a next step, we study the impact of different
parameters on the results, namely the Reynolds number Re, the particle
s
Richardson number Ri part and the Stokes settling velocity Upart
. As
we learned from the previous sections, the open basin is much closer
to a realistic scenario than the confined channel such that we employ
this configuration for our study. All simulations conducted are listed in
table 4.3. We vary the value of each of the three parameters Re, Ri part ,
s
Upart
about that of the reference simulation, case C. The open basin
configuration investigated in the previous sections is represented by case
D.
Depending on the Reynolds number, we use different numerical setups which are specified in table 4.4 (Nt denotes the approximate number of time steps required for advancing the simulations until t = tend =
1 600). The spatial resolutions are chosen such that grid Péclet numbers
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Table 4.4: Specifications of the different numerical setups with respect to the
Reynolds number Re.

setup
1
2
3

Re
750
1 500
4 000

L1 × L2 × L3
80 × 50 × 4
80 × 50 × 4
65 × 40 × 4

N1 × N2 × N3
1 153 × 577 × 97
2 305 × 1 153 × 193
4 609 × 3 073 × 513

Nt
70 000
210 000
580 000

of Pe ∆x ≈ 60, cf. equation (4.4), are obtained as in the previous simulations. Likewise, the grids are equidistant in the vertical direction and
stretched in the horizontal directions according to equation (4.5). For
the post-processing of case G, we employ only every fourth grid point
in each spatial direction since the respective amount of raw data is even
larger than for the other simulations.
Because the statistically stationary states are reached somewhat later
in some of the simulations, we choose correspondingly smaller time averaging intervals, i.e. t1 = 800 and t2 = 1 600 (cf. equation (4.25)). We
have to point out that time-averages based on this interval differ up
to 5–10% from results which are computed with t1 = 600, as used in
the previous sections. Therefore, the significance of smaller differences
between such time-averaged quantities should not be overestimated.

4.7.1 Influence of the Reynolds number
We begin with the variation of the Reynolds number about the reference
simulation with Re = 1 500 (case C) to Re = 750 (case A) and to
Re = 4 000 (case G). Note that we can associate the Reynolds number
with the size of the configuration for a given fluid viscosity (water) and
fixed Richardson numbers Ri part , Ri sal , cf. equation (4.2).
We find from figure 4.19 that the formation of KH vortices at the
freshwater/saltwater interface is almost suppressed for case A, whereas
their spatial and temporal evolution does not differ fundamentally for
simulations C and G. The disturbances of the isopycnal surfaces beyond the KH vortex breakdown areas indicate that turbulence decays
to increasingly small scales with growing Reynolds number, as expected.
However, the locations and sizes of the regions with intense turbulent
motion are about the same for cases C and G.
As shown in figures 4.20 & 4.21 (the slices are taken at x1 = 30 and
x2 = 3), also the horizontal expansions of the particle plumes are com-
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Figure 4.19: Salt concentration csal around the freshwater inflow region at
t = 250 for different Reynolds numbers Re, cf. table 4.3. Isopycnal surfaces
(gray): csal = 0.75. Lateral faces: white: csal = 0 (freshwater); black: csal = 1
(saltwater).
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Figure 4.20: Particle plume cpart during the initial sheet/finger convection
state for different Reynolds numbers Re, cf. table 4.3. Isopycnal surfaces (seen
from below): cpart = 0.25. Slices: white: cpart = 0 (clear fluid); black: cpart =
1 (maximum particle concentration).
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Figure 4.21: Particle plume cpart during the statistically stationary state for
different Reynolds numbers Re, cf. table 4.3. Isopycnal surfaces (seen from
below): cpart = 0.25. Slices: white: cpart = 0 (clear fluid); black: cpart = 1
(maximum particle concentration).
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Figure 4.22: Variation of the Reynolds number Re = 750, 1 500, 4 000 (cases
A, C, G): Temporal evolutions of the total masses of suspended particles, mpart
s,eff
(top left), and of the spatially averaged particle settling velocities Upart
(bottom). The time-averages of the horizontally averaged particle settling velocities
s,eff,1,2
hUpart
i and the horizontally integrated concentrations hdm1,2
part i are depicted
on the top right. The symbols are specified in table 4.3.

parable at any time. Only the flow with the smallest Reynolds number
(case A) reveals a somewhat different shape of the particle plume. Generally, the ratio between the largest and the smallest structures increases
with growing Reynolds number Re. This is nicely illustrated by the size
of the initial sheets and fingers and also by their horizontal spacing: they
decrease with increasing Re compared to the horizontal expansion of the
plume.
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These more qualitative observations are also reflected by the integral quantities: as we find from figure 4.22, the temporal evolutions of
the total masses of suspended particles, mpart , do not differ significantly
for the three cases. Generally, the simulations with larger Reynolds
numbers reveal somewhat larger total masses. The same applies to the
horizontally integrated and time-averaged particle concentrations for the
statistically stationary states, hdm1,2
part i, depicted in the same figure. Correspondingly, the horizontally and temporally averaged particle settling
s,eff,1,2
velocities, hUpart
i, increase as well with increasing Re (cf. figure 4.6
and the discussion in section 4.5.4), reaching a maximum amplitude of
s
about 1.5Upart
at about the basin half-height (case G). This value drops
s
to about 1.2Upart
at a slightly larger depth in simulation A. Accordingly,
s,eff
also the spatially averaged particle settling velocities Upart
are larger
s,eff
s
for larger Reynolds number Re. The amplitude of Upart /Upart
saturates
at about 7.5 . . . 8.0 (cases C & G) and drops to much smaller values at
later times. Generally, the largest settling velocities occur earlier with
growing Reynolds numbers Re.
These observations indicate that it might be sufficient to study estuary configurations of only laboratory scale, particularly, if only the
largest flow scales (such as the horizontal expansion of the average particle plume) are of interest because the shape and relative size of these
structures seems to be more or less unique for larger Reynolds numbers.
Additionally, the effective particle settling velocity and the vertical distribution of the particle concentration for the statistically stationary state
depend only mildly on this parameter.

4.7.2 Influence of the particle Richardson number
Next, we increase the Richardson number of the particle suspension from
Ri part = 0.05 (reference simulation, case C) by factors of two to Ri part =
0.1 (case E) and to Ri part = 0.2 (case F). As depicted in figures 4.23 &
4.24 (the slices are again taken at x1 = 30 and x2 = 3), the particle
plumes lose their ‘smooth’ near-surface layers with increasing Ri part .
Also the sheets and fingers observed during the initial transients tend to
be smaller and less ‘well-ordered’ compared to simulations with smaller
Ri part . For the statistically stationary states, the particle plumes expand
much farther in direction 1 and less in direction 2 with increasing Ri part .
Although it might seem intuitive, this effect cannot be attributed to
inertial effects because nothing of this sort is considered in our modeling
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Figure 4.23: Particle plume cpart during the initial sheet/finger convection
state for different particle Richardson numbers Ri part , cf. table 4.3. Isopycnal
surfaces (seen from below): cpart = 0.25. Slices: white: cpart = 0 (clear fluid);
black: cpart = 1 (maximum particle concentration).
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Figure 4.24: Particle plume cpart during the statistically stationary state for
different particle Richardson numbers Ri part , cf. table 4.3. Isopycnal surfaces
(seen from below): cpart = 0.25. Slices: white: cpart = 0 (clear fluid); black:
cpart = 1 (maximum particle concentration).
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Figure 4.25: Variation of the particle Richardson number Ri part =
0.05, 0.1, 0.2 (cases C, E, F). The symbols are specified in table 4.3. A more
detailed description is given in the caption of figure 4.22.

approach, neither for individual particles nor for their suspension (note
that we apply the Boussinesq approximation, cf. section 4.2 and also
appendix A).
More quantitatively, we find that the total masses of suspended particles, mpart , are slightly smaller for larger Ri part (figure 4.25). Additionally, the particle masses start to oscillate in time at a relatively small
frequency. The maxima of the spatially averaged particle settling velocs,eff
ities, Upart
, occur at somewhat earlier times for growing Ri part , whereas
their magnitudes are not significantly affected. The absolute maximum
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among all simulations conducted in this work is observed in simulation E
s,eff
s
with Upart
/Upart
≈ 8.9. We notice for the statistically stationary states
that the horizontally and temporally averaged particle settling velocis,eff,1,2
ties hUpart
i increase slightly for larger Ri part . The maxima are found
at about the basin half-heights. The horizontally integrated and timeaveraged particle concentrations, hdm1,2
part i, confirm our previous (more
qualitative) observations that the near-surface particle plumes dissolve
with increasing Ri part .

4.7.3 Influence of the Stokes particle settling velocity
s
Finally, we vary the Stokes particle settling velocity about Upart
= 0.015
s
s
(case C) to Upart = 0.01 (case B) and to Upart = 0.02 (case D). Figures
4.26 & 4.27 show that the particles start to settle earlier and thus closer
s
to the inlet for increasing Upart
(the slices are taken at x1 = 25, 30, 35 for
cases D, C, B). Obviously, the horizontal expansion of the near-surface
s
particle plume becomes larger for smaller Upart
. The initial sheets and
fingers are of about the same size in all simulations, only the length of
s
the sheets along the surface streamlines increases for decreasing Upart
.
Similar observations are made for the statistically stationary states: the
horizontal extents of the near-surface particle plumes become larger for
s
smaller Upart
.
Moreover, we find for the statistically stationary states that the particle concentrations beneath the surface plumes are more homogeneous
s
. Clearly, the reafor decreasing Stokes particle settling velocities Upart
son for this observation is the fact that the turbulence intensity strongly
diminishes with increasing distance to the inlet. As we learned from section 4.5.4, turbulence is essential for a convective mixing of the particles
with ambient clear fluid, leading to larger heterogeneity and thus larger
effective settling speeds. Therefore, we can expect from these qualitative
observations that the particle settling speeds decrease with decreasing
s
Upart
, especially for the statistically stationary states.
s,eff
As a matter of fact, we observe a strong correlation between Upart
s
and Upart , as shown in figure 4.28. The largest relative settling ves,eff
s
locity, Upart
/Upart
, is observed for the medium Stokes settling velocity,
s
Upart = 0.015 (case C). During the statistically stationary states, the
s,eff
s
, are about the same for all three simulations
relative speeds, Upart
/Upart
B, C, D. Moreover, the time-averaged vertical distributions of the rels,eff,1,2
s
ative settling velocities, expressed by hUpart
i/Upart
, show almost no
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Figure 4.26: Particle plume cpart during the initial sheet/finger convection
s
state for different Stokes particle settling velocities Upart
, cf. table 4.3. Isopycnal surfaces (seen from below): cpart = 0.25. Slices: white: cpart = 0 (clear
fluid); black: cpart = 1 (maximum particle concentration).
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Figure 4.27: Particle plume cpart during the statistically stationary state for
s
different Stokes particle settling velocities Upart
, cf. table 4.3. Isopycnal surfaces (seen from below): cpart = 0.25. Slices: white: cpart = 0 (clear fluid);
black: cpart = 1 (maximum particle concentration).
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Figure 4.28: Variation of the Stokes particle settling velocity Upart
=
0.01, 0.015, 0.02 (cases B, C, D). The symbols are specified in table 4.3. A
more detailed description is given in the caption of figure 4.22. Note that the
horizontally integrated and time-averaged concentrations, hdm1,2
part i, are scaled
s
.
with the Stokes particle settling speeds Upart

differences. Because the average particle mass fluxes in vertical direc1,2
s,eff,1,2
tion, hṁ1,2
i, are required to be almost identical
part i ≈ hdmpart ihUpart
in all simulations (cf. figure 4.6 and the discussion in section 4.5.1), the
corresponding horizontally integrated and time-averaged concentrations,
hdm1,2
part i, should be almost identical as well if they are scaled with the
s
Stokes particle settling velocity Upart
. This is well rendered by our results
in figure 4.28.
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As mentioned before, the particles are transported farther away from
s
the inlet for decreasing Upart
, such that they fill larger fractions of the
basins leading to larger total masses of suspended particles, mpart . When
s
plotting the product of mpart and Upart
instead of mpart for the same
1,2
reasons as for hdmpart i, the curves are very close to each other at later
times (not shown here).

Chapter 5
Large-Eddy Simulation of (particle-laden)
multi-phase flows
Because the various results presented in the previous chapters are
quite expensive to obtain by Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS1 ), it
is desirable to lower the costs by performing Large-Eddy Simulations
(LES) instead of DNS, provided that the level of accuracy of LES is
sufficiently high (i.e., the results are ‘close’ to those of a DNS). Under
the additional condition that the LES approach is sufficiently robust (i.e.,
the accuracy of the LES results is not sensitive with respect to changes of
the simulation setup) and thus reliable, accurate numerical simulations
of large-scale flow problems, that are not yet accessible by DNS, may
become feasible. These issues, accuracy and reliability, are addressed in
this chapter for the so-called Relaxation-Term (RT) approach which is
applied to the previously investigated configurations.
We start in section 5.1 with a brief introduction to the LES methodology, followed by a more detailed description of the RT model in section
5.2. In section 5.3, we employ the model for LES of different transitional/turbulent channel and lock-exchange flows in order to explore
suitable settings for the model parameters and to assess the accuracy
and reliability of the approach. In a final step, we apply our findings to
a LES of a model estuary with associated particle transport and settling.

5.1

Methodology

In this section, we briefly review the LES methodology for the present
applications. A more detailed overview can be found in the works of
Stolz (2001) and Schlatter (2005), for instance.
Generally, we focus on advection-diffusion equations of the form
1
∂a
+ w · ∇a =
∆a + f
∂t
Pe

(5.1)

1 Generally, we assume in this work that all flow scales are resolved in DNS (corresponding to the definition in section 1.1.2).
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representing the momentum equations (2.1a) & (3.6) and the advectiondiffusion equations (3.5) & (4.12). The variable w denotes a velocity field
such as u and/or U s ξ g and the Péclet number Pe can be associated with
the Reynolds√number Re or with the Péclet number of a concentration,
i.e. Re Sc or Gr Sc. The term f stands for the respective component
of f u − ∇p in the momentum equations (2.1a) & (3.6) if the variable a
is a component of the velocity u. It is a source term f c in case that a
represents a concentration c.
To obtain the LES equation for equation (5.1), we introduce a spatial
low-pass filter F , referred to as the primary LES filter. The action of
such a low-pass filter to the quantity a yields
a = F a.

(5.2)

In the present work, the filter F is always the so-called implicit grid
filter. It sharply cuts off all structures which cannot be resolved on a
given grid. In contrast, graded filters with smooth transfer functions
damp also resolved modes.
According to the traditional LES approach by Leonard (1974), we apply the primary filter F to equation (5.1) which yields the corresponding
LES equation
∂a
· ∇a + s
= |Pe −1
{z∆a} + |f − w {z
}
∂t
= La
= N (w, a)

(5.3)

with the subgrid scale (SGS) term
s = ∇ · (a w − a w)

(assuming ∇ · w = ∇ · w = 0).

(5.4)

The operators L and N are defined analogously to Lu , N u in equations
(2.1a) & (3.6) and Lc , N c in equations (3.5) & (4.12). Note that filtering and differentiations can be commuted in the continuous equations.
Because a w cannot be obtained from a and w, the SGS term s is usually
not known and needs to be modeled with an appropriate approximation
to close equation (5.3). The continuity equation (2.1b) is linear and thus
always closed.
Typically, the LES equations govern the evolution of the large scales,
whereas the smaller scales are eliminated by the filter. The large scales
of the velocity field carry almost all kinetic energy and the large scales
of a concentration comprise almost all of its total mass (cf. appendix B).
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For a DNS, the available energy, i.e. the sum of kinetic and potential
energy, can be written as
E kin (t) + E pot (t) = E kin (t0 ) + E pot (t0 ) + E res (t),

t ≥ t0 ,

(5.5)

where t0 is a reference time, and the residual E res gathers all energy
contributions corresponding to physical effects which change E kin + E pot
over time (cf. appendix B for a typical itemization). In case of a LES,
a significant amount of kinetic energy is also dissipated by the SGS
term(s). This artiﬁcial loss of energy is represented by
E kin,sgs =

Z tZ
t0

Ω

u · su dV dt⋆ ≤ 0,

(5.6)

where su stands for the SGS term in the filtered versions of the momentum equations (2.1a) & (3.6) (cf. also appendix B). Similarly, the
potential energy of a concentration changes by
Z tZ
E pot,sgs = −Ri
x · ξ g sc dV dt⋆
(5.7)
t0

Ω

c

with s as the SGS term in the corresponding filtered versions of the
concentration advection-diffusion equations (3.5) & (4.12). Note that
|E pot,sgs | is usually much smaller than |E kin,sgs |. With these additional
terms, the available energy for a LES reads
pot
pot
kin
kin
res
ELES
(t) + ELES
(t) = ELES
(t0 ) + ELES
(t0 ) + ELES
(t)

+ E kin,sgs (t) + E pot,sgs (t)
.

kin,no-sgs
ELES
(t)

+

(5.8)

pot,no-sgs
ELES
(t),

where the subscript ‘LES’ indicates that the quantities are computed
from a LES rather than from a DNS, and the superscript ‘no-sgs’ denotes
that a LES is performed without a SGS model.
The inequality on the right-hand side of equation (5.8) is a consequence of the fact that the smallest (dissipative) flow scales are not
resolved in a LES. If the lack of physical energy dissipation is not compensated by an appropriate SGS model (for which E kin,sgs ≤ 0), the
amount of available energy increases compared to that of a LES with
E kin,sgs ≤ 0 (as stated before, E pot,sgs is very small and can be neglected
in most cases).
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Generally, qualitatively good SGS models are required to approximate the amount of available energy obtained from a DNS at a tolerable
pot
kin
error, i.e. ELES
+ ELES
and E kin + E pot should be close to each other.
In practice, we cannot expect an exact match, not only due to imperfect
SGS models, but also due to discretization errors, for instance. Note
that the energy errors of present DNS are very small (typically, they are
well below 1%, cf. chapter 3).
Because the SGS model used in this work (introduced in section
5.2) acts only on length scales on the order of the grid spacing ∆x,
the SGS terms su and sc (and thus E kin,sgs and E pot,sgs , respectively)
vanish on sufficiently fine grids, i.e. such LES are identical to DNS.
Therefore, we can distinguish LES from DNS by testing if the enerkin,no-sgs
pot,no-sgs
gies ELES
+ ELES
and E kin + E pot differ from each other. The
difference can only be small if the dissipative flow scales are sufficiently
well resolved indicating a DNS rather than a LES. Alternatively, we can
pot
kin
check if |E kin,sgs |, |E pot,sgs | and |ELES
+ ELES
− E kin − E pot | are sufficiently small. In either case, we do not identify LES by asking whether
or not a SGS model is (formally) added to the (filtered) governing equations. In practice, this would not be an appropriate indicator because it
cannot answer the question if only the largest scales are resolved (i.e.,
if the governing equations are filtered), as expected from a large-eddy
simulation.
As demonstrated later, the grid Péclet number Pe ∆x turns out to
be a good measure to anticipate whether or not the difference between
pot,no-sgs
kin,no-sgs
and E kin + E pot is small, i.e. if a simulation is a
+ ELES
ELES
DNS or a LES.

5.2

Relaxation-Term (RT) model

5.2.1 Ansatz
Generally, the discretization errors (including the errors made by commuting the discrete primary filter(s) with interpolation or differentiation operators) of all terms in the discrete form of equation (5.3) play
a significant role for the accuracy of LES, as discussed in section 2.3.2.
Therefore, the discretization in space (and time) is tightly connected to
the SGS model, i.e. the specific discretization must be considered as well
for comparisons between different models. Moreover, the performance of
the presently employed SGS model relies solely on numerical parameters
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(as described later) such that we skip any attempt to describe the details
of the model in a continuous form and start directly on the discrete level.
In this work, we focus only on the Relaxation-Term (RT) model proposed by Schlatter (2005); Schlatter et al. (2004a,b),
s = −χFhp a,

χ ≥ 0,

(5.9)

where χ is a relaxation factor and Fhp a high-pass filter of the form
M

Fhp = (I − Flp lp )Mhp

(5.10)

with Flp as a low-pass filter. Apart from the design of Flp , we can
control the properties of Fhp by varying the exponents Mlp and Mhp , as
described below in more detail. The RT model (5.9) originates from the
so-called Approximate Deconvolution Model (ADM) by Stolz & Adams
(1999) with Mlp = 1. The model (5.9) is sometimes also referred to as
‘RT-3D’ by Schlatter et al. (2004a) or ‘ADM-RT’ by Schlatter (2005).
The procedure of computing the high-pass filter Fhp recursively from
M
I − Flp lp has the advantage that only relatively short filter stencils need
to be stored for setting up the low-pass filter Flp . Nevertheless, Flp
still couples large numbers of grid points in space, especially if it is of
higher convergence order. In order to save additional computational
effort and memory capacity, it is beneficial to establish Flp by applying
one-dimensional filters Flp 1 , Flp 2 , Flp 3 subsequently,
Flp = Flp 1 Flp 2 Flp 3 .

(5.11)

In this work, the filters Flp i , i = 1, 2, 3, are derived from equation (2.20)
with δ = 0. To obtain a low-pass filter, we have to modify the matrix B
in equation (2.19) appropriately. Typically, we replace the condition for
the vanishing highest moment, n − 1 (n is the local filter stencil width),
by the condition that grid point oscillations are fully eliminated. That
is, we substitute the last row of B = {Bij }n×n in equation (2.19) by
{Bnj }1×n = {(−1)j }1×n , j = 1, 2, . . . , n, representing the grid point
oscillation. With this modification of B, the convergence orders of the
filter stencils in Flp drop from infinity to n − 1 (cf. also Stolz, 2001,
for more details). Correspondingly, the convergence orders of the filter
stencils in Fhp decrease to (n − 1)Mhp . Note that larger Mlp increase
only the level of the approximation error but not the convergence order.
This particular design of Flp was originally described by Vasilyev et al.
(1998) along with alternative approaches.
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Besides the RT model, also the Smagorinsky model (Smagorinsky,
1963) and the high-pass filtered Smagorinsky model by Schlatter et al.
(2005); Stolz et al. (2005, 2004); Vreman (2003) are implemented in our
simulation code. However, their performance is not further investigated
in this work. Note that also upwind-biased discretizations of the advective terms (described in section 2.3.2) can be interpreted as ‘implicit’
SGS models. Here, implicit refers to the fact that the SGS model s
is merged with the specific discretization of the other terms in equation (5.3), cf. Sagaut (2006). Typically, such models act directly on the
advective terms from which the closure problems arise.

5.2.2 Filter characteristics
The specific shape of the high-pass filter Fhp in spectral space is important for the performance of the RT model. Generally, the transfer
functions of both filters Flp and Fhp are purely real as long as the grid
spacings are constant, i.e. ∆xi = xi+1 − xi = const., i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1.
On nonuniform grids, the RT model (5.9) leads to artificial advection because the transfer functions of Flp and Fhp have also non-zero imaginary
parts in such cases.
Generally, growing Mlp ‘shift’ the transfer functions of Fhp towards
smaller wavenumbers and growing (n − 1)Mhp increase the ‘sharpness’
of the transfer functions (cf. the examples in figures 5.1 & 5.2; e
κ0F,lp
and κ
e0F,hp denote the modified wavenumbers of the low- and high-pass
filters, respectively). On one-dimensional equidistant grids, one of the
parameters n, Mhp is redundant because only the product (n − 1)Mhp
determines the shape of the filters Flp and Fhp in spectral space. For
higher dimensions, the combination of both parameters permits to control the spatial anisotropies of Flp and Fhp (figure 5.2). The smaller the
stencil width n or the larger the exponent Mhp for given (n − 1)Mhp , the
more isotropic is the high-pass filter.
From the shapes and the limitation of the transfer functions to
0≤e
κ0F,lp , e
κ0F,hp (cf. figure 5.1), we find that the filters Flp and Fhp are
symmetric (i.e., FTlp = Flp and FThp = Fhp ) and positive (semi-)definite
(i.e., aT Flp a ≥ 0 and χaT Fhp a = −aT s ≥ 0) in case of equidistant
grids. The (semi-)definiteness of Fhp ensures that the RT model dissipates energy, i.e. the condition E kin,sgs ≤ 0 is satisfied, cf. equation (5.6).
Usually, stretched grids and asymmetric filter stencils at the boundaries
do not affect this property.
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Figure 5.1: Different 1D transfer functions e
κ0F,lp and κ
e0F,hp of the filters Flp
(
) and Fhp (
), respectively, for equidistant grids (i.e. the imaginary parts of the transfer functions vanish). Left: Flp for n = 3, 5, 9 and Fhp
M
for Mlp = 1, (n − 1)Mhp = 16, 24, 36. Right: Flp lp and Fhp for n = 5,
Mlp = 1, 2, 4, Mhp = 6.

5.2.3 Time integration and stability aspects
Generally, the cut-off of the smallest flow scales by the primary filter
results in an accumulation of (kinetic) energy in the smallest resolved
flow scales. This leads to unphysical solutions unless a suitable SGS
model is applied. Independent of the specific discretization (assuming
that no artificial damping is employed), LES performed without an appropriate SGS model typically ‘blow up’ in time if energy is successively
added to the flow (cf. appendix B for the conservation of energy). Apart
from physical contributions, also discretization and aliasing errors can
increase the available energy in a LES. Therefore, LES solutions can only
be kept close to those of the respective DNS if an appropriate substitute
for the lacking energy dissipation is provided.
For a given relaxation factor χ, the transfer functions of the highpass filter Fhp determine how the different modes of a quantity a are
damped by the RT model (5.9). The closer the transfer functions are to
zero2 , the less energy is dissipated at the respective wavenumbers. The
relaxation factor χ ≥ 0 modulates the total amount of energy dissipation
2 ‘Close to zero’ means that the transfer functions rise sharply from (almost) zero
to unity at the largest resolved wavenumbers. This is achieved with large (n − 1)Mhp
and small Mlp .
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Figure 5.2: Different 2D transfer functions κ
e0F,hp of the high-pass filter Fhp ,
0
represented by the isolines κ
eF,hp = 0.1 (
), κ
e0F,hp = 0.5 (
),
0
), for equidistant grids (i.e. the imaginary parts of the
κ
eF,hp = 0.9 (
transfer functions vanish). Left: n = 3, 5, 9, Mlp = 1, (n − 1)Mhp = 24. Right:
n = 5, Mlp = 1, 2, 4, Mhp = 6.

for a given high-pass filter Fhp . Therefore, the relaxation factor χ is
limited by a lower threshold below which the solution blows up due
to insufficient energy dissipation. This lower limit for χ is not known
beforehand, but can be determined iteratively requiring several LES of
the same configuration.
Besides these energy considerations, explicit time integration of the
RT model (5.9) as a part of N (w, a) (cf. equation (5.3)) imposes an upper
stability limit on ∆t for a given relaxation factor χ. For equidistant and
for slightly distorted grids, we can estimate it as
∆t .

ϑ(π)
= ∆tsgs
max
χ

(5.12)

(with ϑ as the stability limit of the time integration scheme, cf. section
2.3.1) if limitations due to the other spatial operators in equation (5.3)
are not taken into account. When all terms in equation (5.3) are considered and only f is disregarded, we can formulate the approximate
limitation of the time step size as
∆t . min
x,κ

ϑ(arg(Λ − χe
κ0F,hp ))
= ∆tmax
|Λ − χe
κ0F,hp |

(5.13)
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with the modified wavenumbers e
κ0F,hp for the high-pass filter Fhp and
Λ for the remaining spatial operators (specified in equation (2.7), with
w in place of u). Because the high-pass filter Fhp in the RT model is
typically rather symmetric than antisymmetric, this additional limitation of the time step size behaves similarly as the limitation due to the
viscous/diffusive terms (cf. equation (2.9)), however, without the dependence on the local grid spacing ∆x. Such a restriction does not exist
for a (semi-)implicit time integration of the RT model within La instead
of N (w, a). However, such a treatment can be expected to increase the
computational costs per (sub-)time step significantly (especially for large
χ), as demonstrated for the viscous terms in section 2.6.
Therefore, it is advantageous to use purely explicit time integration
schemes for LES (i.e. the SGS model and the viscous terms are treated
in the same way as the advective and forcing terms) and to ensure that
the time step size is restricted neither by the viscous/diffusive terms nor
by the SGS model(s). In practice, this is easy to realize for the former
because the grid spacing is relatively large due to the LES concept,
i.e. the limitation (5.13) is much more restrictive than (2.9). For the RT
model (5.9), however, the relaxation factor χ needs to be adapted to the
time step size according to equation (5.12), if necessary (rather than vice
versa). In case that χ is too small to provide enough energy dissipation
for a sufficiently accurate solution, we can modify the high-pass filter
Fhp appropriately by choosing smaller n, Mhp and/or larger Mlp , for
instance. However, this problem is rather hypothetical as it is usually
not encountered in practice.

5.2.4 Parameter settings used in this work
For accurate LES, the SGS model must be able to reproduce reference
results from DNS or laboratory experiments at a sufficiently small error. Because it is a major objective to apply the LES approach also,
and especially, to flow problems for which such reference results are not
available, the approach must be robust and thus reliable as well. Therefore, we have to require that appropriate parameter settings for the SGS
model are known beforehand for a given configuration. We check in the
following sections if the RT model meets these two criteria, accuracy and
reliability, for the applications studied in this work.
To this end, we performed a large number (on the order of hundreds) of numerical experiments of transitional/turbulent channel and
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lock-exchange flows in order to identify suitable parameter settings for
the RT model (5.9) yielding accurate and reliable LES results. The
parameters were varied separately in the LES formulations of the fluid
momentum equations (2.1a) & (3.6) and of the concentration transport
equation (3.5). In any case, we did not find a ‘best’ set of parameter
values with which the RT model performs well in all relevant aspects,
i.e. our parameter settings are only ‘Pareto-optimal’ (e.g. Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2004).
For the present applications, we observed that using the same values for χ, n, Mlp , Mhp in all equations leads to qualitatively good results (note that this may apply only to the present configurations with
Schmidt numbers Sc on the order of one, but not for much larger or
smaller Sc, cf. Hickel et al., 2007). Our favored parameter values are
given by n = 4 at the boundary, n = 5 in the rest of the domain,
Mlp = 1 and Mhp = 6. Parameter settings based on larger Mlp can give
better results, however, only for the price of much higher computational
costs because Mhp needs to be increased simultaneously to retain the rise
of the high-pass filter at high wavenumbers (cf. section 5.2.2 and figures
5.1 & 5.2). These choices for n and Mhp indicate that an isotropic filter
does not necessarily yield the best results (cf. section 5.2.2 and figure
5.2).
In contrast to the other parameters, the relaxation factor χ requires
more attention because it needs to be adapted to the specific flow configuration and grid resolution. Sufficiently good values for χ cannot be
anticipated beforehand; however, we can formulate at least a rule of
thumb for this parameter, as described later. In either case, the individual adjustment typically requires a larger number of test simulations
until a suitable value for χ is found.

5.3

Applications

Generally, we employ only compact finite differences for all subsequently
described LES in order to minimize the spatial differentiation errors
at high wavenumbers (cf. section 2.3.2). As described in appendix D
in more detail, the scheme is central and tenth-order accurate in the
interior of the domain. At the boundaries, it is at least fourth-order
accurate. We use this spatial discretization in combination with the
mapping approach (2.21) to minimize artificial advection and/or diffusion (cf. section 2.3.2). As mentioned earlier, the spatial discretization
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and especially the discretization of the advective terms has a strong impact on the LES results. The explicit d3 scheme (which was employed
for all previous DNS) is not able to yield qualitatively comparable results on the respective coarsest LES grids. The numerical dissipation of
the compact finite-difference discretization is very small such that the
kin,no-sgs
pot,no-sgs
increase of available energy ELES
+ ELES
− E kin − E pot has to
be removed solely by the SGS model.
In contrast to the spatial discretization, the accuracy of the time integration scheme does not seem to play a significant role because the
impact of the time step size ∆t on the presented results is negligible for
∆t . 0.75 ∆tmax (larger time step sizes were not considered), cf. equation (5.13). As explained in section 5.2.3, we can employ fully explicit
RK3 time integration (cf. section 2.3.1) in LES without any additional
restrictions due to viscous or SGS terms. Therefore, we use RK3 time
integration for all LES presented in this chapter because it is more accurate and cheaper to apply than the semi-implicit CN-RK3 scheme (i.e. it
is more eﬃcient ).
As for the respective DNS, the termination threshold for the iterative
solver is set to ǫH = 10−6 in all LES. We checked experimentally that
the results are well converged with this choice (larger values were not
tested).

5.3.1 Transitional and turbulent channel flows
General remarks
To test the RT model for the fluid phase (i.e. in absence of concentrations), we study the convergence of LES results towards the corresponding DNS results for transitional and turbulent channel flows by varying
the grid resolutions. The numbers of grid points in the spatial directions
and in time are reduced simultaneously by factors of at least 1.5 until
the results start to deviate significantly from the DNS results.
We take the DNS configurations from section 2.5.4 with Re = 5 000
and Re = 16 403 as reference solutions for these tests. The specifications
of the LES are listed in table 5.1 along with those of the respective DNS.
Some of these cases were also examined by Schlatter (2005) using the
same SGS model and grid resolutions. Because he employed a more
accurate pseudospectral discretization (cf. section 2.5.4), we can expect
that his LES results will be closer to the DNS results than ours for a
given grid resolution. We will check this in our study.
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Table 5.1: Spatial resolutions N1 × N2 × N3 and grid stretching parameters β
for different LES and the respective DNS of two transitional/turbulent channel
flows, specified in table 2.6.

case
A
B
C
D
E

type
DNS
LES
LES
LES
LES

Re = 5 000
N1 × N2 × N3
β
256 × 257 × 256
10
128 × 129 × 128
5
64 × 65 × 64
2
48 × 49 × 48
1
32 × 33 × 32
0.15

Re = 16 403
N1 × N2 × N3
β
512 × 385 × 512
8
192 × 193 × 192
4
128 × 129 × 128
2
96 × 97 × 96
1
64 × 65 × 64
0.2

symbol

Besides the ‘technical’ differences to the DNS studies mentioned in
the beginning of section 5.3, we now use a much longer time period,
t = 500 . . . 2 000, for computing the turbulence statistics than in section
2.5.4 (t = 500 . . . 1 000).
Moreover, we have to choose the parameter β for the grid stretching
in wall-normal direction, equation (2.64), with respect to the Reynolds
number and the number of grid points (cf. table 5.1). Generally, the
best results are obtained for β yielding ∆x+
2 x2 =0,L2 ≈ 1, cf. table 5.2.
,
For larger β and thus larger ∆x+
2 x2 =0,L2 the grids are not able to
resolve the viscous sublayers near the walls anymore. For smaller β,
the grids become increasingly distorted which results in correspondingly
larger interpolation and differentiation errors. However, these errors are
significant only for very coarse resolutions in the wall-normal direction.
In either case, the unknown ‘optimal’ grid point distribution introduces
an additional parameter, β, to the numerical setup such that more test
simulations are required until accurate LES results are obtained (cf. the
comments made on the relaxation factor χ in section 5.2.4).
Results
The performance of the SGS model is measured by comparing several
integral quantities with the corresponding DNS results: the temporal
evolutions of Re τ during the transitions are depicted in figure 5.3 and
the time-averages for the turbulent states are listed in table 5.2. Additionally, the mean streamwise velocities hhu+
1 ii, the Reynolds stresses
hhu′1 u′1 ii, hhu′2 u′2 ii, hhu′3 u′3 ii, hhu′1 u′2 ii, the turbulent productions, P, the
mean parts of the turbulent dissipation, εmean , and the fluctuating parts
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Table 5.2: Temporal averages of Re τ and grid spacings in wall units, ∆x+
i ,
i = 1, 2, 3, for the LES of turbulent channel flows, specified in tables 2.6 & 5.1.

Re
5 000

16 403

case
A
B
C
D
E
A
B
C
D
E

Re τ
207.56
207.82
209.14
211.15
208.77
586.50
588.68
596.27
596.09
561.36

∆x+
1
4.55
9.11
18.3
24.7
36.6
7.20
19.3
29.3
39.0
55.1

∆x+
3
2.43
4.86
9.78
13.2
19.5
3.60
9.63
14.6
19.5
27.6

260

∆x+
2 x2 =L2 /2
2.38
4.76
9.70
13.3
20.3
4.63
9.27
14.2
19.1
27.4

∆x+
2 x2 =0,L2
0.284
0.595
1.12
1.25
1.28
0.309
0.654
0.845
0.919
0.935
700
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Figure 5.3: Temporal evolution of Re τ during the transition to turbulence for
different resolutions (the symbols are specified in table 5.1). Left: Re = 5 000;
right: Re = 16 403.

of the turbulent dissipation, εfluct, are depicted in figure 5.4 as functions of the wall-normal coordinates x2 or x+
2 (cf. section 2.5.4 for the
definitions of these quantities).
Generally, the present results are qualitatively and quantitatively
comparable to the LES results of Schlatter (2005) (not shown here) except for the results obtained on the respective coarsest grids (cases E,
cf. table 5.1). These differ much more from the reference results due to
our less accurate spatial discretization. This issue is discussed in more
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Figure 5.4: Mean velocity profiles, Reynolds stresses and energy budgets (from
top) for different resolutions (
wall laws; the other symbols are specified
in table 5.1). Left: Re = 5 000; right: Re = 16 403.
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detail in the next section.
For the coarsest resolutions (cases E), we found that a relaxation
factor of about χ ≈ 10 yields the best results in both configurations.
The lower stability threshold for χ is roughly χ ≈ 5, whereas the upper
limit is on the order of hundred. Obviously, the optimal value for χ is
very close to the lower stability limit indicating that the best results are
obtained for a ‘minimal’ impact of the SGS model. Moreover, the results
appear to be not very sensitive to an increase of χ by up to about ten.
Generally, the amount of physical energy dissipation increases with
the resolution, i.e. less artificial dissipation is required on finer grids.
Therefore, the influence of the SGS model diminishes with growing numbers of grid points and the results become less sensitive with respect to
the various model parameters.
Comparison to results obtained with a pseudospectral solver
The pseudospectral Fourier–Chebychev discretization used by Schlatter
(2005) involves a 3/2 dealiasing procedure (Canuto et al., 1988), i.e. the
convolution of the advective terms is performed in physical space on a
grid which is finer by a factor of 3/2 in each wall-parallel direction than
the actual one. To avoid aliasing errors in underresolved simulations, all
Fourier modes with wavenumbers larger than the cut-off wavenumbers
of the actual grid are canceled subsequently. Therefore, we can interpret
this dealiasing approach as an explicit and sharp low-pass filter. In
contrast to the implicit primary grid filter F (cf. section 5.1), the 3/2
dealiasing procedure acts as an additional energy drain.
Because we use central finite-differences without explicit primary filtering, the present approach cannot provide similar numerical energy
dissipation. The discrete advective terms generate mostly dispersion errors at the largest resolved wavenumbers and the viscous terms provide
even less physical energy dissipation in this wavenumber regime than a
spectral discretization. Therefore, so-called ‘no-model LES’ are usually
not feasible with our approach since the accumulation of energy at high
wavenumbers cannot be avoided.
The big impact of the spectral 3/2 filter becomes evident in the
choices of the relaxation factors χ: as stated before, our best results were
obtained with χ ≈ 10 for both flow configurations. Schlatter (2005) used
the same value only for the Re = 5 000 case, but decreased it to χ = 2
for the Re = 16 403 configuration. Such a small value is not feasible in
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the present numerical approach because it does not yield enough energy
dissipation required for a stable time integration.
These considerations are supported by the ratios between the physical
kin,v
dissipation and the dissipation due to the SGS model, ĖLES
/Ė kin,sgs ,
kin,v
where ĖLES is computed from
Z
2
kin,v
ĖLES
=−
S : S dV
(5.14)
Re Ω
with u and S in place of u and S, respectively (cf. equation (2.77) and
appendix B). For the fully turbulent state of case E (Re = 16 403),
kin,v
Schlatter (2005) reports hĖLES
/Ė kin,sgs i = 0.186, whereas we obtain
kin,v
hĖLES /Ė kin,sgs i = 0.250. The total amount of energy dissipation is
about the same in both simulations such that the notable difference
between the two results must be attributed to the 3/2 filter which is
applied only in the simulations performed by Schlatter (2005). We can
kin,v
expect that the difference is even larger if ELES
was computed from
Z
1
kin,v
u · ∆u dV
(5.15)
ĖLES
=
Re Ω
because the second derivatives in this expression can be calculated much
more accurately with finite differences than colocated first derivatives, as
encountered in equation (5.14) (cf. section 2.3.2). For the pseudospectral
Fourier–Chebychev discretization, the evaluation of equations (5.14) &
(5.15) yields the same result.

5.3.2 Lock-exchange flows
General remarks
Next, we test and validate the RT model for a feed-back coupled concentration. To this end, we study the convergence of the LES results
towards the DNS results for the lock-exchange configuration (cf. chapter
3) by reducing simultaneously the numbers of grid points by factors of
about two in all spatial directions and in time. The procedure stops
as soon as the number of grid points in one direction becomes smaller
than seven which marks the limit for the application of the tenth-order
compact finite-difference scheme (cf. section 2.3.2 and appendix D).
We use the DNS configurations B and C from section 3.5 as reference
solutions for these tests (cf. table 3.1). The resolutions and relaxation
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Table 5.3: Spatial resolutions N1 × N2 × N3 , relaxation factors χ and rough
estimates of the corresponding grid Péclet numbers (3.13) for the lock-exchange
flows, cases B (Gr = 5 · 106 ) and C (Gr = 1 · 108 ), cf. table 3.1. Simulations
with Pe ∆x . 50 are considered as DNS, all other as LES.

Pe ∆x
(≈)
25
50
100
200
400
800
1 600
3 200
4 800

Gr = 5 · 106
N1 × N2 × N3
1 537 × 257 × 193
769 × 129 × 97
385 × 65 × 49
193 × 33 × 25
97 × 17 × 13
49 × 9 × 7
n/a
n/a
n/a

χ
n/a
n/a
40
40
30
20

Gr = 1 · 108
N1 × N2 × N3
n/a
4 097 × 769 × 513
2 049 × 385 × 257
1 025 × 193 × 129
513 × 97 × 65
257 × 49 × 33
129 × 25 × 17
65 × 13 × 9
49 × 9 × 7

χ

symbol

n/a
60
60
60
60
60
40
20

factors χ employed for the various LES are listed in table 5.3 along with
the a priori estimates for the corresponding grid Péclet numbers Pe ∆x
from equation (3.13), cf. section 3.3. The specifications of the respective
DNS are given in this table as well.
Besides the ‘technical’ differences to the DNS configurations described in the beginning of section 5.3, we have to point out that the
time step size is additionally limited by ∆t ≤ 0.1 (given by the fixed time
interval for computing the statistics). However, this is only relevant for
the coarsest resolutions where it can theoretically force us to decrease
the relaxation factor χ due to the limitation of the time step size, equation (5.12). All other specifications such as the grid stretching function
(3.14) are identical to the DNS studies in chapter 3. As pointed out for
the transitional/turbulent channel flows in section 5.3.1, the grid point
distribution can have a strong impact on the quality of the LES results
in a LES. However, it was not optimized in the present study in order
to keep the parameter space small.
Because lock-exchange flows are mostly transient, i.e. there is no distinct statistically stationary state, we can focus only on spatially averaged quantities. Because the lock-exchange configuration provides transitions from laminar to turbulent flows, we can compare the LES results
also qualitatively to the respective DNS results. Distinct laminar flow
features are constituted by the current heads, the lobe-and-cleft struc-
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tures and the Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH) vortices behind the current heads,
for instance. Turbulence is mostly generated by the secondary instability
of the KH billows.
Our main optimization goal for the choice of the relaxation factor χ
is to maintain the total energy
pot
tot
kin
res
(t)
ELES
(t) = Epart,LES
(t) + ELES
(t) − ELES

≈

pot,sgs
− E kin,sgs (t) − Epart
(t)

tot
ELES
(t

(5.16)

= 0)

with
pot,s
pot,d
pot,b
kin,v
res
ELES
= Epart,LES
+ Epart,LES
+ Epart,LES
+ ELES

(5.17)

tot
as closely as possible which implies that ELES
(t) ≈ E tot (t) is preserved
as well (cf. equations (3.22) & (5.8)). Generally, the best results are
obtained with relaxation factors χ close to the lower stability constraint,
i.e. for a minimal impact of the SGS model, similar to the LES of transitional/turbulent channel flows in section 5.3.1. Moreover, we observe
about the same sensitivity with respect to variations of χ, i.e. increases
by up to about ten do not significantly alter the results. For very coarse
grids, table 5.3 indicates that the relaxation factor χ scales as the number of grid points in each spatial direction. This is attributed to the fact
that numerical errors play a more important role on such coarse grids.
The discretization appears to be slightly dissipative such that less available energy needs to be extracted by the SGS model, i.e. the minimum
value of χ is smaller.

Integral quantities
Similar to the analysis in section 3.5, we first investigate the evolutions
of the total masses of suspended particles, mpart (t), for the two test
cases. As depicted in figure 5.5, the total masses differ significantly from
the DNS solutions beyond Pe ∆x ≈ 200 for Gr = 5 · 106 and beyond
Pe ∆x ≈ 800 for Gr = 1 · 108 . Generally, the total masses tend to decrease more slowly over time for increasingly coarse grids. Note that the
initial amounts, mpart (t = 0), decrease as well which is attributed to
the Robin-type boundary condition (3.7). It enforces negative concentration gradients on the upper boundaries (which is already satisfied by
the initial condition), such that very coarse grids in the vertical direction
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Figure 5.5: Temporal evolutions of the total masses of the suspended particles, mpart , and the positions of the gravity current heads, xft
1 , for different
resolutions (the symbols are specified in table 5.3). Left: Gr = 5 · 106 ; right:
Gr = 1 · 108 .

lead to somewhat smaller initial particle masses. This affects also the
energy budgets. The front speeds of the lock-exchange flows, xft
1 (threshold cpart = 0.25), decrease for coarser grids, as shown in the same plots.
The differences become significant beyond Pe ∆x ≈ 400 for Gr = 5 · 106
and Pe ∆x ≈ 1 600 for Gr = 1 · 108 .
kin,v
pot
pot,s
kin
, Epart,LES
, ELES
,
, ELES
The evolutions of the energies Epart,LES
tot
kin,sgs
ELES , E
in equations (5.16) & (5.17) are depicted in figure 5.6
pot,d
pot,b
pot,sgs
are neither shown nor further ana(Epart,LES
, Epart,LES
and Epart
lyzed since their magnitudes are always relatively small compared to the
tot
others). Generally, the total energies ELES
are quite well conserved over
time as this was the main optimization goal for the choices of the relaxtot
ation factors χ. However, the accuracy with which ELES
is maintained
suffers from the grid coarsening because the discretization errors come
more into play for lower resolutions.
The observations made for the total masses of suspended particles
and for the front positions are also reflected by the developments of the
pot
kin
potential energies Epart,LES
and of the kinetic energies ELES
, respectively, as they are tightly connected to each other. More precisely, the
potential energies tend to be larger than in the reference DNS, whereas
the kinetic energies are smaller for most of the time, i.e. the conversion
of the former into the latter is more and more hampered for increasingly
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Figure 5.6: Temporal evolutions of different energy contributions for different
pot
kin
resolutions (the symbols are specified in table 5.3). Top: Epart,LES
, ELES
,
pot,s
kin,v
tot
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kin,sgs
6
Epart,LES , ELES ; middle: ELES + E
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. Left: Gr = 5 · 10 ;
right: Gr = 1 · 108 .
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Figure 5.7: Temporal evolutions of the relations between dissipated energy due
kin,v
to the SGS model and viscous dissipation, E kin,sgs /ELES
, for different resolutions (the symbols are specified in table 5.3). Left: Gr = 5 · 106 ; right:
Gr = 1 · 108 (note that the coarsest resolution exceeds the upper limit of the
diagram).

coarse grids. The differences to the DNS results become significant beyond Pe ∆x ≈ 400 for Gr = 5·106 and Pe ∆x ≈ 800 for Gr = 1·108 . Only
pot,s
the losses of potential energy due to Stokes particle settling, Epart,LES
,
are quite close to the reference solutions in all LES.
Because only the largest flow structures contain notable amounts of
energy, all plotted energy contributions should ideally be close to the
corresponding DNS results, except for the energy losses due to viscous
kin,v
kin,v
dissipation, ELES
. Therefore, the differences between ELES
and the
reference energies E kin,v from the respective DNS have to be compenkin,v
sated by the SGS model, i.e. ELES
+ E kin,sgs should approximate E kin,v
as closely as possible. This is well rendered up to Pe ∆x ≈ 200 for both
configurations, as demonstrated in figure 5.6. When we plot these two
contributions relatively to each other (figure 5.7), we find that |E kin,sgs |
kin,v
exceeds |ELES
| beyond Pe ∆x ≈ 400.
For increasingly coarse grids, the viscous and diffusive terms in the
momentum and concentration transport equations, respectively, become
more and more negligible such that the SGS model has to take over
almost all energy dissipation and concentration diffusion. Obviously,
such simulations are controlled mostly by the SGS parameters, whereas
the influence of the Grashof and Schmidt numbers vanishes. This is well
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Figure 5.8: Temporal evolutions of the energy differences ELES
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E
for different resolutions (the symbols are specified in table 5.3). Left:
Gr = 5 · 106 ; right: Gr = 1 · 108 .

rendered by the simulations performed on the respective coarsest grids:
they yield nearly identical results although the Grashof numbers of the
two configurations differ significantly.
As stated in section 5.1, we identify a DNS by proving that |E kin,sgs |
pot
kin
and |ELES
+ ELES
− E kin − E pot | are sufficiently small. We find from
pot
kin
figures 5.6 & 5.8 that the magnitudes of E kin,sgs and ELES
+ ELES
−
kin
pot
E −E
are negligible below Pe ∆x ≈ 50, i.e. this is the boundary
between DNS and LES corresponding to our definition.
Flow details
To assess the LES results more qualitatively, we visualize isopycnal surfaces (cpart = 0.5) of the various LES for three representative times
t = 8, 12, 16 (depicted in figures 5.9 & 5.10). The results for Pe ∆x ≈ 100
are not shown as they are very close to the respective DNS results with
Pe ∆x ≈ 50.
Generally, the initial formations of the lobe-and-cleft instability are
rendered quite accurately for grid Péclet numbers up to Pe ∆x ≈ 200 in
both configurations. For increasingly coarse grids, the fronts appear to
be more unstable than in the reference DNS, leading to earlier formations
of ‘sharp’ clefts. Beyond Pe ∆x ≈ 200 for Gr = 5 · 106 and Pe ∆x ≈ 400
for Gr = 1 · 108 , the grids are not fine enough to resolve the lobeand-cleft instability anymore, such that also the spanwise spacings of
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Figure 5.9: Isopycnal surfaces (cpart = 0.5) of the particle concentrations at
times t = 8, 12, 16 for Gr = 5 · 106 and different resolutions, cf. table 5.3.

these structures are completely incorrect. The flows remain almost twodimensional on the coarsest grids. Similarly, the secondary instabilities
of the KH vortices behind the current heads are qualitatively acceptable
for grid Péclet numbers up to Pe ∆x ≈ 200 . . . 400. Beyond this resolution
quality, the ‘gaps’ between current heads and the ‘proximate wakes’ are
not present anymore (cf. the snapshots at t = 12, for instance).
As mentioned before, we assume that the boundary between DNS
and LES is located at about Pe ∆x ≈ 50. For this number, the concentration interfaces at the current noses are resolved with roughly 3∆x1
for Gr = 5 · 106 and 6∆x1 for Gr = 1 · 108 . Correspondingly, the interfaces can be resolved correctly only up to Pe ∆x ≈ 150 and Pe ∆x ≈ 300,
respectively. This indicates, together with the previous qualitative findings, that the resolution of these interfaces may be crucial for acceptably
good predictions of such flows.
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Figure 5.10: Isopycnal surfaces (cpart = 0.5) of the particle concentrations at
times t = 8, 12, 16 for Gr = 1 · 108 and different resolutions, cf. table 5.3.
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We return to the observation that the particle masses and potential
energies are larger for very coarse grids than for fine grids: the snapshots at t = 16 (figures 5.9 & 5.10) show that the particle spreading on
the ground is less pronounced and that the currents still have distinct
heads in both configurations. Similar to the respective integral quantities examined in the previous section, the isopycnal surfaces of both
configurations can only barely be distinguished for the largest grid Péclet
numbers. These observations demonstrate that such strongly underresolved simulations cannot yield meaningful results because the impact
of the physical parameters is almost negligible.
Finally, we address a small, but potentially important detail concerning the particle concentrations in particular: with increasingly coarse
resolutions, we observe strong artificial oscillations around (sharp) concentration interfaces (an example is given in figure 5.11). As explained
in appendix C, these oscillations are a result of the ‘sharpness’ of the
high-pass filter Fhp in spectral space for the presently used parameter
values. Particularly, these oscillations violate the physical bounds of the
particle concentration, 0 ≤ cpart ≤ 1. Their amplitudes increase with
the grid Péclet number Pe ∆x and with the relaxation factor χ (cf. also
the comments made in section 2.3.2). They easily exceed values of order one. These observations indicate that the RT model (5.9) with our
favored parameter settings is not able to fully regularize the LES equations, cf. appendix C. Nevertheless, these parameter values still lead to
overall better results than settings with which these oscillations are fully
suppressed (cf. appendix C).

5.3.3 Particle transport and settling in a model estuary
Our LES results for different channel and lock-exchange configurations
indicate that the RT model is capable of mimicking the corresponding
DNS results for grid Péclet numbers up to Pe ∆x ≈ 200 at a tolerable
error (this value is derived from the lock-exchange configurations). In
this regime, we can expect relatively good agreements between DNS and
LES with respect to certain flow features such as lobe-and-cleft structures
of a gravity-current head or secondary instabilities of KH billows. A good
agreement of integral quantities (such as masses or energies) is somewhat
less demanding, i.e. slightly larger Pe ∆x can be tolerated in this regard.
Concerning the reliability of the RT model, we found that some of
the parameter settings appear to be relatively unique, namely the stencil
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x2
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cpart

x1

Figure 5.11: Contour plot of the particle concentration cpart of a slice at x2 =
1.15 and t = 6 (Gr = 1 · 108 ; Pe ∆x ≈ 200). The contour is cut off for
cpart < 0 ∧ cpart > 1 (white) to visualize the high-wavenumber oscillations
caused by the insufficient grid resolution and/or regularization of the particle
transport equation.

width of the low-pass filter, n = 5, and the exponents Mlp = 1, Mhp =
6 for the successive low- and high-pass filter applications, respectively,
whereas the optimal values for the relaxation factor χ spread in a range
of χ ≈ 10 . . . 60. However, we also observed that the best choices for χ
were typically close to their lower stability limits (cf. section 5.2.3).
In a final test, we apply these findings to a LES of the model estuary
configuration with the largest Reynolds number investigated so far, Re =
4 000 (case G, cf. section 4.7 and table 4.3). Except for the coarser
LES resolution and the compact spatial discretization, the numerical
setup is exactly the same as for the reference DNS. Because the reference
DNS has a grid Péclet number of about Pe ∆x ≈ 60 (cf. equation (4.4))
we can coarsen the LES grid by a factor of about four in each spatial
direction and in time yielding Pe ∆x ≈ 240, i.e. the LES is performed
on N1 × N2 × N3 = 1 153 × 769 × 129 grid points in space. With this
choice, the resolution qualities of both the reference DNS and this LES
should be about the same as for the corresponding simulations of the two
lock-exchange flows with Grashof numbers Gr = 5 · 106 and Gr = 1 · 108 .
As before, we have to determine the unknown relaxation factors χ
iteratively: starting with χ = 10, we increase the relaxation factors for
the momentum and the two concentration transport equations simultaneously in increments of ten until the simulation runs stably. This is
attained with χ = 40 for the first time. The increment of ten is chosen because the LES results of the transitional/turbulent channel and
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Figure 5.12: Salt concentration csal around the freshwater inflow region at
t = 250 for LES and DNS of case G, cf. section 4.7 and table 4.3. Isopycnal
surfaces (gray): csal = 0.75. Lateral faces: white: csal = 0 (freshwater); black:
csal = 1 (saltwater).

lock-exchange flows were empirically found to be not very sensitive with
respect to such variations of χ (cf. sections 5.3.1 & 5.3.2).
As shown in figures 5.12, 5.13 & 5.14, the LES results for the freshwater/saltwater interaction as well as for the particle plumes compare
qualitatively well with the reference DNS, both for the initial transient
and for the statistically stationary state. The size of the plume, but
also the details of the initial finger/sheet convection state, are rendered
accurately in the LES. Note that the horizontal shape of the plume varies
somewhat during the statistically stationary state, such that differences
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Figure 5.13: Particle plume cpart during the initial sheet/finger convection
state for LES and DNS of case G, cf. section 4.7 and table 4.3. Isopycnal
surfaces (seen from below): cpart = 0.25. Slices: white: cpart = 0 (clear fluid);
black: cpart = 1 (maximum particle concentration).

in the respective snapshots should not be overrated.
s,eff
s,eff,1,2
Moreover, the integral quantities mpart (t), Upart
(t), hUpart
(x3 )i
1,2
and hdmpart (x3 )i match the DNS results relatively well (figure 5.15).
Only the horizontally integrated and time-averaged particle mass,
hdm1,2
part i, differs somewhat more, however, this could also be attributed
to the insufficiently large time averaging interval, 800 ≤ t ≤ 1 600 (cf. the
comments made in the beginning of section 4.7).
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Figure 5.14: Particle plume cpart during the statistically stationary state for
LES and DNS of case G, cf. section 4.7 and table 4.3. Isopycnal surfaces
(seen from below): cpart = 0.25. Slices: white: cpart = 0 (clear fluid); black:
cpart = 1 (maximum particle concentration).
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Figure 5.15: LES results (
) versus DNS results (
) of case G,
cf. table 4.3. A more detailed description is given in the caption of figure 4.22.

Chapter 6
Summary, conclusions and outlook

6.1

Overview

The primary aim of this work was to pave the way for high-fidelity numerical simulations of realistic (i.e. large-scale) multi-phase and particleladen flows as they are encountered in estuarine and oceanic environments. Of particular interest is the fate of suspended particles which are
transported with riverine freshwater to the ocean where they settle to
the ground and occasionally form turbidity currents.
To this end, we developed a numerical approach for the simulation of
such flows in canonical configurations. To predict genuine (large-scale)
flows correctly, the implementation of the approach must be able to scale
up to very high resolutions. In this regard, special attention was paid to
its implementation on modern massively-parallel supercomputer architectures. Moreover, the discretization needs to be sufficiently accurate
to yield an overall high efficiency. We thoroughly validated the implementation including Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) of transitional
and turbulent channel flows.
In a next step, we employed the solver for DNS of laboratory-scale
lock-exchange flows to validate the implementation of the particle model.
The high scalability of the solver permitted also a DNS of a configuration
with a much larger Grashof number which was, so far, only within reach
of Large-Eddy Simulations (LES).
After validating the implementation, we performed DNS of different laboratory-scale estuary flows with associated particle transport and
settling. The main objective was to better understand the relevant processes. For this purpose, we investigated two geometrically different configurations and studied the impact of various physical parameters on the
results. The presented high-fidelity simulations are (to our knowledge)
the first of their kind.
To permit simulations of more realistic flows by means of LES, we
implemented different subgrid-scale (SGS) models into the simulation
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code. These models had to be adapted to the governing equations used to
describe suspended particles and/or other concentrations. We assessed
the ability of the Relaxation-Term (RT) model (Schlatter, 2005; Schlatter
et al., 2004a,b) to predict the aforementioned flows both accurately and
reliably by studying systematically the influence of the various model
parameters on the results.
The different stages of the present work are summarized and concluded in the following sections in more detail.

6.2

Numerical solution of the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations

The newly developed high-fidelity simulation code (called ‘IMPACT’)
was designed for the application to large three-dimensional flow problems described by the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations. The targeted high eﬃciency of the implementation requires a high scalability
on modern massively parallel supercomputers and a high discretization
accuracy at limited numerical costs.
Regarding the parallel scalability, we focused especially on good weak
scaling properties on computers with torus or mesh networks, as explained in section 2.2. We found that it is advantageous to employ a
static data decomposition in all three spatial directions together with
a so-called local discretization and iterative solvers based on multigrid
(MG) to handle the linear problems arising from the continuity constraint (cf. section 2.2).

6.2.1 Discretization
We selected a set of explicit high-order finite-difference schemes on staggered grids for the spatial discretization. These schemes yield accurate
results at moderate computational cost and require only relatively low
amounts of communication between the processors. This approach is
typically employed for DNS. Alternatively, compact finite differences
(offering higher discretization accuracy for the price of a poorer parallel scalability) are implemented as well. They are used only for LES.
A semi-implicit time integration scheme (Crank–Nicolson together with
a three-stage, third-order accurate Runge–Kutta approach (CN-RK3))
eliminates the restrictive viscous limitation of the time step size which
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is sometimes encountered in DNS. Purely explicit Runge–Kutta time integration (RK3) is also available as it is more accurate and can also be
more efficient (cf. sections 2.3.1, 2.6, 2.7 & 5.3), especially for LES.
We validated the discretization carefully by testing the convergence
orders in space and time and by simulating an eigenmode of a plane channel flow. Moreover, the implementation was validated against two different pseudospectral solvers applied to two different transitional/turbulent
channel flows.

6.2.2 Iterative solution
In the more general case of semi-implicit time integration, the solutions
for velocity and pressure are coupled by a large system of linear equations
in each Runge–Kutta sub-time step. To solve such problems for large
numbers of grid points, arbitrary discretizations and geometries, we can
apply only iterative solvers (provided that the discretization yields sparse
matrices). Generally, we can simplify and enhance the iterative solution
significantly by forming the Schur complement for the pressure. Because
the resulting pressure equation is not sparse, we can formulate the Schur
complement only implicitly.
For this reason, our choice of a solver is limited to Krylov subspace
methods. Since the pressure equation is typically poorly conditioned,
we have to employ an efficient preconditioner in order to reduce the
solution complexity, independent of the particular (primary) solver. Because the iterative solution of the pressure problems is usually the by
far most expensive part of a numerical solution, the choice of the preconditioner is crucial for the overall efficiency of the simulation code. In
this work, we prefer the commutation-based preconditioner by Elman
(1999) which apparently has not been used before for time-dependent
incompressible flows. We found that this preconditioner performs better than the simpler Laplace preconditioner of Brüger et al. (2005). All
preconditioners discussed in this work have in common that the pressure
iteration convergences only if the parameter ζ ∼ ∆t/(Re∆x2 ) (used to
characterize the discrete Helmholtz and pressure(-Poisson) operators) is
sufficiently small. Nevertheless, the commutation-based preconditioner
performs sufficiently well in most cases to permit the application of a
simple Richardson iteration as primary solver to the pressure problems.
If necessary, it can be replaced easily by a more sophisticated Krylov subspace solver such as BiCGstab, QMR or GMRES (Greenbaum, 1997).
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The action of the preconditioner to the pressure equation requires
the solution of secondary linear problems which are of Helmholtz- and
Poisson-type for the aforementioned preconditioners. In contrast to the
original pressure problem, the corresponding systems of linear equations
are now directly accessible which simplifies their (iterative) solution significantly. To obtain a fast solver for massively parallel architectures, we
solve these problems with the Krylov subspace method BiCGstab and
MG preconditioning. However, the Helmholtz equations are often sufficiently well conditioned such that their preconditioning can be omitted.
In contrast to direct solvers, iterative methods permit the termination of the solution procedure at a given level of accuracy. We exploit
this feature to reduce the overall computational costs because not all
(sub-)problems need to be solved very accurately (e.g. the sub-problems
within the preconditioner). The relations between the termination criteria for the cascaded iterative solvers were derived in section 2.4.4 &
2.4.5 and shown to be effective in section 2.5.2.
For purely explicit time integration, the solution procedure described
above reduces to the solution of a single Poisson-type equation in each
sub-time step. Therefore, the solution for a single sub-time step is usually obtained more rapidly with such schemes. On the other hand, the
overall time to compute one time unit also depends on the maximum time
step size which is dictated by the stability limit of the respective time
integration scheme. We demonstrated in section 2.6 for different turbulent channel flows that the semi-implicit CN-RK3 method can be faster
than the explicit RK3 scheme, especially if very fine and/or strongly
stretched grids are employed (for given Reynolds numbers). However,
this may not apply if the accuracy of the solution is considered as well.
Finally, we conducted a number of test simulations of pseudoturbulent channel flow to assess the parallel performance of our implementation. The largest simulation involved up to N1 N2 N3 ≈ 1.52 · 1011
grid points and was carried out on 21 504 processor cores at an aggregate computational performance of about 20 Tflop/s. The test series
were limited by the size of available computing platform and not by the
scalability of the simulation code. The results revealed a very good weak
scalability of the solver which was a main objective in its design. Particularly, the computational complexity was found to be almost exactly
as predicted by theory (indicated by the constant convergence rates)
and also the communication complexity was close to our theoretical considerations (indicated by the almost constant elapsed times for solving
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the test problems), although we were not able to map the subdomains
in an ideal/optimal fashion to the network nodes for technical reasons.
Moreover, the solver demonstrated excellent strong scaling capabilities
for more than approximately 2 · 105 grid points per processor core. This
lower limit is sufficiently small for most practical applications.

6.3

Direct Numerical Simulation of lock-exchange
flows

To permit simulations of multi-phase flows in the Boussinesq limit, we extended the simulation code by discrete advection-diffusion equations for
an arbitrary number of (particle) concentrations. Besides this Eulerian
approach, also a Lagrangian particle model was implemented; however,
it was not used within this work. We employed the extended solver for
DNS of different lock-exchange flows which belong to a well-established
category of idealized particle-driven gravity currents.
We conducted three three-dimensional DNS which differed from previous simulations mainly in the initial conditions and/or in the Grashof
numbers Gr . The governing equations, boundary conditions and characteristic parameters were taken from the work of Necker et al. (2002,
2005). To validate the implementation against the first reference (Gr =
5 · 106 ), we compared different integral quantities, namely the spanwiseaveraged front positions, the total masses of suspended particles and
various energy contributions. Additionally, we checked if the integral
quantities show the correct asymptotic behavior directly after lock release.
Generally, some of our results agreed only poorly with the reference
solution. We tentatively attributed this to the vaguely described initial
condition employed in the reference study. To quantify the impact of
the initial condition, we studied its influence in a second simulation using a slightly modified setup. The results demonstrated that only a few
integral measures were affected by this change (mainly the total kinetic
energy and the energy losses due to viscous dissipation), whereas others
remained almost identical to our first simulation. On the other hand,
our numerical approach and its implementation were able to demonstrate a very accurate conservation of total mass of suspended particles
and of total energy over time. Moreover, the time derivatives of the
various integral quantities at lock release matched the theoretical values. Therefore, we concluded that our implementation is correct. This
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is strengthened by the fact that our results compare at least qualitatively
well with the reference solution (e.g. snapshots of isopycnal surfaces at
different times).
In a final simulation, we strongly increased the Grashof number to
Gr = 1 · 108 . So far, such simulations were only feasible either by means
of LES (Ooi et al., 2009) or by a restriction to two-dimensional flows
(Härtel et al., 2000a). Compared to flows with smaller Grashof numbers,
we found that the front of the current propagates faster due to a more
efficient conversion of potential energy to kinetic energy. More qualitatively, we observed that the height of the current nose above the bottom
decreases with increasing Grashof number, which is in good quantitative agreement with the results of Härtel et al. (2000a). Finally, the
spanwise stability of the current head revealed much larger disturbance
wavenumbers and growth rates compared to the previous simulations,
as expected from predictions by linear stability analysis (Härtel et al.,
2000b). The measured wavelength of the fastest growing mode matched
these predictions very well also quantitatively.

6.4

Direct Numerical Simulation of particle transport and settling in model estuaries

After validating the implementation of our numerical approach, we used
the simulation code for some first highly resolved numerical simulations
of laboratory-scale estuary flows with associated particle transport and
settling processes. The results were obtained by DNS to ensure an accurate and reliable representation of the basic effects. The main objective
of this study was to shed more light on the mixing of freshwater with
ambient saltwater, the transport of suspended particles and the impact
of turbulence on the effective settling speed of the particles. The results
were compared qualitatively with experimental findings, especially with
the results of McCool & Parsons (2004).
To this end, we first introduced two typical flow configurations along
with the relevant flow parameters. Typical values for these parameters
were discussed and their implications on the governing equations and on
the numerical approach were investigated. To permit high-resolution numerical simulations of the targeted flow configurations and to distinguish
between competing effects (cf. the discussion on particle settling enhancing effects in section 4.2, for instance), we introduced a number of simplifications in the mathematical model for the particle suspension and in
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the configuration. Most of our assumptions were straightforward (e.g. a
non-deformable water surface, advective outflow boundaries, Boussinesq
approximation, higher diffusivities of the salinity and the particle suspension) and can be expected to influence the results only marginally.
On the other hand, we also neglected the inertia of individual particles
and kept only their buoyancy (expressed by the Stokes settling velocity
s
Upart
and by the Richardson number of the particle suspension, Ri part ).
To justify this assumption, we performed an a posteriori check of our
results which indicated that particle inertia most likely has only a small
influence on the results in the relevant spatial regions.

6.4.1 General observations and explanations
To better understand the particle transport phenomena in general, we
conducted two simulations differing only in the geometry of the model
configuration (cf. figure 4.1), but not in the characteristic parameters:
the first (‘open basin’) was geometrically close to a realistic estuary which
permits lateral spreading of the flow, whereas the lateral spreading was
prohibited in the second configuration (‘confined channel’). To enhance
convective mixing of the different species, we triggered Kelvin–Helmholtz
(KH) vortices in the freshwater/saltwater interface using appropriate
inflow profiles. We found at least for the open basin that these KH
waves collapse farther downstream and provide a source of turbulent
motion.
Generally, the basic particle settling mechanisms of the experiments
conducted by Maxworthy (1999); McCool & Parsons (2004); Parsons
et al. (2001) were observed in our simulations as well, i.e. sheet/finger
settling convection and turbulence-enhanced particle settling. Furthermore, we found increases of the effective particle settling speeds (exs,eff
s,eff,1,2
pressed by the velocities Upart
and Upart
, cf. section 4.5.3) which were
roughly on the same order as in the laboratory measurements. Particularly, we observed transient settling speed increases of up to 500% for
the open basin and of up to 150% for the confined channel (in a later
parameter study for the open basin, we even found increases of up to
about 800%, cf. section 4.7). As soon as the flows reached their statistically stationary states, these numbers dropped to 20–50% for the open
basin and to essentially zero for the confined channel. However, we emphasize that the numbers for the statistically stationary states cannot
be compared directly with the laboratory experiments, simply because
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such states were not attained in these studies.
Because not only the increase of the particle settling speed but also
the turbulence intensity was larger overall in the open basin, we can
confirm that the effective particle settling speed correlates with the turbulence intensity. However, we have to stress that this is not related to
the inertia of individual particles, as this effect was not considered in our
simulations. For homogeneous (isotropic) turbulence, for instance, particle inertia is an essential feature for sustained settling speed increases
(Maxey et al., 1997), as demonstrated in different numerical and laboratory studies (cf. Aliseda et al., 2002; Bosse et al., 2006; Wang & Maxey,
1993). This matches our findings for the confined channel where no sustained settling enhancement was observed. Nevertheless, the results for
the open basin clearly showed that particle inertia is not the only relevant model feature for yielding increased effective particle settling speeds
(at least in this particular configuration).
Apart from the smaller turbulence intensity, we observed that the
mixing of the particle plume with clear ambient fluid is much less pronounced in the confined channel because the separation/contact area
between clear and particle-laden fluid is much smaller than in the open
basin. Therefore, the particle suspension in the confined channel is locally much more homogeneous such that the potential energy of the particle suspension cannot be released into additional kinetic energy, i.e. a
settling velocity larger than the Stokes settling velocity is not feasible. In
such cases, particle inertia could lead to a self-sustaining heterogeneous
particle distribution and thus to an enhanced particle settling.
Therefore, we conclude that particle settling speeds larger than the
Stokes settling speed can only be achieved if local concentration gradients
are maintained in the particle suspension. To provide such gradients in
the absence of particle inertia, particle-laden fluid needs to be mixed
convectively with clear ambient fluid. The convective motion can be
provided by turbulence.

6.4.2 Parameter study
After identifying the basic particle transport and settling mechanisms,
we investigated the influence of different parameters on the results for
the open basin configuration. The high numerical costs of these simulations prohibited the variation of all parameters involved such that we
limited ourselves to those parameters from which we expected a signifi-
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cant impact: the Reynolds number Re, the particle Richardson number
s
Ri part and the Stokes particle settling velocity Upart
.
Generally, the simulations demonstrated that all parameters have a
strong influence on the particle distribution in the basin, however, in
different ways: the Reynolds number Re controlled mainly the range
of length and time scales in the basin (as one would expect). Particularly, we found for the initial transient that the sizes of sheets and fingers
decreased with respect to the largest scales (e.g. to the near-surface particle plume) with increasing Re. The largest scales were not significantly
affected on the average for Re & 1 500. Also the particle Richardson
number Ri part influenced the form and size of the sheets and fingers notably during the initial transient. Moreover, the expansion of the particle
plume in direction 1 (cf. figure 4.1) strongly increased, whereas its lateral
size (direction 2) decreased with increasing Ri part . At the same time,
the distinct near-surface particle plume almost vanished for the largest
particle Richardson number investigated, Ri part = 0.2. The Stokes pars
ticle settling velocity Upart
mainly determined the horizontal expansion
s
of the particle plume: ‘lighter’ particles with small Upart
are transported
farther away from the inflow than heavier ones, i.e. the particles settle
earlier and closer to the inlet.
More quantitatively, we found that the total mass of suspended partis
cles increased with decreasing Stokes particle settling velocity Upart
and
increasing particle Richardson number Ri part . The same was observed
for decreasing Reynolds numbers Re, although this parameter was much
less influential than the previous ones. Additionally, we observed that
larger particle Richardson numbers lead to a growing low-frequency oscillation of the total mass of suspended particles in time.
The parameter with the strongest influence on the effective particle
s
settling velocity was the Stokes settling velocity Upart
. The settling is
s
effectively enhanced for larger Upart because the particles remain closer
to the inflow region where they face more intense turbulent motion.
The other parameters (i.e. Reynolds and particle Richardson number)
influenced the effective particle settling velocity significantly only during
the initial transient, whereas their impact in the statistically stationary
state regimes was much smaller.
Generally, none of the vertical profiles of the horizontally avers,eff,1,2
aged/integrated quantities Upart
and dm1,2
part (cf. sections 4.5.3 and
4.5.4, respectively) showed a distinct ‘flat’ section between water surface and bottom. This indicates that the results are strongly influenced
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by the limited water depth. Therefore, it might be interesting to check
whether an increased depth can further increase the effective particle
settling speed. Particularly, one can expect that the particle Richardson number will become more important in this regard. It represents the
buoyancy of the particle suspension and enters the characteristic settling
velocity of the suspension (estimates are given by Hoyal et al., 1999a,b,
for instance). This velocity can be much larger than the settling speed
s
of individual particles in still fluid, Upart
.
Especially the relatively weak dependence of the results on the
Reynolds number indicates that it might be sufficient to study fundamental questions using model configurations of only laboratory scale. This
could be useful if only the larger scales of the average particle plume
are of interest because these structures seem to converge to a ‘unique’
result with increasing Reynolds number. Moreover, this observation indicates that LES (where the smallest scales are not resolved) might be
well applicable to larger and thus more realistic configurations which are
associated with larger Reynolds numbers. However, these conclusions
are only preliminary and these issues should be investigated in more
detail.

6.5

Large-Eddy Simulation of (particle-laden) multiphase flows

To permit accurate predictions of large-scale flows which are out of reach
of DNS, or, vice versa, to lower the computational costs for accurate
flow simulations which are usually performed with DNS, it is necessary
to develop a suitable LES approach.
Generally, a LES model should be able to reproduce reference results
obtained from DNS or laboratory experiments at a sufficiently small error. If the model has this ability, we get accurate results by adjusting the
model parameters with respect to the particular flow configuration and
grid resolution. Because we want to apply the LES approach especially
to configurations for which we do not have any reference results, the SGS
model has to be reliable and thus robust at the same time. Therefore,
the ‘right’ settings for the model parameters must be known beforehand
which implies that they must be either ‘unique’ or follow at least some
heuristic relation.
To this end, we tried to reproduce some of our DNS results by means
of LES using notably coarser grids compared to those of the respec-
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tive DNS. From a number of different SGS models implemented in the
IMPACT simulation code, we investigated only the RT model (cf. section 5.2) in more detail. We applied this LES approach to the two
transitional/turbulent channel flows from section 2.5.4 and to two lockexchange flows from chapter 3. With the findings derived from these
studies, we conducted also a test LES of a model estuary flow with associated particle transport and settling which was taken from section
4.7.

6.5.1 Parameter settings
Generally, we found that the RT model yields accurate results for grid
resolutions that are coarser by a factor of about four in each spatial (and
thus also in the temporal) direction compared to just sufficiently resolved
reference DNS. In this context, ‘just sufficiently resolved’ means that the
grid resolutions are just fine enough to resolve also the dissipative scales
(but not much finer). However, such coarsening factors were only feasible
in combination with a highly accurate spatial discretization, especially
for the advective terms. To this end, we replaced the sixth-order explicit
finite differences (d3 scheme, cf. section 2.3.2 and table 2.3) used for all
previous DNS by tenth-order compact finite differences (cf. section 2.3.2
and appendix D).
These conclusions were drawn after testing a large number of different parameter values for the relaxation factor χ, for the stencil width
n of the low-pass filter Flp , and for the exponents Mlp and Mhp which
are applied to the low- and high-pass filter, respectively. Regarding the
reliability of the results, we observed that some of these model parameters can be chosen consistently for the different configurations, namely
n = 5, Mlp = 1 and Mhp = 6. However, the relaxation factor χ had
to be adjusted individually. Generally, it is constrained by a lower stability limit below which the dissipation of (kinetic) energy is insufficient
yielding unphysical solutions. If the SGS model is integrated explicitly
in time, an approximate upper limit for χ is imposed by the quotient of
the stability limit of the time integration scheme and the time step size
∆t. We found empirically that the best results are obtained for χ ‘close’
to the lower constraint, i.e. for a minimal influence of the SGS model.
Moreover, these results appeared to be not very sensitive to increases
of χ by up to about ten. For the present flow configurations, the optimal values for χ varied in a range of χ ≈ 10 . . . 60 which indicates that
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an individual adjustment of χ to a given simulation setup (i.e. to the
specific flow configuration, grid resolution, Reynolds/Grashof, Schmidt
number(s), etc.) is necessary.
Provided that these findings apply also to other numerical setups, the
RT model appears to be both accurate and (to some extent) also reliable. In practice, however, we have to cope with two problems: First, the
lower stability constraint of the relaxation factor χ is usually not known
beforehand such that we need to determine it iteratively by running several LES of a given configuration until accurate and reliable LES results
are obtained. A possible remedy for this problem could be an appropriate dynamic procedure which computes χ automatically (e.g., Schlatter,
2005; Schlatter et al., 2004a or Pierce, 2001 for the Smagorinsky model).
However, such approaches were not tested in the present work such that
we cannot judge if they can provide sufficiently high levels of accuracy
and reliability. The second problem arises from the grid resolution near
boundaries which plays an important role for the quality of the LES results as well. Similar to the lower limit for χ, the optimal grid resolution
is usually not known in advance and has to be adjusted iteratively for a
given flow problem.
Finally, we should emphasize that the Schmidt numbers used in this
work were varied only in a very small range (i.e., Sc = 1, 2) such that
the parameter settings mentioned above may not apply to configurations
with Schmidt numbers much different from unity (cf. also Hickel et al.,
2007).

6.5.2 Resolution requirements
Generally, we found that all larger flow features of the lock-exchange
flows were well rendered (compared to DNS results) for grid Péclet numbers up to Pe ∆x ≈ 200. This empirical result was not disproved by
the test LES of the model estuary configuration. Moreover, the various integral quantities matched the reference results quite well, even for
somewhat larger grid Péclet numbers. However, the SGS dissipation still
played a lesser role than the viscous dissipation in the aforementioned
grid Péclet number regime. This reflects the fact that only rather small
portions of the full wavenumber spectra were actually cut off by the
primary grid filters.
An important aspect concerns the propagation velocity of the lockexchange flows, dxft
1 /dt: when we decreased the grid resolutions, we
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observed significant decreases of the propagation velocity, independent
of the particular parameter values for the SGS model. We can conclude
that very strong grid coarsenings for given (high) Grashof and Schmidt
numbers (as done by Ooi et al., 2009, for instance) can lead to relatively
large errors in the prediction of the front velocities.
Generally, the spatial resolutions corresponding to Pe ∆x ≈ 200 were
just able to resolve the concentration interfaces at the heads of the lockexchange flows. Although we did not further investigate this issue, this
observation indicates that it might be mandatory to resolve these interfaces for a sufficiently accurate representation of the lobe-and-cleft
instability, the break-up of the KH vortices and for a correct prediction
of the front velocity.
Finally, we observed strong artificial oscillations in the vicinity of
concentration interfaces when using the RT model. Apparently, the RT
model with the parameter settings mentioned before is not able to fully
regularize (cf. appendix C) the filtered equations. As a result, the concentrations violate their physical bounds significantly. Generally, the
amplitudes of these oscillations grow with the grid Péclet number and
with the relaxation factor χ.

6.5.3 Solution complexity
As already mentioned, reductions of the number of grid points by a factor
of about four in each spatial direction and in time compared to just sufficiently resolved DNS are feasible for accurate and reliable LES. Because
we need to determine the relaxation factor(s) χ iteratively, typically
more than one LES of a given flow configuration has to be conducted.
Moreover, the presented LES results were obtained with a compact finitedifference discretization in space in place of an explicit (finite-difference)
discretization. While offering much higher accuracy, these schemes are
also computationally more costly than explicit schemes. Since the complexity of compact finite difference discretizations is higher on massively
parallel computers than that of explicit discretizations (cf. section 2.2),
the actual costs increase also with the number of processors.
Therefore, we can conclude that the overall solution complexity
(i.e. the scaling of the numerical costs with certain flow parameters
such as Re and Sc) of a given flow problem is not reduced compared
to DNS. Moreover, the higher complexity of compact finite difference
discretizations (on massively parallel computers) may lead to an even
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higher overall solution complexity of LES compared to DNS performed
with explicit finite differences. Although total reductions of the computational costs to 1–2% of those of just sufficiently resolved DNS were
obtained for the present configurations, the gains can be expected to
decrease for higher resolutions and much larger numbers of processors.
At a certain point, such LES will become even more expensive than the
respective DNS. Nevertheless, we should also keep in mind that this conclusion may apply only to our simulations performed on Cartesian grids.
The complexity analysis may give different results if more sophisticated
grid refinements were employed using (partially) unstructured grids, for
instance.

6.6

Outlook

In this work, we focused separately on the particle transport and settling
in estuaries and on gravity currents that develop at the ocean floors. We
used strongly idealized model configurations which, however, may not be
representative (apart from their far too small scale) for realistic scenarios.
For instance, it remains unclear whether or not the water depth and the
specific bathymetry play significant roles for the particle settling and
also for the deposition profile on the ground. Particularly, the freshwater inlets in our configurations were established with some distance
above the bottoms although there is usually a smooth transition from
a river bed to the continental shelf. Also an inclination of the ground
(as found on continental shelves) and the absolute water depth can be
expected to be important factors for the particle settling and deposition.
Therefore, we cannot answer the question if the particle supply from a
river is actually able to provide sufficiently large amounts of sediment
to continuously feed bottom-propagating turbidity currents. Moreover,
the specific bathymetry can be expected to have a large impact also
on the formation and evolution of a turbidity current on the ground,
particularly in the case of a submarine canyon.
As these phenomena are not directly observable in reality, extended
and improved numerical simulations could give more evidence for their
existence and could ultimately help to better understand them. Particularly, it is highly desirable to simulate both phenomena simultaneously
in a single configuration. The implementation of ‘weak’ changes in the
bathymetry requires the extension of the numerical approach and the
simulation code to curvilinear coordinates (e.g. Brüger et al., 2005), for
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instance. For more general bathymetries, this method is not applicable
anymore as it would lead to strongly distorted grids and other methods
have to be favored, e.g. the immersed boundary method (Peskin, 2002)
or the immersed interface approach (LeVeque & Li, 1994). In either case,
these techniques cannot avoid unnecessarily high spatial resolutions in
regions where this is not required (e.g. close to the outflow boundaries in
the open basin configurations, cf. figure 4.1). Therefore, a combination of
the aforementioned discretization techniques with at least partially unstructured grids has to be employed to save substantial computational
effort.
As simulations of more realistic flows are only feasible by means
of LES, the discretization needs to be of very high accuracy (cf. sections 2.3.2 & 5.3). This indicates that the proposed changes to the
grid topology are not straightforward to achieve. Moreover, the modified simulation code must be able to run efficiently on massively parallel
(super-)computers on which unstructured grids can introduce scalability
and/or load-balancing problems. This is attributed to the fact that minimizing the communication path lengths on such computers requires an
appropriate mapping of the subdomains to the network nodes (cf. section 2.2.1). This can be challenging because many network topologies
are of mesh- or torus-type, i.e. the data decomposition in subdomains
needs to be performed in a similar fashion.
Concerning the discretization, compact finite-differences (which were
used for all LES in this work) cannot be employed for higher resolved
flow configurations due to their unfavorable parallel scalability (cf. section 2.2). To permit efficient LES of large-scale flows on massively parallel (super-)computers, we have to replace them by appropriate explicit
approaches. Because standard finite differences (cf. section 2.3.2) are too
inefficient for LES, it may be advisable to switch to optimized explicit
schemes (e.g. Bogey & Bailly, 2004) or to a spectral element discretization (e.g. Tufo & Fischer, 1999), for instance.
On the modeling side, the presently used particle model should be
investigated and validated in more detail for the applications studied in
this work, as it considers only the buoyancy of the particles. It might
be necessary to take also other effects into account, e.g. particle inertia, particle-particle collisions and/or flocculation (cf. also the review of
Meiburg & Kneller, 2010). Particle inertia can increase the heterogeneity
of a suspension under the influence of turbulence which enhances its convective transport in the direction of gravity (Aliseda et al., 2002; Maxey
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et al., 1997). The flocculation of particles leads directly to larger Stokes
settling speeds and particle-particle collisions are often a crucial feature
of bottom-propagating gravity currents. Generally, these effects are best
described in a Lagrangian framework which, however, may significantly
increase the computational effort of a numerical simulation. Therefore,
other mathematical models based on Eulerian approaches should be considered as well, e.g. the so-called two-ﬂuid approach (Elghobashi, 1994).
For the bottom-propagating gravity currents, it might be important
to incorporate the effects of erosion and resuspension. These effects were
already modeled and studied in previous works (e.g. Blanchette et al.,
2005) and should be employed in future simulations as well, as there is
some evidence that they can alter the flow evolution significantly. Finally, the influence of other large-scale phenomena such as Coriolis forces,
tidal currents, wind-induced stresses and other ambient alongshore currents should also be taken into account to ‘complete’ the numerical model
of particle transport processes in estuarine environments.

Appendix A
Governing equations and approximations
A well-established mathematical model for the physics investigated
in this work is given by the following set of partial differential equations
(note that volume forces f u are split into feed-back forces, f u,fb , and
other forces, f u,other, as explained below),
∇ · u = 0,

=f u

}|
{
z
D
1
(1 + Γ)u = −∇p +
∆u + f u,fb + f u,other
Dt
Re
1
Dci
∆ci + fic , i = 1, 2, . . . , Mconc,
=
Dt
Re Sc i
dvj
1
(u(yj ) − vj + Ujs ξ g ),
=
dt
St j
dyj
= vj , j = 1, 2, . . . , Mgrain .
dt

(A.1a)
(A.1b)
(A.1c)
(A.1d)
(A.1e)

Equations (A.1a) & (A.1b) describe the motion of the incompressible
carrier fluid, equation (A.1c) the advection and diffusion of Mconc concentrations (e.g. salinity), and equations (A.1d) & (A.1e) the motion of
Mgrain individual particles which are assumed to be small and heavy
(Ferrante & Elghobashi, 2003). Moreover, the particle volume fractions
are required to be sufficiently small.
We consider couplings between the equations (A.1) by variations of
the fluid density, represented by the variable Γ, and/or by feed-back
forces acting on the carrier fluid, f u,fb. They are given by the algebraic
equations (the operator F is introduced later)
Γ = Fr 2

M
conc
X

Ri i ci ,

(A.2a)

i=1

f u,fb = ξ g

M
conc
X
i=1

Ri i ci +

Mgrain

X
j=1

Fj (x − yj )

φ̺j
(vj − u),
St j

(A.2b)

where the density ratio φ̺j between the particle with index j and the
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carrier fluid is defined as
φ̺j =

̺˘grain,j
,
̺˘

(A.3)

j = 1, 2, . . . , Mgrain .

Note that ̺˘ approximates the effective fluid density (1 + Γ)˘
̺ in this
equation, i.e. we implicitly assume Γ ≪ 1 at this point (cf. also section
A.2). Other effects that can be neglected in this work are already omitted
in equations (A.1) & (A.2) (e.g. additional particle forces; cf. Maxey &
Riley, 1983, and Kubik, 2007, for extended overviews).
With the reduced gravitational accelerations of the concentrations ci
(˘
̺i is the density of the carrier fluid with reference concentration C̆i ),


̺˘i
r
− 1 ğ, i = 1, 2, . . . , Mconc ,
(A.4)
ği =
̺˘
the physics modeled by equations (A.1) & (A.2) is fully characterized by
the nondimensional parameters
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(A.5)

j = 1, 2, . . . , Mgrain ,
where Re denotes the Reynolds number, Fr the Froude number, Sc i and
Ri i the Schmidt and the Richardson number, respectively, of the concentration with index i. Moreover, St j and Ujs stand for the particle
Stokes number and the nondimensional settling velocity (scalar, in gravity direction ξ g ), respectively, of the particle with index j. Note that
other volume forces f u,other and concentration sources f c may introduce
additional characteristic parameters; however, this does not apply in this
work.
The number of independent characteristic parameters, 2(1 + Mconc +
Mgrain ), is consistent with the Buckingham Π theorem: if we consider
length and time as the physical units of the dimensional forms of equations (A.1) & (A.2), we have 4 + 2(Mconc + Mgrain ) reference quantities
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(presently, length L̆, fluid velocity Ŭ , kinematic fluid viscosity ν̆, gravitational acceleration ğ, Mconc reduced gravitational accelerations ğir and
concentration diffusivities D̆i , Mgrain particle-to-fluid density ratios φ̺j
and particle radii r̆grain,j ). Generally, we could consider also mass as a
physical unit requiring an additional reference quantity such as the fluid
density ̺˘, for instance. If we have only one particle species, the system
can be characterized by 5 + 2Mconc independent characteristic parameters, e.g. Re, Fr , Sc i , Ri i (i = 1, 2, . . . , Mconc ), St, U s and Mgrain .
The transition between the Eulerian description in equations (A.1a),
(A.1b) & (A.1c) and Lagrangian particles, equations (A.1d) & (A.1e),
is realized by appropriate weighting/filter functions F (x). ‘Appropriate’
refers to the properties
Fj (±∞) = 0,

max Fj (x) = Fj (0),
x

Z

Ω

Fj (x)dV = Vgrain,j ,

j = 1, 2, . . . , Mgrain ,

(A.6)

3
where Vgrain = 4πrgrain
/3 denotes the volume of the (spherical) particle. As an example, the function Fj (x)/Vgrain,j equals the Dirac delta
function if the particle with index j is modeled as a point particle with
radius zero. Moreover, the identity
Mgrain

Mgrain ≡

X
j=1

1
Vgrain,j

Z

Ω

Fj (x − yj )dV ≥ 0

(A.7)

applies to the number of discrete particles, Mgrain , suspended in the
spatial domain Ω (for later use).

A.1

Negligible particle inertia

For decreasing particle inertia and thus for decreasing particle Stokes
numbers St , particles react increasingly fast to the fluid motion, i.e. the
particle velocity v converges towards u(y) + U s ξ g and the particle acceleration v̇ towards the fluid acceleration Du(y)/Dt (provided that
U s = const.). For sufficiently small St, we can assume an instantaneous particle reaction to the imposed forces, i.e. equation (A.1d) can
be approximated by
vj = u(yj ) + Ujs ξ g ,

j = 1, 2, . . . , Mgrain .

(A.8)
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Note that equation (A.8) does not derive from equation (A.1d) by setting
St = 0 because U s also depends on St according to the definitions (A.5).
The approach (A.8) has the technical advantage that it is an algebraic
equation and therefore much cheaper to solve than the original differential equation (A.1d). Additionally, it does not impose a limitation on
the time step size ∆t (which arises from an explicit time integration of
equation (A.1d)). This can be crucial especially for small St.
If equation (A.8) is used in place of equation (A.1d), it is convenient to change from the Lagrangian particle description to an Eulerian
framework. On the average, both approaches are equivalent for the flow
evolution; however, all information about the fate of individual particles
is lost in the Eulerian description. For the transition, we define the particle concentration cipart of a particle species with index i = 1, 2, . . . , Mspec
as the differential number of particles per volume,
cipart =

1

i
dMgrain

i
C̆part

dV̆

=

1
φV,i

i
Mgrain

X
j=1

F i (x − yji ) ≥ 0,
i = 1, 2, . . . , Mspec, (A.9)

which is derived from equation (A.7). The number of particles belonging
i
i
to species i is denoted as Mgrain
, the reference concentration as C̆part
,
i
the position of the particle with index j as yj and the respective filter
as F i . Moreover, the reference particle volume fraction is defined as
i
i
φV,i = C̆part
V̆grain
,

i = 1, 2, . . . , Mspec ,

(A.10)

i
where V̆grain
is the volume of each particle from species i. Using approximation (A.8), the particle feed-back force (A.2b) simplifies to


Mspec
M
conc
X
X
i
Ri part cipart 
(A.11)
f u,fb = ξ g 
Ri i ci +
i=1

i=1

with the Richardson numbers
Ri ipart =

r,i
ğpart
L̆

Ŭ 2

,

i = 1, 2, . . . , Mspec,

(A.12)

and the reduced gravitational accelerations (φ̺,i denotes the particle-tofluid density ratio of species i)
r,i
ğpart
= (φ̺,i − 1)ğφV,i ,

i = 1, 2, . . . , Mspec.

(A.13)
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Although we neglect the inertia of individual particles, the density differences between clear and particle-laden fluid still impose inertial forces
on the fluid. Therefore, we have to consider the particle concentrations
cipart in the variation of the fluid density, i.e. equation (A.2a) reads


Mspec
M
conc
X
X
Ri ipart cipart 
(A.14)
Ri i ci +
Γ = Fr 2 
i=1

i=1

for this approach.
The spatial and temporal evolution of particle concentration cipart is
given by
∂cipart
s,i
+ (u + Upart
ξ g ) · ∇cipart = 0,
∂t

i = 1, 2, . . . , Mspec,

(A.15)

s,i
with the Stokes settling velocity Upart
of the particle species with index
i. This is the Eulerian equivalent to equations (A.1e) & (A.8) for the
Lagrangian particle tracking. Note that it is often necessary to add a
diffusion/regularization term to the right-hand side of equation (A.15) to
permit a stable numerical solution. Such measures might be interpreted
as ‘natural’ particle diffusion, e.g. due to Brownian motion. A diffusive term can be easily established by a Laplacian (as done in equation
(A.1c)) for which the transport equation (A.15) takes the form

∂cipart
1
s,i
+ (u + Upart
ξ g ) · ∇cipart =
∆cipart ,
∂t
Re Sc ipart
i = 1, 2, . . . , Mspec. (A.16)
As in equation (A.1c), the diffusivity of the particle concentration cipart
is characterized by a Schmidt number Sc ipart , i = 1, 2, . . . , Mspec.
The main advantage of the Eulerian formulations (A.15) & (A.16)
over the Lagrangian particle tracking described by equations (A.1d) &
(A.1e) is the lower numerical effort to solve these equations, in particular,
if the number of Lagrangian particles exceeds the number of grid points
required for an equivalent Eulerian approach.
The simplified model (equations (A.1a), (A.1b), (A.1c), (A.11),
(A.14) & (A.16)) is fully characterized by the nondimensional pas,j
(i = 1, 2, . . . , Mconc ,
rameters Re, Sc i , Sc jpart , Ri i , Ri jpart and Upart
j = 1, 2, . . . , Mspec), i.e. we now have 1 + 2Mconc + 3Mspec independent
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characteristic parameters. If we consider length and time as the physical
units of the dimensional forms of the governing equations, the number
of reference quantities changes to 3 + 2Mconc + 3Mspec (presently, length
L̆, fluid velocity Ŭ , kinematic fluid viscosity ν̆, Mconc reduced gravitational accelerations ğir and concentration diffusivities D̆i , and Mspec
r,j
reduced gravitational accelerations ğpart
, particle concentration diffusivj
s,j
ities D̆part and Stokes settling velocities Ŭpart
).

A.2

Boussinesq approximation

The variable Γ, defined in equation (A.2a), represents the variation of
the effective fluid density due to concentrations. Note that the continuity
equation (A.1a) describes a conservation of fluid ‘volume’ in incompressible flows (rather than a mass conservation).
Generally, we obtain an equation for the pressure p by applying equation (A.1a) to equation (A.1b) (and to the boundary conditions for the
velocity u). Because a velocity time derivative in the resulting pressure equation would strongly complicate a numerical time integration of
the momentum equation (A.1b) together with the continuity constraint
(A.1a), we have to multiply the momentum equation (A.1b) by (1+Γ)−1
before we apply equation (A.1a). For the interior of the spatial domain,
Ω \ ∂Ω, we obtain
∇ · (1 + Γ)−1 ∇p = ∇ · (1 + Γ)−1




1
DΓ
∆u + f u − u
Re
Dt
− ∇ · (u · ∇)u

(A.17)

which differs from a ‘standard’ pressure-Poisson problem for given u, f u
and Γ(x) 6= const. The additional term DΓ/Dt on the right-hand side
vanishes only for immiscible fluids.
Generally, the operator (1 + Γ) between divergence and gradient in
equation (A.17) strongly complicates a numerical solution for the pressure p. For instance, standard FFT-based solvers cannot be applied and
also the performance of multigrid can be expected to suffer. The iterative approach used for (semi-)implicit time integration of the momentum equation (A.1b), cf. section 2.4, can be employed with the matrix
J + diag {Γ} (Γ is the discrete form of Γ) in place of J, cf. equation
(2.14), however, only at additional costs (cf. section 2.6). Moreover, re-
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gions with smaller density and thus smaller Γ impose stronger limitations
on the time step size than other regions.
Therefore, it is convenient to omit such technical problems by applying the so-called Boussinesq approximation where we replace equation
(A.1b) by
1
Du
= −∇p +
∆u + f u .
(A.18)
Dt
Re
This approach is justified if |Γ| is sufficiently small, i.e. |Γ| ≪ 1. This
simplification affects the number of independent characteristic parameters only if we drop particle inertia at the same time (cf. section A.1).
In that case, the Froude number is redundant and the numbers of independent characteristic parameters and reference quantities reduce each
by one, according to the Buckingham Π theorem.

A.3

Free, forced and mixed convection

Generally, the governing equations discussed so far describe so-called
mixed-convection flows which are partly driven by gravitational forces
f u,fb imposed by concentrations and/or suspended particles, and by
boundary conditions u(x ∈ ∂Ω, t), initial conditions u(x, t = 0) and/or
other volume forces f u,other . If gravitational forces are negligible, we can
categorize a flow as a forced-convection flow. If a flow is driven solely by
gravitational forces, it is considered as a free-convection flow.
Obviously, the gravitational acceleration ğ is negligible for forcedconvection flows, whereas it is impossible to specify an appropriate reference velocity Ŭ independently of other reference quantities in case of
free-convection flows. Because the number of physical units remains the
same, both types of flows are characterized by one nondimensional parameter less than mixed-convection flows.
A natural choice for the reference velocity of a free-convection flow
is the buoyancy velocity of a feed-back coupled (particle) concentration
ck ,
q
(A.19)
Ŭ = Ŭkbo = L̆ğkr ,

which is used (among others) for the definition of the Grashof number
"
#2
Ŭ L̆
Gr =
= Re 2 Ri k .
(A.20)
ν̆
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As indicated by this equation, we merge the Reynolds number Re and
the Richardson number Ri k (corresponding to concentration ck ) to a
single parameter, implying that Re and Ri k are no longer independent
of each other.
Finally, we can employ the Richardson number Ri k to analyze potentially mixed convection of a concentration ck : free convection dominates
for Ri k ≫ 1 and forced convection dominates for Ri k ≪ 1. In this
context, the Richardson number is often replaced by the Archimedes
number
Ar k =

Gr
(= Ri k )
Re 2

(A.21)

which parameterizes the relative strength of free and forced convection
(Baehr & Stephan, 2006).

Appendix B
Integral balances of mass and energy

B.1

Navier–Stokes equations, coupled with concentration advection-diffusion equation

In this appendix, we investigate the mass and energy balance of mixed
convection flows with suspended inertia-less particles and/or concentrations in the Boussinesq limit. To simplify the notation, we limit ourselves
to a single feed-back coupled (particle) concentration c. Correspondingly,
the governing equations read
∇ · u = 0,

(B.1a)
=f u
}|
{
z
1
∂u
+ (u · ∇)u = −∇p +
∆u + Ri c ξ g + f u,other , (B.1b)
∂t
Re
1
∂c
+ (u + U s ξ g ) · ∇c =
∆c + f c .
(B.1c)
∂t
Re Sc
The extension to more than one concentration is straightforward.
Generally, the velocity u, the pressure p and the concentration c are
connected to the following three integral measures:
• total concentration mass,
Z
m=
c dV,

(B.2)

Ω

• potential energy of the concentration (with the reference height set
to xref · ξ g = 0),
Z
c x · ξ g dV,
(B.3)
E pot = −Ri
Ω

• total kinetic energy,
Z
1
E kin =
|u|2 dV.
2 Ω

(B.4)
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The total concentration mass m is obtained by normalizing its dimensional counterpart m̆ with ̺˘L̆3 φm , where ̺˘, L̆ and φm are the reference
fluid density, length and concentration mass fraction, respectively (the
mass fraction of a particle suspension is given by φm = φ̺ φV , cf. appendix A). Similarly, the energies E pot and E kin are obtained by normalizing their dimensional counterparts Ĕ pot and Ĕ kin , respectively, consistently with ̺˘Ŭ 2 L̆3 (Ŭ is the reference velocity). Because we apply the
Boussinesq approximation, the variations of the fluid density enter only
E pot , but not E kin .
Using Gauss’ theorem
Z
Z
v · ξ n dA,
(B.5)
∇ · v dV =
∂Ω

Ω

we derive the time derivatives of these integral quantities and separate
the resulting contributions appropriately. The time derivative of the
total concentration mass is given by
Z
∂c
dm
=
dV
ṁ =
dt
∂t

I  Ω
Z
(B.6)
1
c
s g
n
=
f dV,
∇c − (u + U ξ ) c · ξ dA +
∂Ω Re Sc
Ω
where we apply the concentration advection-diffusion equation (A.1c).
Note that we change to the Eulerian point of view to evaluate the integrals over Ω (i.e. we do not move with the fluid). Similarly, the time
derivative of the potential energy is found by multiplying the concentration advection-diffusion equation (A.1c) by the coordinate in the gravity
direction, −x·ξ g , and the subsequent integration over the spatial domain
Ω,
dE pot
= − Ri
dt
= − Ri

Z

ZΩ
Ω

I

x · ξg

∂c
dV
∂t

c U s dV −
g

Ri
Re Sc

Z

Ω

s g

x · ξ g ∆c dV
n

x · ξ c (u + U ξ ) · ξ dA
Z
Z∂Ω
c u · ξ g dV.
x · ξ g f c dV − Ri
− Ri
+ Ri

Ω

Ω

(B.7)
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To obtain the time derivative of the total kinetic energy, we integrate
the scalar product of the momentum equation (A.1b) and the velocity u
over the spatial domain Ω,
Z
Z
dE kin
∂u
1
∂|u|2
u·
=
dV =
dV
dt
∂t
2 Ω ∂t
Ω

Z
I 
1
1
(B.8)
u · ∆u dV
= −
p + |u|2 u · ξ n dA +
2
Re Ω
∂Ω
Z
Z
+
u · f u,other dV + Ri
c u · ξ g dV.
Ω

Ω

Next, we integrate equations (B.7) & (B.8) in time beginning at t = t0 .
The resulting terms on the right-hand sides are
• the change of potential energy due to Stokes particle settling,
E pot,s = −Ri

Z tZ
t0

c U s dV dt⋆ ,

(B.9)

Ω

• the change of potential energy due to concentration diffusion,
E pot,d = −

Z tZ

Ri
Re Sc

t0

Ω

x · ξ g ∆c dV dt⋆ ,

(B.10)

• the change of potential energy due to concentration flux over the
boundary,
E

pot,b

= Ri

Z tI
t0

∂Ω

x · ξ g c (u + U s ξ g ) · ξ n dA dt⋆ ,

(B.11)

• the change of potential energy due to concentration sources,
E

pot,q

= −Ri

Z tZ
t0

Ω

x · ξ g f c dV dt⋆ ,

(B.12)

• the change of total kinetic energy due to fluid viscosity,
E kin,v =

1
Re

Z tZ
t0

Ω

u · ∆u dV dt⋆ ,

(B.13)
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• the change of total kinetic energy due to flux of kinetic energy over
the boundary,
E

kin,b

=−

Z tI
t0

∂Ω




1 2
p + |u| u · ξ n dA dt⋆ ,
2

(B.14)

• the change of total kinetic energy due to other volume forces,
E

kin,f

=

Z tZ
t0

Ω

u · f u,other dV dt⋆ .

(B.15)

For Cartesian coordinates, the integral in equation (B.13) can be written
as
Z
I
Z
S : S dV,
(B.16)
(Su) · ξ n dA − 2
u · ∆u dV = 2
Ω

∂Ω

Ω

where the strain rate S is defined in equation (2.77). Note that the
first term on the right-hand side of equation (B.16) vanishes for the
channel flows (sections 2.5.4 & 5.3.1) and the lock-exchange configuration
(chapter 3) because u(x ∈ ∂Ω) · ξ n ≡ 0 in these cases.
Finally, we can express the sum of potential and kinetic energy as
E kin (t) + E pot (t) = E kin (t0 ) + E pot (t0 ) + E pot,s (t)
+ E pot,d (t) + E pot,b (t) + E pot,q (t)
+ E kin,v (t) + E kin,b (t) + E kin,f (t)

(B.17)

= E kin (t0 ) + E pot (t0 ) + E res (t)
because
d kin
d
E pot,s + E pot,d + E pot,b + E pot,q
(E + E pot ) =
dt
dt

+E kin,v + E kin,b + E kin,f
d
= E res ,
dt

(B.18)

where the energy E res is introduced to simplify notations. Note that the
last terms on the right-hand sides of equations (B.7) & (B.8) cancel.

B.2 Large-Eddy Simulation

B.2
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Large-Eddy Simulation

For LES, the SGS terms sc and su in the respective filtered forms of
equations (B.1c) & (B.1b), according to section 5.1 and equation (5.3),
have to be considered in the mass and energy budgets as well. Correspondingly, the time derivative of the total concentration mass becomes

I 
1
s g
ṁLES =
∇c − (u + U ξ ) c · ξ n dA
∂Ω Re Sc
(B.19)
Z
Z
c
sc dV
+
f dV +
Ω

Ω

in place of equation (B.6). The index ‘LES’ indicates that a quantity is
derived from a LES rather than from a DNS. The energy contributions
connected to sc and su are derived in the same fashion as in equations
(B.7) & (B.8). The additional terms are
• the change of potential energy due to the SGS term sc in the LES
version of the concentration advection-diffusion equation (B.1c),
Z tZ
E pot,sgs = −Ri
x · ξ g sc dV dt⋆ ,
(B.20)
t0

Ω

• the change of total kinetic energy due to the SGS term su in the
LES version of the momentum equation (B.1b),
Z tZ
u · su dV dt⋆ ≥ 0.
(B.21)
E kin,sgs =
t0

Ω

The evolution of the sum of potential and kinetic energy becomes
pot
pot
kin
kin
ELES
(t) + ELES
(t) = ELES
(t0 ) + ELES
(t0 )
pot,s
pot,d
pot,b
pot,q
+ ELES
(t) + ELES
(t) + ELES
(t) + ELES
(t)
kin,v
kin,b
kin,f
+ ELES
(t) + ELES
(t) + ELES
(t)

+ E pot,sgs (t) + E kin,sgs (t)
pot
kin
res
= ELES
(t0 ) + ELES
(t0 ) + ELES
(t)

+ E pot,sgs (t) + E kin,sgs (t),
(B.22)
analogously to equation (B.17).

Appendix C
Maximum principle and Relaxation-Term
(RT) model
In this appendix, we focus on advection-diffusion equations of the
form
1
∂a
+ w · ∇a =
∆a,
∂t
Pe

Pe > 0,

(C.1)

with Dirichlet boundary conditions
a = G at x ∈ ∂Ω

(C.2)

and/or no-flux/advective boundary conditions

ξ n · a w − Pe −1 ∇a = 0 at x ∈ ∂Ω for w · ξ n ≤ 0,
∂a
+ w · ∇a = 0 at x ∈ ∂Ω for w · ξ n > 0
∂t

(C.3a)
(C.3b)

for some variable a(x, t), a given velocity field w, a given Péclet number
Pe and a function G(x ∈ ∂Ω, t) for the Dirichlet boundary conditions
(ξ n is the outward-pointing unit normal vector on the boundary). We
use such sets of differential equations for the description of (particle)
concentrations and (together with additional volume forces) also for the
fluid velocity.
The set of equations (C.1)–(C.3) satisfies the so-called maximum
principle (Wesseling, 2001), manifested by the property
amin ≤ a(x, t) ≤ amax
with

(C.4)

n
o
amin = min min a(x ∈ ∂Ω, t), min a(x, t0 ) ,
t
x
n
o
amax = max max a(x ∈ ∂Ω, t), max a(x, t0 ) .
t

x

(C.5a)
(C.5b)

Discretizations of equations (C.1), (C.2) and/or (C.3) satisfying condition (C.4) are so-called monotone discretizations (e.g. Wesseling, 2001).
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The objective of this appendix is to check if the discrete form of the
LES equation (5.3) with f = 0, boundary conditions (C.2) and/or (C.3),
and the RT model s (5.9) in place of the continuous subgrid scale term s
meet this property as well. Because the solution to this set of equations
does not necessarily satisfy condition (C.4) for s = 0, especially not
in case of higher-order spatial discretizations (Wesseling, 2001), the RT
model s 6= 0 should ideally compensate for that, i.e. it should regularize
the discretized equations. Therefore, it is practical if already the solution
a to the model equation
∂a
M
= s = −χFhp a = −χ(I − Flp lp )Mhp a
∂t

(C.6)

satisfies condition (C.4). We will demonstrate below that this can be
achieved only with Mhp = 1 and Flp ≥ 0 (i.e. Flp is non-negative) implying that Fhp needs to be a so-called L-matrix (i.e. all off-diagonal
entries are non-positive and the diagonal entries are positive; cf. Grossmann & Roos, 2005; Schwandt, 2003).
To prove that we consider a matrix Flp = {Flp,ij }N ×N which is not
strictly non-negative and assume Mlp = Mhp = 1. If such a Flp is
applied to a discrete impulse function a = {aj }N ×1 with ak > 0 and
aj6=k = 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , N , then Flp a is ensured to be non-negative only
if Flp,ij ≥ 0. Otherwise, Flp a is negative at grid points i at which
Flp,ik < 0 is multiplied by ak > 0. This yields ∂ai /∂t < 0 at the
same points. However, condition (C.4) requires that ∂ak /∂t ≤ 0 and
∂aj6=k /∂t ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , N , i.e. condition (C.4) can be violated if Flp
is not strictly non-negative. For similar reasons, the high-pass filter Fhp
M
cannot be an L-matrix if Mhp > 1. However, the low-pass filter Flp lp is
non-negative also for Mlp > 1 provided that Flp is non-negative.
Generally, the ‘sharpest’ and still non-negative filters Flp have the
shape of a discrete Gaussian function in Fourier and thus also in physical
space. However, such functions are only second-order approximations of
unity for low-pass filters Flp (and zero for high-pass filters I−Flp , respecP∞
2
tively) which follows from the Taylor series e−x = k=0 (−1)k x2k /k! =
1 − x2 + . . . . Analogously, we find that the low-pass filters Flp used in
this work are non-negative only for stencil widths n = 3 yielding convergence orders of n − 1 = 2 (cf. section 5.2.1). Likewise, high-pass filters
Fhp can be L-matrices only for n = 3 and Mhp = 1 (as indicated before).
In practice, however, filters with n = 3 and Mhp = 1 do not necessarily yield the best LES results, possibly because such filters are not
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sufficiently ‘sharp’ (cf. section 5.2.2). This indicates that a strict compliance with condition (C.4) is not mandatory for sufficiently accurate
LES.

Appendix D
Compact finite differences
We approximate the δ-th derivative of a continuous function a with
respect to the coordinate z,
a{δ} =

∂δa
,
∂z δ

δ = 0, 1, 2,

(D.1)

by
a{δ} = Q−1 Ra,

δ = 0, 1, 2,

(D.2)

with discrete function values a and derivatives a{δ} located on equidistantly distributed grid points zi , i = 1, 2, . . . , N . The coefficients of the
matrices Q and R are given below for a non-periodic grid line and without imposing any symmetry. For the spatial discretization of the boundary conditions, we employ the purely explicit finite-difference stencils of
the d3 scheme (cf. section 2.3.2 and table 2.3) for technical reasons.
For the following specifications, we use the superscript ‘co’ to denote
a colocated operation where the entries of a{δ} and a are located on
the same grid points and ‘st’ to indicate a staggered operation where
the entries of a{δ} and a are located on two different (staggered) grids.
With N as the number of grid points on which the δ-th derivative is
computed, the matrix Q is always N × N whereas the matrix R is either
N × N for colocated operations or N × (N + 1) for staggered operations.
The corresponding truncation errors of a{δ} to the exact derivative b
a{δ}
are given by
T

{δ},st
{δ},st
aN ×1 ∼ O ∆z 4 , ∆z 6 , ∆z 10 , . . . , ∆z 10 , ∆z 6 , ∆z 4 N ×1 (D.3)
aN ×1 − b
for all staggered operations and
{δ},co

{δ},co

aN ×1
aN ×1 − b
T
 4
∼ O ∆z , ∆z 4 , ∆z 8 , ∆z 10 , . . . , ∆z 10 , ∆z 8 , ∆z 4 , ∆z 4 N ×1

(D.4)

for all colocated operations, where ∆z = zi+1 − zi = const., i =
1, 2, . . . , N − 1 for all schemes listed below (note that the coefficients
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are derived for ∆z = 1 and a shift of size ∆z/2 = 1/2 between staggered
grids).

Coefficients of compact finite differences:
• δ = 0, staggered (interpolation operators T):


Qδ=0,st
N ×N

Rδ=0,st
N ×(N +1)
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Qδ=1,st
N ×N

Rδ=1,st
N ×(N +1)

• δ = 1, staggered (divergence operator D and gradient operator G):
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Rδ=1,co
N ×N
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Qδ=1,co
N ×N

• δ = 1, colocated (gradient operators C):
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N ×N

• δ = 2, colocated (Laplacian operator L):
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Appendix E
Implicit forcing of bulk flow
To enforce a specific bulk velocity
Z
Z
1
bk
f
⋆
U =
u · ξ dV
with V =
dV ⋆
V Ω
Ω

(E.1)

in the direction of the unit vector ξ f at any time, we have to introduce
an appropriate volume force f u (cf. equation (2.1a)),
f u (x ∈ Ω \ ∂Ω) = F ξ f ,

f u (x ∈ ∂Ω) = 0.

(E.2)

Because f u is not known beforehand, we must treat it implicitly in a
discrete time integration which differs from the description in section
2.3.1. Note that the function F = F (x) in equation (E.2) can be chosen
arbitrarily, however, F = const. appears to be the most ‘physical’ choice
for the applications studied in this work.
To perform the integration in equation (E.1) discretely, we define the
vector ∆V consisting of the cell volumes ∆x1 ∆x2 ∆x3 of the velocity
grids, multiplied by the respective components of ξ f . To establish equation (E.2) for a numerical time integration, we define the vector 1 which
contains the components of ξ f on the velocity grid points and zero on the
boundary (because these entries are reserved for the velocity boundary
conditions). With these definitions and with the parameter K = ∆tF ,
we modify equation (2.13) to

  

H
1 G
u
q
∆VT 0 0  K  = V U bk 
(E.3)
p
0
D
0 0

in the case of a (semi-)implicit time integration of the momentum equation (2.1a). The corresponding procedure for explicit time integration
follows immediately by setting H = J. Elimination of the lower triangular matrix blocks yields

  

H
1
G
q
u
 0 ∆VT H−1 1 ∆VT H−1 G K  = ∆VT H−1 q − V U bk  (E.4)
p
0
0
DH−1 G
DH−1 q
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with DH−1 1 = 0. Obviously, the pressure p is independent of K, such
that we can rewrite equation (E.4) as

  

I
H−1 1
0
u|K=0
u
0 ∆VT H−1 1
 K  = ∆VT u|K=0 − V U bk  (E.5)
0
−1
p
0
0
DH G
DH−1 q

with u|K=0 = H−1 (q − Gp) as the velocity field computed from equation (2.13) without any forcing, i.e. K = 0. Correspondingly, we can
first compute u|K=0 from equation (2.13) and correct the velocity subsequently, i.e.
u = u|K=0 − H−1 1K

(E.6)

with
K=

∆VT u|K=0 − V U bk
.
∆VT H−1 1

(E.7)
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